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Blue Jackets-Hurricanes game had another strange call, and this time, Carolina lost
By Chip Alexander
It was just one of 56 games this season, or so the Carolina
Hurricanes hope during the pandemic, and the second of
eight against the Columbus Blue Jackets.
Like the first game Sunday, it had a ruling that left a head
coach shaking his head. Unlike the first game, Monday’s
matchup had the Hurricanes playing shorthanded, with 11
forwards and six defensemen as center Vincent Trocheck
was a late scratch.
The Blue Jackets won 3-2 at Nationwide Arena and the
winning goal was a beauty from a hockey sense, Jack
Roslovic stickhandling his way through Brett Pesce and
Ryan Dzingel up the slot and then beating goalie Alex
Nedeljkovic with a backhander.
Roslovic’s goal at 15:24 of the third period was a great
individual effort by the forward. But the Blue Jackets’ second
goal, from Cam Atkinson in the second period, was a
stumper for the Canes (7-3-0).
With the Canes on a power play, Teuvo Teravainen couldn’t
handle a puck near the Columbus blue line. Atkinson jumped
on it and began a shorthanded breakaway before Teravainen
reached out and hooked him.
Canes defenseman Dougie Hamilton was close to Atkinson,
but the ruling was a penalty shot. Atkinson then beat
Nedeljkovic, making his first start of the season, with a
backhand-to-forehand move.
“I’ve never seen that, a penalty shot called from the blue
line,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Usually they give
you a chance to see if a guy is going to catch him or
whatever. I guess that’s the rule now, I’m not sure.”
Brind’Amour also was not sure about the severity of
Trocheck’s injury although saying he hoped he would not be
out long. Trocheck, he said, “took a shot” and then “didn’t
feel right” after Sunday’s game.
Trocheck became the Canes’ fourth injured player, joining
goalie Petr Mrazek and forwards Martin Necas and Max
McCormick. None are on Long Term Injured Reserve (LTIR),
although Mrazek could be out an extended period after
surgery on his right thumb.
Pushed against the salary cap, the Canes could not call up
another player. By playing one game with 17 skaters, they
now are allowed an emergency call-up.

“I don’t know how it works but I know that’s how we had to do
it,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s part of it. It’s the way it’s going this
year. There are a lot of injuries and things going on. We’re
spending to the cap now and that’s a good problem to have,
going out and getting players. It’s just one of those things
you have to deal with.”
Trocheck, who has six goals this season, was the man in the
center of the storm Sunday in the Canes’ 6-5 win. His goal
late in the second period was challenged by Columbus
coach John Tortorella, who claimed Trocheck had been
offside entering the zone. After review, the ruling was a good
goal and penalty against Columbus.
During the second intermission, the NHL said a
“miscommunication” had resulted in a wrong decision. Other
replays showed Trocheck offside. The goal was allowed
because of the resumption of play but the final 45 seconds of
the Canes’ power play was wiped out.
With that controversial backdrop, the first two goals Monday
were on lucky breaks.
Blue Jackets defenseman Scott Harrington scored the first
when his shot glanced off the shoulder of Canes forward
Andrei Svechnikov in front of Nedeljkovic. Nino Niederreiter
than scored for the Canes when goalie Joonas Korpisalo
took a swipe at the puck, which bounced off Niederreiter’s
leg and into the net.
Atkinson’s goal was matched by the Canes’ Brock McGinn,
who scored for the third straight game. McGinn lunged
across the ice in the low slot to knock in the rebound of a
Warren Foegele shot.
“They got a fortunate bounce on the first one and then two
breakaways,” Nedeljkovic said. “I’ve got to find a way to
(stop) one of them if not both of them and find a way to bail
the guys out.”
Roslovic and Patrik Laine both came to Columbus in the
mega trade Jan. 23 that sent Pierre-Luc Dubois to Winnipeg.
In an interesting twist, Tortorella benched Laine, who scored
twice Sunday, for the last 26 minutes Monday after Laine
was a bystander on the McGinn goal.
“We really worked hard tonight, being short-staffed,”
Brind’Amoru said. “On a back-to-back I thought we grinded it
out and probably deserved better.”
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Hurricanes’ late breakdown gives Blue Jackets 3-2 win
Carolina played with just 17 skaters — could it hint at how
soon goalie Petr Mrazek will return from injury?
By Cory Lavalette
For the second straight day, the Hurricanes played a tight
game in Columbus. This time, the Blue Jackets came out on
top thanks to a late goal by Jack Roslovic for 3-2 win.
Carolina got goals from Nino Niederreiter and Brock McGinn
but fell to 7-3-0 on the season.
Three Thoughts
1. The online chatter throughout the NHL during the game
was about Columbus’ recently acquired sniper Patrik Laine
being nailed to the bench by Blue Jackets coach John
Tortorella for the second half of the game a day after scoring
two goals against Carolina.
It was the other guy the Blue Jackets got in the trade that
proved to be the difference.
Roslovic, playing his seventh game since he was acquired
by his hometown team as part of the Laine trade, weaved
through both Brett Pesce and Ryan Dzingel and slid a
backhand under Alex Nedeljkovic (19 saves) for the gamewinner with 4:36 remaining.
Roslovic now has two goals and five assists since returning
to Columbus, a silver lining on the darkening cloud that
already hangs over Laine and the Blue Jackets.
2. The first two goals of the game came off bizarre bounces.
Columbus took a 1-0 lead in the final minutes of the first
period with a goal off a Carolina player. Blue Jackets
defenseman Scott Harrington’s shot hit Carolina’s Andrei
Svechnikov — who was trying to clear Mikhail Grigorenko
out from in front of the net — on the shoulder, and the puck
barely crossed the goal line before being snatched by
Nedeljkovic.

the fact the trip happened on the other side of the red line
and Carolina defenseman Dougie Hamilton was alongside
Atkinson and ready to race him up the ice.
Atkinson scored to give the Blue Jackets the lead, though the
Hurricanes got the goal back just over two minutes later
when McGinn scored.
“I’ve never seen that, a penalty shot called from the blue
line,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Usually they
give you a chance to see if the guy’s gonna catch him or
whatever, but I guess that’s the rule now. I’m not sure.”
Number To Know
19 — Players dressed by Carolina after Vincent Trocheck
was a late scratch. The Hurricanes did not have the available
cap space to recall a player, leaving them with just 11
forwards for the second game of a back-to-back.
One possible solution that wasn’t used could answer an even
more pressing question. The Hurricanes could have placed
injured goalie Petr Mrazek on long-term injury, freeing up the
needed cap space. But that move would require Mrazek to
miss a minimum of 10 games and 24 days.
Carolina has been vague about the timetable for Mrazek’s
return following thumb surgery. He was injured Jan. 30 and
has missed five games. Missing five more would take
Mrazek to Feb. 20, but that would not be enough to satisfy
the 24-day requirement if he was placed on LTIR. But
perhaps the Hurricanes think Mrazek will be ready to return
either by then or before the Feb. 24 game that would fulfill
LTIR 24-day requirement.
Given that Carolina’s goalies have allowed three times as
many goals (nine) in the last two days as Mrazek has in 182
minutes this season (three), playing one game with 11
forwards isn’t as much of a sacrifice when it could mean
getting your top goalie back sooner.

Carolina tied it just over six minutes into the second on an
equally flukey bounce. Joonas Korpisalo — who made 22
saves playing for the second straight day — tried to poke
check a loose puck away from a charging Niederreiter.
Instead, the puck hit the Carolina forward’s shin and
caromed into the net for Niederreiter’s fifth goal of the
season.

They Said It

3. A day after the officials and league were lambasted for
their mistakes involving an offside goal on a Carolina goal,
the refs were at again Monday.

Plus

With the game tied 1-1 and the Hurricanes on the power
play, Teuvo Teravainen tripped Columbus’ Cam Atkinson
just outside the Blue Jackets’ blue line. It was a clear
penalty, but the refs awarded Atkinson a penalty shot despite

“Either way, it looked like I was getting a straight-on
breakaway, it was just delayed a minute. … I got to find a
way to make a save on that or that last one.”
— Hurricanes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic on facing Atkinson’s
shootout attempt and later Roslovic’s game-winning shot.

Brock McGinn, Hurricanes forward — Brind’Amour considers
McGinn a crucial piece to his team’s identity — a player who
understands his role and will sacrifice for the good of the
team. Brind’Amour likes McGinn even more when he is
scoring, too.
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The gritty forward found the back of the net for the third
straight game and fourth time this season, diving to sweep in
a rebound just outside the Columbus crease.
He also had the hit of the night, knocking Oliver Bjorkstrand
clean off his feet at the Carolina blue line.
“He plays hard every night, and he’s very consistent in that,”
Brind’Amour said. “I think he’s getting some bounces that he
doesn’t normally get. He didn’t get much last year, and now
he’s gotten a few. … He’s been really good.”

players that have shaken off a disappointing 2019-20 and
started off this right. But a miscommunication between
Dzingel and Pesce with under five minutes remaining in a tie
game allowed Roslovic to weave through the two Carolina
players and score the winning goal.
“I know exactly what happened,” Brind’Amour said of the
mixup. “We’re working hard to come back and our
defenseman thinks he’s got help, and the help thinks that ‘it’s
your guy, take him,’ and it just, it happens. It shouldn’t, but
it’s certainly not a lack of effort.”

Minus
Ryan Dzingel and Brett Pesce, Hurricanes forward and
defenseman — Dzingel is one of a handful of Hurricanes

Recap: Canes Fall to Blue Jackets in Rematch
Niederreiter, McGinn tally in loss
By Michael Smith
COLUMBUS - The Carolina Hurricanes were edged, 3-2, by
the Columbus Blue Jackets in the second half of a back-toback set.
Nino Niederreiter and Brock McGinn tallied goals for the
Canes, but Jack Roslovic netted the game-winning goal with
4:36 left in regulation.
The Difference
With less than five minutes to play in regulation, Roslovic
caught a pass in stride in the neutral zone and weaved his
way through Brett Pesce and Ryan Dzingel to then beat Alex
Nedeljkovic with a backhander. In the blink of an eye, a
closely contested match was decided with one rush up the
ice, and despite the Canes' best efforts, they were unable to
secure a point in a game where they probably deserved at
least one. That's just how the puck bounces sometimes,
though.
"We were working hard to come back. Our defenseman
thinks he has help, and the help thinks that it's his guy. It
happens. It shouldn't, but it's certainly not a lack of effort,"
head coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We really worked hard
tonight being short-staffed on a back-to-back. I thought we
grinded it out and probably deserved better."
Weird Bounce(s) of the Night
It's been a weird season so far, and this game was on brand,
as the two teams traded weird bounces for their first goals of
the game.
The Blue Jackets struck first late in the first period. Scott
Harrington fired off a shot that was going well wide of the net,
but the puck instead bounced off Andrei Svechnikov's back

and floated in, despite Nedeljkovic's best efforts to reach
back and glove it out.
The Canes answered back with a weird bounce of their own
in the second period. The puck popped out from along the far
boards into the slot, where Joonas Korpisalo tried to poke it
out of harm's way. Instead, he sent it careening into the
oncoming Nino Niederreiter, and the puck bounced off his
leg and floated in for his fifth goal of the season.
Weird Thing of the Night
Jordan Staal won the faceoff on the Canes' first power play
of the game, but as Sebastian Aho tried to tap the puck up to
Teuvo Teravainen, Cam Atkinson jumped in the lane and
scampered away with the puck. As Atkinson exited the zone
and chipped the puck ahead, Teravainen reached out and
impeded his progress. Instead of sending Teravainen to the
penalty box, though, the officials awarded Atkinson a penalty
shot, a curious decision given Dougie Hamilton's positioning
- he was essentially matching him stride-for-stride, though
Atkinson had the more direct line in front of him - and
Atkinson's location on the ice.
"I don't know if I've seen it in that scenario. From my end, it
was hard to tell where he was in relation to the D,"
Nedeljkovic said. "Either way, it looked like I was getting a
straight-on breakaway."
Weird!
But, hey, given that the Canes were the beneficiaries of a
call that was admittedly blown the night prior, the Blue
Jackets were bound to get the benefit of the doubt in a
similar situation. Atkinson then scored on the penalty shot to
put the Blue Jackets ahead, 2-1.
Plus/Minus
Plus: Alex Nedeljkovic
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Alex Nedeljkovic last played a competitive hockey game 11
months ago, but the 25-year-old didn't show any signs of rust
or nerves in his first start of the season and fifth of his young
NHL career.
Nedeljkovic, a native of Parma, Ohio, returned to the building
where he made his NHL debut four years ago, when he
made 17 saves on 17 shots in relief.
There wasn't much Nedeljkovic could do on the three goals
he surrendered tonight, given that one was a fluke bounce
and the other two were breakaways. In sum, it was a solid
first showing of the season, despite the final result and his
own self-critique.
"Not good enough. We did a good job defensively, not giving
up anything. I've got to find a way to make a save. They got
a fortunate bounce on the first and then two breakaways.
They beat me clean," he said. "I've got to find a way to make
one of them if not both of them and find a way to bail the
guys out there."
"We gave up two breakaways, essentially. You can't really
fault him there," Brind'Amour said. "I thought he was good
the rest of the way."
Minus: Down a forward
Vincent Trocheck was unable to play due to a lower-body
injury. With the Canes already pressed up against the salary
cap and receiving no relief from the four players on the

injured list, they had to dress 11 forwards and six
defensemen.
"I don't know how it all works," Brind'Amour said. "I just know
that's how we had to do it."
Brind'Amour added that Trocheck "thought he might be able
to play," and as for his status moving forward, Brind'Amour is
"hoping it's not too long."
Stats Pack
3: Brock McGinn tallied his third goal in as many games to tie
the game at two in the second period.
1-3-0: In their four two-game sets so far this season, the
Canes have been victorious just once in the second game.
19:29: Sebastian Aho led the 11 Canes' forwards in ice time
with 19:29. He recorded a season-high 21:16 against Dallas
on Jan. 31.
Quote of the Night
"He plays hard every night. He's very consistent in that. He's
getting some bounces that he doesn't normally get. … We're
playing him with more opportunity in a different role right
now. He's been really good." - Rod Brind'Amour on McGinn
Up Next
It's back to Raleigh for the Canes, who will then depart on
Wednesday for a two-game set in Dallas.

Roslovic's late goal gives Blue Jackets split against Hurricanes
Cuts through defense to break tie for Columbus; Laine
benched for final 26:19

"I just saw open ice," he said. "We were trying to move the
puck north and try to make a play at the net."

By Craig Merz

Joonas Korpisalo made 22 saves for the Blue Jackets (6-53), who earned a split of the two-game set following a 6-5
loss here Sunday.

COLUMBUS -- Jack Roslovic scored the tiebreaking goal
late in the third period for the Columbus Blue Jackets in a 3-2
win against the Carolina Hurricanes at Nationwide Arena on
Monday.
Roslovic skated into the zone and split Hurricanes
defenseman Brett Pesce and forward Ryan Dzingel before
scoring five-hole on goalie Alex Nedeljkovic at 15:24.
"We're working hard to come back, and our defenseman
thinks he's got help and the help thinks it's your guy and take
him, and it happens," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said.
"It shouldn't, but it wasn't because of a lack of effort."
Roslovic has seven points (two goals, five assists) during an
NHL career-high five-game point streak.

Patrik Laine, who scored three goals in the previous two
games, was benched for the final 26:19. Laine and Roslovic
were acquired in a trade from the Winnipeg Jets on Jan. 23
for Pierre-Luc Dubois, who was benched in his last game for
Columbus on Jan. 21.
"That's going to stay in-house," Blue Jackets coach John
Tortorella said. "It's what I feel I need to do. The last thing I
want to do is bench a player."
Nedeljkovic made 19 saves in his season debut for the
Hurricanes (7-3-0), who have lost two of their past three.
"The guys did a good job keeping the shots to the outside for
the most part," Nedeljkovic said. "They really didn't get much
in tight there and made my job easy tonight."
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Scott Harrington gave Columbus a 1-0 lead at 18:24 of the
first period with a shot from the left face-off dot that hit
Carolina forward Andrei Svechnikov and floated over
Nedeljkovic. It was the first shot on goal for the Blue Jackets
in 15:59.
"We've been kind of struggling lately to really find our groove
and tonight felt good to have a couple things go our way,"
Harrington said. "We'll definitely take those two points."
Nino Niederreiter tied it 1-1 at 6:19 of the second period. He
lunged for a loose puck in the slot at the same time as
Korpisalo, and the attempt hit off Niederreiter's shin, then
Korpisalo's shoulder before hitting the post and trickling in off
his skate.
Blue Jackets defenseman Dean Kukan had the turnover that
led to the goal. He did not play the final 33:41.
"The last couple of games, it's been a struggle for him,"
Tortorella said.

Cam Atkinson gave Columbus a 2-1 lead at 10:38 when he
scored on a penalty shot after being tripped on a breakaway
by Teuvo Teravainen six seconds into a Carolina power play.
"I've got to find a way to make a save," Nedeljkovic. "They
got a fortunate bounce on the first one and then two
breakaways, they just beat me clean. I've got to find a way to
make a save on one of them, if not both of them."
Brock McGinn scored for the third straight game to tie it 2-2
at 12:46 of the second, diving to put in a rebound with his
backhand.
"We really worked hard tonight, being short-staffed and
back-to-back (games)," Brind'Amour said. "I thought we
grinded it out. We probably deserved better."
Forward Vincent Trocheck did not play because of a lowerbody injury, so the Hurricanes dressed 17 skaters, one below
the maximum, with 11 forwards and six defensemen.

Roslovic scores late goal, Blue Jackets beat Hurricanes 3-2
By Mitch Stacy
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Jack Roslovic scored the
tiebreaking goal late in the third period, Joonas Korpisalo
had 22 saves and the Columbus Blue Jackets beat the
Carolina Hurricanes 3-2 on Monday night to split a back-toback series.
Scott Harrington and Cam Atkinson also scored for the Blue
Jackets, who weren’t sharp for much of the night but still got
their second win in three games.
With the score tied 2-2, Roslovic split two defenders and
beat Alex Nedeljkovic with a backhand with 4:36 left for what
was the prettiest goal in an evening that included some
unusual ones.
“I just saw open ice,” said Roslovic, who has been a
consistent contributor since coming over with Patrik Laine
from Winnipeg in the Pierre-Luc Dubois trade last month.
“We were trying to move the puck north and try to make a
play at the net.”
Nino Niederreiter and Brock McGinn scored, and Nedeljkovic
had 19 stops in his first start of the season as the Hurricanes
lost for just the third time in 10 games.

Atkinson put Columbus up 2-1 when he deked Nedeljkovic
on a penalty shot after being tripped up by Teuvo Teravainen
on a short-handed breakaway. Carolina knotted it again
when a diving McGinn batted in a rebound in heavy traffic.
“It was obviously a phenomenal goal (by Roslovic), and for
Korpi to play on his head like he does every night for us, it
feels good,” Harrington said. “We’ve been kind of struggling
lately to really find our groove, and tonight it felt good to have
a couple things go our way.”
Columbus coach John Tortorella said it was an improvement
over Sunday’s wild 6-5 loss, but he wasn’t celebrating.
“We were better in certain minutes of the game — still have a
lot to work on,” he said. “I still think we’re a terribly disjointed
team in all facets.”
LAINE BENCHED
Laine, who had three goals in the previous two games, was
benched by Tortorella in the second period. He was on the
ice and standing by for McGinn’s diving goal with 6:19 left in
the second and didn’t report for another shift the rest of the
way. Tortorella said his reasons for sitting the 22-year-old
are “going to stay in-house.”

After going without an on-target try for a stretch of 16
minutes of the first period, the Blue Jackets got a goal late
from Harrington, whose shot hit Carolina’s Andrei
Svechnikov in front of the cage and tumbled up and over
Nedeljkovic.

“I’m sure (Laine) and I will talk about certain things that we’re
looking for here and try to make him understand,” Tortorella
said.

Carolina tied it in the second period with a fluky goal of its
own. Korpisalo came out of the net and tried to sweep the
puck away but it came back the other way off the handle of
Niederreiter’s stick.

Carolina coach Rod Brind’Amour, who because of injuries
had just 11 forwards and six defensemen available, said the
loss wasn’t due to lack of effort.

GRINDING IT OUT
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“We really worked hard tonight, being short-staffed and backto-back. I thought we’d grinded it out,” he said. “We probably
deserved better.”
GOALIE CAROUSEL
Both teams are having some hard luck with goaltender
depth. Columbus’ Elvis Merzlikins, who had been splitting
time with Korpisalo, got hurt in practice last week and landed
on injured reserve. Then Matiss Kivlenieks, who took his slot
on the roster, got hurt. Carolina’s No. 1 goalie, Petr Mrazek,
had surgery on his right thumb last week and is out
indefinitely, leaving James Reimer with the load. Nedeljikovic
got the nod on the second night of the back-to-back.

Carolina: F Vincent Trocheck didn’t play due to a lower-body
injury. ... McGinn has goals in the last three games.
Columbus: Kevin Stenlund has three points in his last three
games. ... Stenlund and F Mikhail Grigorenko were back in
the lineup after they were scratched Sunday. Mikko Koivu
and Liam Foudy were healthy scratches Monday.
UP NEXT
The Hurricanes play a two-game series at Dallas Thursday
and Saturday.
The Blue Jackets play a pair of games in Chicago Thursday
and Saturday.

ICE CHIPS

NHL Power Rankings: Pastrnak’s return helps Bruins climb to top spot
By Adam Gretz
There is a new team at the top of this week’s NHL Power
Rankings as the Bruins, powered by the return of David
Pastrnak, climb to the top.
Our previous NHL Power Rankings No. 1, Montreal, has
continued its winning ways but had its hands full over the
weekend with Ottawa, which knocks it down a couple of
spots as Boston, Tampa Bay, and Toronto continue to
impress.
The Panthers also crack the top-10 for the first time, while
the Canucks continue their roller coaster season and drop
significantly after a very tough week defensively.
We look at all of that and more.
Where does your team sit this week?
To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!
1. Boston Bruins. They were already winning games, and
then David Pastrnak came back and started scoring goals. A
ton of them. What an in-season addition that is.

still is. But so far he has eight goals in 12 games. Not a bad
start.
5. Carolina Hurricanes. Andrei Svechnikov is in the process
of his major breakout season as most of us expected him to
be, but do not overlook the performance of last year’s big
trade deadline acquisition, Vincent Trocheck.
6. Colorado Avalanche. Injuries are mounting and they are
one of the teams dealing with COVID at the moment, but
when they do play they look really good.
7. Vegas Golden Knights. Mark Stone is on pace for nearly
90 points in a 56-game season. He is tremendous.
8. Florida Panthers. They finally lost a game in regulation …
to Detroit?! Still no idea what to make of this team, but they
have mostly beaten the teams they are supposed to beat.
9. Washington Capitals. They drop down from the second
spot a week. Their lineup is decimated at the moment due to
injuries.
10. St. Louis Blues. No Robert Thomas for the next four-tosix weeks is going to be tough.

2. Tampa Bay Lightning. Even when you take away one of
the best offensive players in hockey (Nikita Kucherov) this
team is still too much for everybody else. There is no
weakness on the roster.

11. Philadelphia Flyers. They are getting points, and that is
going to help them in the long run. But the defensive play
and goaltending is going to have to get better. Offense and a
sky-high shooting percentage are carrying them.

3. Toronto Maple Leafs. I do not think Auston Matthews is
going to score 50 goals in 56 games, but he is going to make
it interesting.

12. Winnipeg Jets. Little surprising they have been as good
as they have been while only getting one game out of Patrik
Laine (before trading him) and Connor Hellebuyck only being
“good” instead of “great.”

4. Montreal Canadiens. Signing Josh Anderson to a sevenyear contract after an injury-shortened season where he
scored one goal in 26 games looked seriously risky. And it
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13. Dallas Stars. They have cooled off a bit after that fourgame winning streak to open the season by losing four of the
next five games.

22. New York Islanders. They finally snapped a five-game
losing streak on Saturday night, but this team is still a long
way from where it wants to be.

14. Calgary Flames. The best news for the Flames this
season: Johnny Gaudreau looks awesome.

23. New Jersey Devils. Hard to judge a team you have not
seen play in more than a week.

15. New York Rangers. They start the week on a four-game
point streak with back-to-back impressive wins over
Pittsburgh and Washington.

24. Buffalo Sabres. Again, hard to judge a team you have not
seen play in more than a week.

16. Arizona Coyotes. Give them credit, they are hanging
around without their best defensemen (Oliver EkmanLarsson) and Darcy Kuemper not yet finding his rhythm.
17. Minnesota Wild. We have not seem them for more than a
week, but when we did see them the only thing you could
really say about them is they have been consistently
inconsistent.
18. Columbus Blue Jackets. It has only been three games
but you can already see the potential that Laine brings to this
lineup.
19. Chicago Blackhawks. After starting the season with four
consecutive ugly losses they are have 14 out of the next 20
points in the standings. The key: Kevin Lankinen in goal. Bet
you did not see that one coming.
20. Pittsburgh Penguins. Sloppy defense and lousy
goaltending is going to result in too many losses in the
standings.

25. Anaheim Ducks. The Ducks best chance to compete this
season is if they get great goaltending. It has been very good
and kept a bad offense in a lot of games.
26. Nashville Predators. Really hard to see where the
offense is going to come from here.
27. San Jose Sharks. Their week saw them get humiliated by
Colorado and then struggle against a mediocre Ducks team.
28. Vancouver Canucks. This might be the worst defense in
the NHL outside of Ottawa.
29. Los Angeles Kings. Anze Kopitar still has it. The rest of
the team right now, not so much.
30. Detroit Red Wings. Sunday’s win against Florida
snapped an eight-game losing streak. Going to be another
long year.
31. Ottawa Senators. A positive season in Ottawa is seeing
meaningful progress from young players. Even when they
lose games. Which they will. Very often.

21. Edmonton Oilers. If they miss the playoffs in this division,
with these performances from Connor McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl, that would be a great big yikes.

Shorthanded Canes fall in Columbus
The Hurricanes allowed a late goal in regulation Monday
night to split the back-to-back with the Blue Jackets.
By Andrew Schnittker
The Carolina Hurricanes battled for 60 minutes in Columbus
Monday night, but surrendered a late goal and dropped the
back half of a back to back 3-2 against the Blue Jackets.
The Canes learned shortly before the faceoff that they’d be
playing a man down, as Vincent Trocheck was out with a
lower-body injury, and, due to cap issues, the team could not
call a player up without putting an injured player on long-term
injured reserve.
Despite that, the Canes played well, and were the victims of
a couple bad bounces. Nino Niederreiter and Brock McGinn
scored for Carolina.

Making his first start of the season and seeing his first action
in almost a year, Alex Nedeljkovic was solid, stopping 19 of
22 Blue Jackets shots without much to fault him for on any of
the goals.
With under five minutes to go in a back-and-forth third
period, the Blue Jackets took the lead as Jack Roslovic
weaved his way between Ryan Dzingel and Brett Pesce and
beat Nedeljkovic on the backhand to make it 3-2 and give
Columbus a lead it would not relinquish.
At the tail end of a first period in which the Canes were, for
the most part, the better team, the Blue Jackets were the
benefactors of a lucky bounce, as defenseman Scott
Harrington’s shot bounced off Andrei Svechnikov in front and
made it 1-0 Columbus with 1:36 left in the opening frame.
The Canes tied the game early in the second period with a
fluke goal of their own, as Joonas Korpisalo went to poke
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check the puck as it rolled in on him, but, with Niederreiter
crashing the net, it bounced off his shin and in to make it 1-1.

Nedeljkovic showed off his athleticism late in the second
period, keeping things scoreless with a diving poke check.

With the Canes up a man in the second period, Cam
Atkinson broke loose, but, despite the fact that he was not
visibly in the clear on the defensive side of the red line with
Dougie Hamilton back, was awarded a penalty shot after
being tripped by Teuvo Teravainen. He made good on it,
putting the Jackets up 2-1.

Niederreiter almost made it 3-2 with under two minutes to
play in the middle frame, but Korpisalo exploded across to
make the point-blank save.

The Canes wasted little time tying it up, however, as McGinn
swiped home a rebound on the backhand while falling away
to extend his goal streak to three games.

Sebastian Aho came inches from giving the Canes a lead
about halfway through the third period, but rang a shot off the
post.
The Hurricanes will be back in action in Dallas Thursday
night.

McGinn had a strong game with the goal, three shots on
goal, a thunderous hit and a faceoff win to boot.

They said it: Brind’Amour, Niederreiter, Nedeljkovic on loss in Columbus
Rod Brind’Amour, Nino Niederreiter and Alex Nedeljkovic
spoke to the media via Zoom Monday night.
By Andrew Schnittker and Alec_Sawyer
Despite a hard-fought effort, a Hurricanes team that played
with just 19 skaters fell 3-2 in Columbus Monday night.
Rod Brind’Amour, Nino Niederreiter and Alex Nedeljkovic
spoke to the media after the win, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On only having 19 skaters tonight: That’s a better question
for [Don Waddell]. I just was told we wouldn’t be able to do it.
It’s salary cap stuff and all that. I don’t really know how all
that works; I just know that’s the way we had to do it.
On if that was frustrating: Not for me, so much. I think it’s
part of it. It’s the way it’s going this year. You’ve just got a lot
of injuries and it’s part of it. We’re spending to the cap now,
so it’s a good problem to have when we’re going after,
getting and keeping players, I guess it’s just one of the things
you have to deal with.
On Vincent Trocheck: I know that he thought he thought he
might be able to play so I’m hoping it’s not too long. I don’t
really want to get into too much about it. I think it’s that he
took a shot and it didn’t feel right. So we’re just making sure.
We’re playing it safe.

We’re working hard to come back, our defenseman thinks
he’s got help and the help thinks that ‘It’s your guy and take
him.’ It happens, and it shouldn’t. It’s certainly not a lack of
effort. We really worked hard tonight, being short staffed and
on a back-to-back, I thought we grinded it out and probably
deserved better.
On Alex Nedeljkovic: The first one goes off our guy, it’s a
crazy bounce. And then the penalty shot, what are you going
to do there? And then really we gave up two breakaways, so
you can’t really fault him there. I thought he was good the
rest of the way.
Nino Niederreiter
On how encouraged he is individually with his good start to
the season: It always helps when you get on the board very
early. But at the end of the day, it’s tough talking about goals
when you come off a hard loss. Tonight was a hard-fought
game. We could have had a couple bounces for a chance to
put another one in there.
On the difference in the third period: I think the biggest
difference was that we got pucks in deep, which was
definitely key. We didn’t do that in the first two periods, and I
think that made it very hard on us playing the first two
periods because we just didn’t play the way we wanted to
play. The third period looked like what we wanted to do.
Alex Nedeljkovic

On Brock McGinn: He plays hard every night. He’s very
consistent in that. And I think he’s getting some bounces that
he doesn’t normally get. He didn’t get much last year. Now
he’s gotten a few. And obviously we’re playing him with more
opportunity and in a different role right now. He’s been really
good.

On if it was good for him to see a couple shots early: Yeah,
like you said, they had a few shots there from the outside.
The guys did a good job all night of keeping things to the
outside for the most part. They really didn’t get much in tight
there. It kind of made my job easy tonight. It felt good to get
going right out of the gate.

On if Trocheck will be back quickly: I can’t comment one way
or another. I’m hoping so but I really have no idea.

On how he felt like he played overall: It was just not good
enough. We did a good job defensively, like I said before, not
giving up anything. I’ve gotta find a way to make a save.
They got a fortunate bounce on the first one, and then two
breakaways that just, they beat me clean. I didn’t get much
of a chance on either of them. I’ve got to find a way to make
one of them, if not both of them and try to find a way to bail
the guys out there.

On Columbus being awarded a penalty shot: I’ve never seen
that, a penalty shot called from that blue line. Usually they
give you a chance to see if the guy’s going to catch them or
whatever, but I guess that’s the rule now. I’m not sure.
On giving up a goal late and the mistake on the late goal:
You can’t have it anytime. I know exactly what happened.
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On getting to play in Columbus as an Ohio native: It’s
awesome. It’s a lot of fun. This is a good building. I
remember the first game. It was like a Tuesday or
Wednesday night, there definitely wasn’t a full barn, but they
were loud. It was loud. That cannon, it gets you. Even when
you’re ready for it, it surprises you. It’s definitely a cool
environment to play in.

On if he’s ever seen a penalty shot awarded on a play where
the skater wasn’t even past the red line: I don’t know if I’ve
seen it in that scenario. From my end, it was hard to tell
where he was in comparison to the D and if he really was
clear cut or not, or if we could have chased him down. For
what I thought, either way it looked like I was getting a
straight breakaway, so it was just delayed a minute maybe
because they had to get everybody set up. Like I said before,
I’ve got to find a way to make a save on that or that last one.

About Last Night: Coming up short in Columbus
The Canes fell to the Blue Jackets 3-2 Monday night in
Columbus despite a great game from Brock McGinn and a
solid night for Alex Nedeljkovic.

In the second half of a back-to-back, the Carolina Hurricanes
fell to the Columbus Blue Jackets 3-2 Monday night.

Nedeljkovic had just six NHL games under his belt coming
into Monday night, with mixed results. He played four times
in 2019-20 after Mrazek and James Reimer suffered injuries
together (remember David Ayres), and he was OK but not
great. He did have a really strong outing in a 28-save win
over Pittsburgh in Carolina’s penultimate regular season
contest.

The Canes tied the game at 2-2 in the second period thanks
to Brock McGinn, but a Jack Roslovic tally late in the third
won the game for the Blue Jackets and moved the Canes to
7-3-0 on the season.

Monday night in Columbus, Nedeljkovic was pretty good.
The Blue Jackets’ three goals came in a variety of ways, with
the first coming from an awkward bounce that Nedeljkovic
could do nothing about, despite his best efforts.

Here are some takeaways from the Canes’ loss:

The other two goals for Columbus came on a penalty shot
and a late-game breakaway, with Nedeljkovic obviously
getting left alone for both. Sure, he got beat on both and
could have made a save, something he was quick to admit
postgame, but those aren’t saves you can necessarily rely on
your goaltender to make on a consistent basis.

By Alec_Sawyer

A hot hand for Brock McGinn
A definite bright spot for Carolina Monday night was the play
of McGinn, who’s been playing some good hockey of late.
McGinn scored his fourth goal of the season and extended
his goal streak to three games in the second period, tying the
game up with a diving, all-out effort.
Apart from the goal, McGinn did a lot of other great things
Monday. He had a team-high three shots, and also had two
hits, including this absolutely crushing blow to Oliver
Bjorkstrand.
Let’s take another look at that one.
McGinn’s been playing really well for the Canes in the last
few games, and he’s been a key piece. He led the team in
expected goals and was second in Corsi for Monday night.
Over his three-game goal streak, McGinn has been top three
on the team in expected goals.
Monday night, the Hurricanes’ top two line combinations in
CF% had McGinn on them, and his presence was clear and
obvious.

“I’ve gotta find a way to make a save,” Nedeljkovic said.
“They got a fortunate bounce on the first one, and then two
breakaways that just, they beat me clean. I didn’t get much
of a chance on either of them. I’ve got to find a way to make
one of them, if not both of them and try to find a way to bail
the guys out there.”
Nedeljkovic wasn’t perfect Monday, but he made some big
saves and came up big in a few moments. He also showed
off some good movement and athleticism at times.
The Canes will hope that they won’t have to rely on
Nedeljkovic for too long, with Mrazek’s timeline undisclosed,
but the reality of the situation is that he’s likely going to have
the longest NHL stretch of his career in the coming weeks.
Monday night’s effort was a good building block for
Nedeljkovic moving forward, despite the loss.
Second game struggles

“He plays hard every night,” said head coach Rod
Brind’Amour. “He’s very consistent in that. And I think he’s
getting some bounces that he doesn’t normally get. He didn’t
get much last year. Now he’s gotten a few. And obviously
we’re playing him with more opportunity and in a different
role right now. He’s been really good.”

The Hurricanes have now played 10 games against six
different teams this season. In Carolina’s first meeting
against a team so far, the Canes are a perfect 6-0-0.
However, the second game hasn’t gone as well for the
Hurricanes, as they are now just 1-3-0 in those second
meetings following Monday’s loss.

A game to build on for Alex Nedeljkovic

In those game ones (including lone game wins over
Nashville and Tampa Bay), the Hurricanes are outscoring
their opponents 21-11. In the second meeting, Carolina is
getting outscored 16-11.

A big storyline for the Canes Monday night was that Alex
Nedeljkovic would be in goal, his first game of the season as
he finds himself with the top team due to the thumb injury to
Petr Mrazek.
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The sample size is very small, but it’s a trend the Canes
won’t want to continue in a schedule made up almost entirely
of two-game miniseries against the same opponent. For now

it’s not something you look at as a glaring issue, but it’s
certainly something to keep an eye on.

NHL Power Rankings: Big, Bad Bruins Take Over
Led by David Pastrnak and Charlie McAvoy, Boston is
looking fierce. We count down all 31 teams and how they
stack up right now.

8. Philadelphia Flyers: The return of Sean Couturier is huge
for the Flyers, who have been good, but certainly have
another level to hit. Getting Carter Hart on track would help.

By Ryan Kennedy

9. Dallas Stars: All hail the ageless Joe Pavelski. Also, hail
the very young Jake Oettinger. Maybe just save yourself
some time and hail Dallas in general.

If you can believe it, we are basically through one-quarter of
the 2020-21 NHL schedule already. True, most teams have
only played about a dozen games, but that only reinforces
the fact this season is a sprint, rather than the usual
marathon. And we are definitely seeing the effects of the
division-only schedules (pour a little out for our homies in
Ottawa). Having said that, most of the divisions are shaking
out approximately how we saw them in the off-season, with a
couple notable exceptions. Pandemic postponements are
certainly taking their toll on the schedule and right now, the
East Division in particular is scrambling.

10. Washington Capitals: The Capitals have hit the skids with
three straight losses and another date with Philly up next.
Just don't blame Nicklas Backstrom; he's got 17 points in 12
games.
11. St. Louis Blues: It's hard to get a handle on this Blues
squad. Losing Robert Thomas for 4-6 weeks (thumb) isn't
ideal, but Jordan Kyrou is a point-per-gamer.

But when there's a game on the schedule, teams need to get
those points and there is no margin for error this year. So
let's take a look at who's hot and who is not right now.

12. Florida Panthers: They win when Chris Driedger plays
well and they win when Sergei Bobrovsky plays poorly. Cats
have yet to play Tampa Bay however, but that ends this
week.

1. Boston Bruins: David Pastrnak is on fire, Charlie McAvoy
has proven he can take over the B's blueline already and the
Patriots totally would have still won all those Super Bowls
without Tom Brady. Totally.

13. Winnipeg Jets: Who's ready for the Pierre-Luc Dubois
era in Winnipeg? Frankly, as long as the Jets don't selfsabotage, they're a playoff team in the North. But it's still
exciting...

2. Vegas Golden Knights: Blinding their opponents with
decadent jerseys has helped the Knights, though Mark
Stone, Shea Theodore and Marc-Andre Fleury have been
pretty big factors, too.

14. Chicago Blackhawks: It's beguiling how well the Hawks
are doing versus pre-season expectations. Turns out vintage
Patrick Kane and throwing Kevin Lankinen in net was the
formula.

3. Tampa Bay Lightning: The Bolts have won four in a row
and are surrendering just two goals per game. Goalie Andrei
Vasilevskiy has played every game and is looking like he's
hungry for another Vezina Trophy.

15. New Jersey Devils: I'm saying this now for posterity: In
this division, the Devils might be a playoff team. Ty Smith is
the real deal and the organization brought him along the right
way.

4. Toronto Maple Leafs: Losing Wayne Simmonds to a wrist
injury hurts, but let's face it: Auston Matthews and Mitch
Marner are running the show. And as per Toronto concert
rules, that show features a stoic audience with its arms
crossed the whole time.

16. Columbus Blue Jackets: On the positive side of the
ledger, Patrik Laine has three goals in his first three games.
On the negative side, Seth Jones and Zach Werenski are
struggling big-time. These things do not balance out, I'm
afraid.

5. Montreal Canadiens: Can Jeff Petry still be underrated if
he's leading his team in scoring? GM Marc Bergevin looking
like a genius for the moves he made - and the ones he didn't.

17. Calgary Flames: Jacob Markstrom has two shutouts in
nine appearances and Johnny Gaudreau is back to his ol'
goal-scoring ways. More importantly, they beat the Oilers on
the weekend.

6. Colorado Avalanche: That Avs machine is beginning to
churn and that means trouble for the rest of the West. Cale
Makar has been a demon and Philipp Grubauer is playing
out of his mind.
7. Carolina Hurricanes: It's gut-check time for the Canes with
Petr Mrazek sidelined by a thumb injury. James Reimer
needs to step up his game something fierce.

18. Minnesota Wild: Jordan Greenway leads the Wild in
scoring. When he played for Team USA at the world juniors,
coach Bob Motzko called him 'Big Papa Bear' in a scrum and
I've never forgotten that.
19. Pittsburgh Penguins: There was a hardcore punk band
called Bird of Ill Omen (I know, terrible name) that sampled
that part in Trainspotting when Ewan McGregor says
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"Everything was going to be bad. Bad. Everything was going
to be even worse than it already was." Anyways...

and Yaroslav Askarov are still developing. It's not a great
place to be.

20. Edmonton Oilers: Edmonton's inability to win games
while Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl rampage through
the scoring race is one of the most frustrating storylines in all
of team sports right now.

26. Anaheim Ducks: To be honest, I've been watching more
of the San Diego Gulls because they have Trevor Zegras,
Jamie Drysdale and Jacob Perreault right now. But kudos to
the Ducks for somehow being a .500 hockey team.

21. New York Rangers: Suddenly, things are looking a lot
brighter with the Rangers. It's almost like a huge burden was
lifted off the franchise's shoulders but I can't put my finger on
what it could be.

27. San Jose Sharks: Devan Dubnyk has way better
numbers than Martin Jones this season, except Jones has
four wins and Dubnyk has none. It's gonna be weird in San
Jose for awhile.

22. New York Islanders: In order for the Isles to be a
nightmare in the playoffs, they have to be in the playoffs. Top
priority is finding more goals outside of Barzal, Eberle and
Lee.

28. Vancouver Canucks: There is obviously still time to turn it
around, but the Canucks have been, by far, the most
disappointing team in the NHL so far. It literally seems like
every off-season move backfired on them.

23. Buffalo Sabres: The Sabres have been ravaged by
Covid-19 and that's going to have a big impact on getting
back on track. At least Taylor Hall has produced (albeit as a
playmaker).

29. Los Angeles Kings: Arthur Kaliyev and Jaret AndersonDolan have scored their first NHL goals while Quinton Byfield
and Tyler Madden have their first pro points in the AHL.
These are the only Kings updates you need right now.

24. Arizona Coyotes: The Coyotes are officially in "That's a
good team over there" status after taking two straight from
the Blues. Conor Garland and Christian Dvorak are leading
the offense.

30. Detroit Red Wings: The future is very bright in Detroit, but
every Red Wings win this season is essentially a
condemnation of their opponent on that particular night.

25. Nashville Predators: The Preds are in that awkward spot
where Pekka Rinne can't be The Guy in net anymore, Juuse
Saros can't be more than the back-up and Tomas Vomacka

31. Ottawa Senators: We're all just cheering for Brady
Tkachuk and Tim Stutzle to be safe and have fun out there,
right?

Young guns getting it done
Normally, there are rules in place to prevent Canadian
hockey players younger than 20 from playing in the
American Hockey League. But as we all know, COVID-19
has been preventing normalcy for the last 11 months.
The Ontario Hockey League and the Western Hockey
League — two of Canada’s three major junior leagues — are
on hold due to the pandemic. But in an attempt to provide
some normalcy and some experience, junior players younger
than 20 and signed to NHL contracts are being allowed to
play in the AHL.
That’s why the Wolves’ lineup during last weekend’s first two
games featured a quartet of 19-year-olds: 2020 Carolina
Hurricanes first-round pick Seth Jarvis, 2019 Carolina
second-round choice Jamieson Rees, 2019 Carolina firstround pick Ryan Suzuki and 2019 Nashville Predators firstround selection Phil Tomasino.

All four competed beyond their years in their professional
debuts as they helped the Wolves jump out to a 2-0-0-0 start
for just the seventh time in their 27-year history. Jarvis
scored his first pro goal Friday and added another Saturday.
Rees scored his first pro goal Saturday and set up another
for Jarvis. Tomasino handed out two assists Friday.
“I’ve been waiting for this day for a long time now,” Jarvis
said after Friday’s 3-1 win. “It was great getting my feet wet
and, obviously, scoring is going to make it pretty memorable,
I think. On the power play, we have a bunch of young guys
and it’s nice to do it with them and make plays with them.”
COMING THURSDAY: A GREAT GOLDEN TICKET
RAFFLE
While this year’s Wolves squad appears to have several
special rookies, last year’s team featured a terrific first-year
forward in Lucas Elvenes who became just the second
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rookie in franchise history to lead his team in scoring. The
affable Angelholm, Sweden, native piled up 12 goals and 36
assists in 59 games and earned a spot in the 2020 AHL AllStar Challenge.

the second one turned into the 19-year-old’s first
professional goal.

On Thursday, the Wolves launch a Golden Ticket raffle that
gives fans the chance to win Elvenes’ game-worn burgundy
Wolves jersey. Elvenes’ No. 25 jersey is Size 56 and there
will be just 50 tickets sold for $25 apiece. To ensure a spot in
the raffle, visit ChicagoWolvesStore.com at 9 a.m. Thursday.

This fourth-year pro from Boston has gotten off to a flying
start during his first season with the Wolves. After scoring
just two goals in 25 games for Charlotte (AHL) last year,
Fitzgerald already owns two goals this season as the
powerful defenseman has showcased his slap shot from the
point in both games.

HOW TO WATCH THE WOLVES THIS SEASON
All Wolves games during the 2021 season will be available
exclusively on AHLTV. The league offers a wide variety of
economical subscription packages — ranging from one-day
to all-access for the whole season — but the price is just
$34.99 to see all 33 Wolves games. Moreover, all games can
be viewed on your schedule and can be revisited all season
long. Visit AHLTV.com to sign up.
Wolves Season Ticket Members can get a much better deal
by contacting their ticket representative or sending an email
to wolvestix@chicagowolves.com.
GET YOUR PERSONALIZED WOLVES FAN CUTOUT!
Fans can’t attend Wolves home games this season, but that
doesn’t mean their smiling faces can’t be inside Triphahn
Center for every game! How do fans get inside the building?
By joining the Chicago Wolves Fan Gallery, presented by
Hefty, with a purchase of their own personalized cutout for
just $50.
Each cutout will “attend” every home game. Then, at the end
of the season, each cutout will be autographed and sent to
you as a permanent souvenir of the 2020-21 season. To
learn how to purchase a cutout and submit your picture, click
here.
SPECIAL WOLVES INSIDER DEAL
This is an offer only for those who read the Wolves Insider:
Between now and Sunday, Feb. 21, Insider readers enjoy 20
percent savings on everything at ChicagoWolvesStore.com.
Simply use the code INSIDER when you’re ready to check
out. Perhaps take advantage of the opportunity to purchase
a puck used to score a goal during a home game?
TOP LINE
SETH JARVIS
The Carolina Hurricanes’ first-round pick in the 2020 NHL
Entry Draft celebrated his 19th birthday Feb. 1, then scored a
goal in each of his first two professional games — including
the game-winner Feb. 5 in his debut. Jarvis shares the team
lead in points with three through the first two games.
JAMIESON REES
The Carolina Hurricanes’ second-round pick in the 2019 NHL
Entry Draft showcased his speed and stick-handling ability
with two highlight-reel end-to-end dashes in Saturday’s 5-4
win at Rockford. The first one led to a Seth Jarvis goal while

CAVAN FITZGERALD

REWIND (2-0-0-0)
SATURDAY, FEB. 6: CHICAGO 5, (at) ROCKFORD 4



Center Rem Pitlick scored on a breakaway late in
the second period and his goal held up as the
game-winner as the Wolves rallied from a 2-0 deficit
to win their road opener.



Forward Jamieson Rees delivered his first
professional goal while forwards Seth Jarvis and
Tanner Jeannot and defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald
also scored goals.



Goaltender Jeremy Helvig stopped 28 shots to pick
up the win in his Wolves debut.

FRIDAY, FEB. 5: (at) CHICAGO 3, GRAND RAPIDS 1



In his first professional game, center Seth Jarvis
scored the game-winner early in the second period
with a power-play marker set up by two other
rookies: Dominik Bokk and Phil Tomasino.



Center Tom Novak scored the Wolves’ first goal of
the season while defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald set
up Novak’s tally and added an insurance goal with
seven minutes left in the third.



Goaltender Antoine Bibeau earned the win as he
rejected 22 of 23 shots.

UPCOMING GAMES
Tuesday,
Feb. 9

vs.
Rockford

2 p.m. Triphahn Center

AHLTV

Thursday,
Feb. 11

vs. Grand
Rapids

2 p.m. Triphahn Center

AHLTV

Tuesday,
Feb. 16

at Rockford 6 p.m.

Saturday,
Feb. 20

vs. Iowa

7 p.m. Triphahn Center

AHLTV

Sunday,
Feb. 21

vs. Iowa

3 p.m. Triphahn Center

AHLTV

Rockford
MetroCentre

AHLTV
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Roslovic’s goal is difference as ‘Canes come up short in Columbus, 3-2
By Michael Prunka
COLUMBUS (WNCN) – Jack Roslovic snuck behind
Carolina’s defense and tucked a backhand shot between
Alex Nedeljkovic’s legs to give Columbus a late lead on the
way to a 3-2 win.
After going into the first intermission down 1-0, Nino
Niederreiter leveled things up thanks to a bit of a lucky break.
Columbus goalie Joonas Korpisalo came out of his crease to
try poking away a bouncing puck only for it to deflect off the
Hurricanes winger and into the net.

Cam Atkinson’s shorthanded goal put the Blue Jackets back
on top around the midway point of the second period, but the
‘Canes responded two minutes later through Brock McGinn.
While falling down, he pushed a rebound past Korpisalo,
marking the third game in a row he’s scored a goal.
Roslovic’s winner came with 4:36 left in the third.
Nedeljkovic made 19 stops on 22 shots in his first start of the
season.
The ‘Canes will head to Dallas next for games against the
Stars on Thursday and Saturday. They will then return to
Raleigh for a five-game homestand.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249093940.html
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/02/hurricanes-late-breakdown-gives-blue-jackets-3-2-win/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-fall-to-blue-jackets-in-rematch/c-321213346
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets-game-recap/c-321144694
https://apnews.com/article/columbus-scott-harrington-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-jack-roslovic-92f64c63625d937a7ef16adc71d9e230
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/02/08/nhl-power-rankings-david-pastrnaks-return-helps-boston-bruins-climb-to-top-spot/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/8/22273691/carolina-hurricanes-brock-mcginn-nino-niederreiter-alex-nedeljkovic
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/8/22273787/carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets-nino-niederreiter-alex-nedeljkovic-rod-brindamour
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/9/22273932/about-last-night-coming-up-short-in-columbus
https://www.si.com/hockey/news/nhl-power-rankings-bruins-take-over
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/02/08/young-guns-getting-it-done/
https://www.cbs17.com/sports/carolina-hurricanes/roslovics-goal-is-difference-as-canes-come-up-short-in-columbus-3-2/
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Carolina Hurricanes

Columbus Blue Jackets pull out 3-2 victory over Carolina Hurricanes

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
FEBRUARY 08, 2021 06:48 PM,

It was just one of 56 games this season, or so the Carolina Hurricanes
hope during the pandemic, and the second of eight against the Columbus
Blue Jackets.
Like the first game Sunday, it had a ruling that left a head coach shaking
his head. Unlike the first game, Monday’s matchup had the Hurricanes
playing shorthanded, with 11 forwards and six defensemen as center
Vincent Trocheck was a late scratch.
The Blue Jackets won 3-2 at Nationwide Arena and the winning goal was
a beauty from a hockey sense, Jack Roslovic stickhandling his way
through Brett Pesce and Ryan Dzingel up the slot and then beating
goalie Alex Nedeljkovic with a backhander.
Roslovic’s goal at 15:24 of the third period could be explained -- a great
individual effort by the forward. But the Blue Jackets’ second goal, from
Cam Atkinson in the second period, was a stumper for the Canes (7-3-0).
With the Canes on a power play, Teuvo Teravainen couldn’t handle a
puck near the Columbus blue line. Atkinson jumped on it and began a
shorthanded breakaway before Teravainen reached out and hooked him.
Canes defenseman Dougie Hamilton was close to Atkinson, but the
ruling was a penalty shot. Atkinson then beat Nedeljkovic, making his first
start of the season, with a backhand-to-forehand move.
“I’ve never seen that, a penalty shot called from the blue line,” Canes
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Usually they give you a chance to see if a
guy is going to catch him or whatever. I guess that’s the rule now, I’m not
sure.”
Brind’Amour also was not sure about the severity of Trocheck’s injury
although saying he hoped he would not be out long. Trocheck, he said,
“took a shot” and then “didn’t feel right” after Sunday’s game.
Trocheck became the Canes’ fourth injured player, joining goalie Petr
Mrazek and forwards Martin Necas and Max McCormick. None are on
Long Term Injured Reserve (LTIR), although Mrazek could be out an
extended period after surgery on his right thumb.
Pushed against the salary cap, the Canes could not call up another
player. By playing one game with 11 forwards and six defensemen, they
now will be able to have an emergency call-up.
“I don’t know how it works but I know that’s how we had to do it,”
Brind’Amour said. “It’s part of it. It’s the way it’s going this year. There are
a lot of injuries and things going on. We’re spending to the cap now and
that’s a good problem to have, going out and getting players. It’s just one
of those things you have to deal with.”

Trocheck, who has six goals this season, was the man in the center of
the storm Sunday in the Canes’ 6-5 win. His goal late in the second
period was challenged by Columbus coach John Tortorella, who claimed
Trocheck had been offside entering the zone. After review, the ruling was
a good goal and penalty against Columbus.
During the second intermission, the NHL said a “miscommunication” had
resulted in a wrong decision. Other replays showed Trocheck offside.
The goal was allowed because of the resumption of play but the final 45
seconds of the Canes’ power play was wiped out.
With that controversial backdrop, the first two goals Monday were on
lucky breaks.
Blue Jackets defenseman Scott Harrington scored the first when his shot
glanced off the shoulder of Canes forward Andrei Svechnikov in front of
Nedeljkovic. Nino Niederreiter than scored for the Canes when goalie
Joonas Korpisalo took a swipe at the puck, which bounced off
Niederreiter’s leg and into the net.
Atkinson’s goal was matched by the Canes’ Brock McGinn, who scored
for the third straight game. McGinn lunged across the ice in the low slot
to knock in the rebound of a Warren Foegele shot.
“They got a fortunate bounce on the first one and then two breakaways,”
Nedeljkovic said. “I’ve got to find a way to (stop) one of them if not both
of them and find a way to bail the guys out.”
Roslovic and Patrik Laine both came to Columbus in the mega trade Jan.
23 that sent Pierre-Luc Dubois to Winnipeg. In an interesting twist,
Tortorella benched Laine, who scored twice Sunday, for the last 26
minutes Monday.
“We really worked hard tonight, being short-staffed,” Brind’Amoru said.
“On a back-to-back I thought we grinded it out and probably deserved
better.”
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Dallas Stars

Stars welcome back Anton Khudobin from disciplinary scratch, Andrej
Sekera from COVID-19 protocols

By Matthew DeFranks6:32 PM on Feb 8, 2021 CST

FRISCO — The Stars welcomed back two players to practice on Monday
morning, and for very different reasons.
Goaltender Anton Khudobin practiced with the team after he was
scratched Sunday, a punishment doled out by coach Rick Bowness when
Khudobin was late to practice on Saturday morning. Defenseman Andrej
Sekera skated with the Stars for the first time since Jan. 30 in North
Carolina after spending the week in Raleigh while in the NHL’s COVID19 protocols.
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Khudobin spoke to reporters Monday for the first time since his
scratching and clarified the reason for it after Bowness previously said it
was an internal issue the Stars would handle.
“I was a little late for practice and unfortunately, Bones had to make a
decision about it,” Khudobin said. “It’s a team rule. But I was late and
that’s pretty much it. Nothing happened seriously, too badly.”
Khudobin is expected to start Tuesday against the Blackhawks, his first
appearance since allowing four goals in a 4-3 loss to Columbus Thursday
night. The Stars were off Friday before Khudobin was late Saturday.
“[Bowness] asked me what happened, why you were late?” Khudobin
said. “I told him I didn’t sleep well whole night and didn’t hear my alarm.
So I talked to him, it was a good conversation, said ‘OK, this is my
decision, you’re not playing tomorrow and keep moving forward.’ I told
him it will never happen again. That’s it.”
It was the first time since he took over as the Stars head coach that
Bowness had to discipline a player for tardiness. Former coach Jim
Montgomery scratched Alexander Radulov in March 2019 for being late
to morning skate.

The Stars reassigned goaltender Landon Bow and forward Tanner Kero
to the taxi squad on Monday afternoon, leaving two spots on the active
roster should Dallas choose to activate Kiviranta and/or Sekera on
Tuesday.
Here is the Stars’ practice lineup Monday morning:
Jamie Benn – Justin Dowling – Joel Kiviranta
Jason Robertson – Jason Dickinson – Denis Gurianov
Andrew Cogliano – Radek Faksa – Blake Comeau
Nick Caamano – Tanner Kero – Ty Dellandrea
Esa Lindell – John Klingberg
Jamie Oleksiak – Miro Heiskanen
Joel Hanley – Mark Pysyk
Andrej Sekera – Taylor Fedun
Anton Khudobin

Bowness now considers the incident in the past.

Jake Oettinger

“It’s over,” Bowness said. “We’ve dealt with it. We move on. That’s
yesterday’s news.”

Taxi squad (practiced after the main group): Rhett Gardner, Joel
L’Esperance, Julius Honka and Landon Bow.

Sekera, meanwhile, is reacclimating to the team after he tested positive
for the coronavirus in Carolina. He said he had a slight headache the
morning of Jan. 31, but was symptom-free after that.
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Sekera flew back to Dallas via a private plane (NHL protocols don’t allow
use of commercial flights) Saturday and skated by himself Sunday
morning before the Stars played the Blackhawks. As the team traveled to
Columbus and then Dallas, Sekera was in his Raleigh hotel, passing time
by talking with his family and watching the TV series Yellowstone.
Sekera said he had cardiac tests and blood work done Monday, and
hopes to hear from the team doctor Tuesday about his availability. He
said he was able to use the stationary bike and treadmill to keep up his
conditioning.
Bowness said Sekera would be a game-time decision Tuesday “but if
not, he’ll play at some point this week.”
“It all depends on how bad the symptoms were,” Bowness said. “Andrej
did not have it that bad, but when you’re off the ice for a week, regardless
of the injury, it’s tough to get your wind back. It’s tough to get your legs
back. It’s tough to get your timing back. It doesn’t happen with one or two
practices.”
Sekera joins almost two dozen of his teammates who have been infected
by the virus, and it’s a shared experience the players discuss among
themselves.
“We talk about it every day,” Sekera said. “It’s part of everyday life.
Everybody was saying the same thing: first week was the toughest and
then after they get back to working out and skating, it takes a couple
days to get back at it, no matter if you’re injured or if you’re sick.”
Personnel updates: Radulov (lower-body), a forward, did not practice
Monday morning and Bowness said he was not an option to play
Tuesday night against Chicago. Radulov also missed Sunday’s game
against the Blackhawks and is labeled day to day.
Forwards Roope Hintz and Joe Pavelski did not practice Monday, and
Bowness said it was a maintenance day for both players, who are
expected to play against Chicago on Tuesday.
Forward Joel Kiviranta (lower-body) practiced with the team again on
Monday morning, and is a game-time decision for Tuesday, Bowness
said. Kiviranta rejoined practice last week on the road, and has not
played since the season opener against Nashville Jan. 22.
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Dallas Stars

Dallas Cowboys, Mavericks, and Texas Rangers help launch coalition to
legalize sports betting

By Lauren McGaughy7:39 AM on Feb 8, 2021 CST

AUSTIN — The state’s biggest sports teams, including the Dallas
Cowboys, Texas Rangers and Dallas Mavericks, are mounting a major
new effort to legalize sports betting in Texas, The Dallas Morning News
has learned.
The Sports Betting Alliance said it has the backing of several Texas pro
teams, including the Dallas Stars and FC Dallas. In exclusive interviews,
the alliance, a coalition of these franchises and betting platforms, told
The News it is backing legislation to let Texans vote on whether to undo
the state’s ban on sports betting. More Texas teams will be announced
as alliance members in the coming days.
“Unregulated and illegal sports gambling is already taking place in the
State of Texas,” Charlotte Jones, the Dallas Cowboys’ Executive Vice
President and Chief Brand Officer, told The News, according to a
statement released by the Sports Betting Alliance. “Legalized sports
betting would regulate the industry and generate hundreds of millions of
dollars of new revenue for the state which will help fund critical programs
without raising taxes.”
According to an analysis by ESPN, 25 states have legalized sports
betting since 2018. But some of the largest potential markets, including
California, Florida and Texas, have so far resisted the push to approve
sports betting in any form.
Texas has long been a mostly untapped jackpot for gambling interests.
Republicans have resisted attempts to loosen the state’s laws or amend
the Texas Constitution, which bans most forms of gaming, and this year,
the GOP-dominated Legislature has many other pressing issues to
tackle, including serious economic and public health problems caused by
the pandemic.
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But it’s been years since there’s been such a concerted effort to change
lawmakers’ minds.
Before his death last month, Las Vegas Sands owner Sheldon Adelson
had already made gambling a talking point ahead of this year’s legislative
session, rolling out a multimillion-dollar lobbying effort to bring casinos to
Texas. The revenue from sports gaming could be worth billions
nationally, according to a market analysis.
Any attempt to relax the state’s gaming restrictions are a long shot,
Austin insiders said. Sports betting, however, may have better odds of
gaining the support of casino-wary conservatives who oppose gambling
on moral grounds.
“My view is that Texas is going to be one of the 10 last states to allow
gambling,” said Matt Mackowiak, a GOP consultant and chairman of the
Travis County Republican Party. “I do think [sports betting is] a lighter lift,
and it may be where they end up.”
In 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the issue of sports betting should
be left up to each state. The Sports Betting Alliance took their cues from
other states, especially Tennessee, Michigan and Colorado, that have
recently legalized the practice.
According to details of the draft legislation provided exclusively to The
News, sports betting would be open to anyone age 21 or older. A full list
of eligible sports was not available, but a spokesperson confirmed betting
on college sports would be allowed.
Bettors would receive a maximum of 90% of their winnings, the current
draft bill states. According to Rep. Dan Huberty, a Houston Republican
authoring the bill, 10% would go to fund special education in Texas.
“It could generate several hundred million dollars,” Huberty told The
News.
Rep. Harold Dutton, a Houston Democrat just named to succeed Huberty
as chairman of the influential House Committee on Public Education has
also drafted a bill to legalize sports betting.
Since gambling is banned in the Texas Constitution, it would take two
bills to legalize sports betting here: one to amend the Constitution, which
requires approval from two-thirds of both the House and Senate, and one
to enact the details of the licensing and regulation. If the amendment
passes, it would then need to be approved by a majority of voters.
Proponents point to polling that found, if given the chance, Texans would
vote to loosen the state’s gambling restrictions.
“I think it has a good opportunity to pass,” Huberty said. “Why don’t we
come out of the dark ages here?”
In Texas, most gaming is banned other than bingo, the Texas Lottery and
some horse and greyhound track racing. Indian tribes have fought for
years to expand gambling here, arguing their status as federally
recognized tribes and sovereign nations allows them to do so.
But only one tribe in Texas, the Kickapoo Nation, currently operates a
casino here. That casino still lacks traditional slot machines and many
other Vegas-style table games.
Texans are gambling in other states, taking the cash they could be
spending here to casinos in Louisiana, Oklahoma and New Mexico.
Recent estimates found Texans spend at least $2.5 billion annually at
out-of-state casinos, some of which have also already partnered with
Texas teams like the Cowboys and Rangers.
Texans are also already engaging in illegal sports betting. But since they
cannot use official platforms, they turn to unofficial, or offshore, sports
betting apps that don’t provide consumer protections.
“Fans wagering on the outcome of sporting contests has been happening
for years,” said Neil Leibman, president of business operations and chief
operating officer for the Texas Rangers, according to a statement
provided by the Sports Betting Alliance. “It is time for sports wagering to
come out of the shadows so it can be monitored and regulated.”

Under the current version of the Sports Betting Alliance’s bill, the state
would sell permits, known as “skins,” to online platforms that partner with
a pro sports franchise or horse racetrack. Some skins would allow only
for mobile betting while others would permit on-site wagering at stadiums
and tracks.
Platforms would have to show they have experience in sports betting,
and the state would prohibit skins from being awarded to anyone
convicted of a felony or other crimes involving dishonesty and breach of
trust.
The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation would issue the
skins. Licenses would cost $500,000 for mobile betting and $50,000 for
on-site operations, according to the draft bill. There would also be service
provider and renewal fees.
It’s unclear whether legalizing one kind of gaming in Texas would hasten
the state toward casino gambling. Opponents lean on the slippery slope
argument, while proponents believe Texans might be sated with sports
betting alone.
The loudest opponent of expanded gaming in Texas has long been the
Christian Life Commission, representing the Baptist General Convention
of Texas, and its lone lobbyist Robert Kohler.
He doesn’t think Republicans can justify backing any kind of gaming
expansions when the state has lots of other needs lawmakers should be
focusing on, from public health concerns and economic issues caused by
the coronavirus pandemic to funding public education and redrawing the
state’s voting maps.
And while supporters say revenue from legalized gambling could address
some of these issues, state coffers will not be as empty as previously
thought. State Comptroller Glenn Hegar’s recent economic forecast was
rosier than lawmakers expected, dampening hints that gambling revenue
could help backfill a massive budget shortfall.
Gambling should not be a priority, Kohler added, in a year when lowincome Texans have been hit the hardest by economic woes of the
pandemic.
“It’s an activity that preys on the poor,” he said, disagreeing with the
argument that gambling should be legalized simply because many
Texans are already doing it. “You’re always going to have folks on the
fringes that are trying to get in between the wall and the wallpaper.”
Opponents also warn that amending the state Constitution to allow sports
betting would open the door to Indian tribes, especially the Kickapoo
Nation, who argue they should already be allowed to run full-fledged
casinos here.
None of the state’s three federally recognized tribes responded to
requests for comment about the push to legalize sports betting and
casinos. But given their yearslong fight with the state over gaming rights,
they will likely oppose any attempt to expand gambling if they aren’t
explicitly written into the legislation. Legalizing sports betting for pro
sports, but not tribes, could also land the state in court for giving teams
an unfair market advantage and may siphon off traffic from the Kickapoo
Nation’s casino in Eagle Pass.
Adelson’s death does not appear to have slowed the Las Vegas Sands
efforts to expand his empire into Texas. The Sands boasts a team of 60
lobbyists. Adelson donated $500,000 to Gov. Greg Abbott and $25,000
to House Speaker Dade Phelan late last year and the Las Vegas Sands
Corporation funneled at least $70,000 more to legislative groups,
including the Texas Senate Democratic and Republican caucuses.
Andy Abboud, senior vice president of government affairs for the Las
Vegas Sands, hopes the sports betting and casino efforts will work
together to expand gaming options for Texans.
“We view sports wagering as a component of our efforts in bringing
destination resorts to Texas and creating robust, long-term economic
development and jobs for the state. We look forward to working in
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tandem with their coalition during the legislative session,” Abboud told
The News.
The Sports Betting Alliance has not taken an official position on the effort
to legalize casinos in Texas, a spokesperson said. But some franchise
owners support both efforts. Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban, for
example, said he is in favor of legalizing both sports betting and casinos
in Texas.
“I think it’s time,” Cuban said in an email. “It makes no sense for us to
force Texans to go to neighboring states to gamble in casinos.”
The chances for expanding Texas’ gaming laws hinge on the state’s top
elected officials.
It’s been years since gambling interests have mustered such a massive
effort to push state leaders to consider loosening gambling laws. In 2015,
a similar coalition of sports franchises succeeded in pushing a
constitutional amendment, which voters overwhelmingly approved, to
allow pro teams to hold raffles to benefit their charitable foundations.
That year, Gov. Abbott said he supported the state’s gambling
prohibitions and told Texas Lottery officials to stop gathering information
about sports betting games. But this week, Abbott did not immediately
shoot down the idea.
“I want to have the opportunity to visit with the members, get a feel for
where they are, and importantly they’ll have extremely good input from
their constituents,” Abbott, a Republican, told The Texas Tribune.
Speaker Phelan, R-Beaumont, has said lawmakers cannot rely on
potential gambling revenue to prop up the state’s budget. But his
spokesman, like Abbott, struck a neutral tone.
“Each Member of the Texas House will bring a unique viewpoint informed
by their district when considering proposals to expand casino gaming and
sports betting,” Enrique Marquez said in a statement. “Members should
judge the merits of each proposal based on whether it has long-term
value to the state and their communities.”
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick, a staunch conservative on both fiscal and social
issues, is likely the biggest stumbling block.
The Texas Republican Party platform also opposes gambling and
includes a plank criticizing the “burden” it would take to regulate legal
fantasy sports. Notably, the alliance of teams pushing sports betting this
year has not identified a Republican who will carry the bill in Patrick’s
Senate.
Patrick also has ties to the sports world. Before public office, he worked
as a sportscaster and later helped open several sports bars in Houston.
His campaign consultant, Allen Blakemore, is a lobbyist for three sports
betting companies involved in the Sports Betting Alliance — DraftKings,
FanDuel and BetMGM.
Sherry Sylvester, the lieutenant governor’s senior advisor, said
Blakemore and Patrick have not spoken about online sports betting.
Several other close advisors to top elected officials are also lobbying on
behalf of either the sports betting industry or the Las Vegas Sands. Matt
Hirsch, another spokesman for Adelson’s team, was once Abbott’s
communications chief, and the Sands’ chief lobbyist, Gavin Massingill,
has worked for several elected officials, including former Speaker of the
Texas House Dennis Bonnen.
Bill Miller, a longtime Austin lobbyist whose partner is spearheading the
sports betting push, said some of the most connected and experienced
lobbyists in town have been hired to push gambling in some form this
session. While he does not believe casinos have any chance of passing
this year, Miller said it makes sense the push would continue in
Adelson’s absence because it often takes years to make inroads on
issues like this in the Legislature.

Whatever happens — whether it is legalizing sports betting, casinos or
even just getting a conversation started — is good for gaming interests in
the long run, he added.
“Casinos are the longest of the long shots this year,” Miller said. “But by
playing, you lower the odds in your favor.”
Dallas Morning News LOADED: 02.09.2021
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Columbus Blue Jackets

Jack Roslovic scores sensational goal in 3-2 Blue Jackets win over
Carolina as Tortorella benches Laine

Jacob Myers

The hometown man won it on his own.
Skating through the neutral zone with two Hurricanes skaters ahead,
Blue Jackets forward Jack Roslovic pulled the puck between his legs off
his left skate and back to his stick to get past the two defenders before
he went backhand for a sensational game-winning goal.
After giving up two one-goal leads for a second night in the row and
coach John Tortorella benched Patrik Laine and Dean Kukan for the
entire third period, Roslovic lifted the Jackets to a crucial 3-2 win over
Carolina on Monday night at Nationwide Arena.
"It's a helluva goal by Jack,” Tortorella said. “Jack's been probably one of
our most consistent players.”
Roslovic was quiet for most of the night until his exceptional display of
skill to beat goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic at 15:24 in the third period.
The Jackets desperately needed a jolt of energy after failing to generate
much offense following another great individual effort from Cam Atkinson
in the second period.
Atkinson raced up the ice on the penalty kill carrying the puck and was
staring down Nedeljkovic when Teuvo Teravainen hooked Atkinson to
award him a penalty shot with 10:38 left in period.
Atkinson showed forehand going to his left, then changed directions as
he went to the backhand before finishing with the forehand for a 2-1 lead.
Like the night before, the Jackets couldn’t keep the momentum, which
coincided with Tortorella benching Patrik Laine for the final 26:19 of the
game.
Laine was pulled a minute after Brock McGinn scored for Carolina to tie
the game 2-2 at 12:46 in the second period.
A shot from Warren Foegele in the slot hit a player in front of the net and
slid to where McGinn was and he buried the shot in the open net. Laine
stood in the right faceoff circle as McGinn skated unguarded to the back
post, leaving Korpisalo out to dry.
Tortorella said it wasn’t that play alone that warranted benching Laine, in
his view.
"That's going to stay in house,” Tortorella said. “I know you guys are
going to try to work me on that. No, it wasn't because of the missed
assignment. There's a number of things that come into play with that.
That'll stay in the locker room.”
Tortorella also benched defenseman Dean Kukan for the final 33:41 with
his last shift being the first goal Carolina scored
A little over six minutes into the second period with the Jackets leading 10 from a first-period goal by Scott Harrington, Dean Kukan wristed a puck
off the boards to try to move the puck out of the zone. The attempted
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clearance failed and the puck was sent toward Joonas Korpisalo who
took a step out of his net and quickly regretted it.
Korpisalo made contact with the puck just as Nino Niederreiter arrived.
The puck hit Niederreiter’s shin, then Korpisalo’s shoulder before
crossing the line for the tying goal.
Kukan didn’t play for the rest of the game.
Tortorella relied on a short bench to see out a game that could have
ended in a third loss as part of a four-game homestand.
Roslovic saw Ryan Dzingel and Brett Pesce in front of him as he crossed
the blue line. He didn’t much care. He had a game to win.
"That's a big-time play, especially at that point of the game with five
minutes left,” Atkinson said. “You could tell that we were pushing and we
were on our toes, but that's a gutsy play.”
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 02.09.2021
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Michael Arace: NHL officiating team of Curly, Larry and Moe couldn't get
offside call right. Somebody, call Shemp.

“Game is fast, mistakes happen, but this one I think we missed an
opportunity to make it right,” Jackets general manager Jarmo Kekalainen
said via text.
Translation: HOW COULD YOU ALLOW THE GOAL TO STAND? (Eyepoke emoji.)
In 2006, Walz scored 1:29 into overtime in a game in St. Paul. Or did he?
The puck was deflected somewhere on the way to the crease and,
according to the referee who took seven minutes to review the play, the
puck wound up in Walz’s equipment. Maybe his pants. Nobody was quite
sure. Anyway, Jackets offside specialist Jason Chimera cross-checked
Walz into the net and the ref figured that if Walz was in the net, by gum,
so was the puck. Even though no one actually knew where the puck was.
If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to hear it ...
Then-Jackets coach Ken Hitchcock said, “The goal will be a mess and it
will be documented forever.”
Fifteen years later, Hitch is still right.
In 2012, the clock in Staples Center paused for nearly two seconds,
giving Doughty just enough time to score the winner. All of this was
recorded. The puck crossed the goal line with about 0.4 showing on the
clock. Minus 1.5 seconds.
Indeed, time is a matter of definition, as Einstein indicated. In an email to
ESPN, Kings GM Dean Lombardi explained:

Michael Arace

Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella and members of his team watch a
video replay of a Carolina goal that should have been disallowed in
Sunday's 6-5 loss to the Hurricanes.
One point in the NHL standings can have the atomic weight of plutonium,
which is not the heaviest of elements, but has the power to vaporize your
playoff chances. This is especially true this season. With a 56-game
season compacted into unstable divisions, every game is a four-point
game. And that’s heavy, man.

“Those clocks are sophisticated instruments that calculate time by
measuring electrical charges called coulombs — given the rapidity and
volume of electrons that move through the measuring device, the
calibrator must adjust at certain points which was the delay you see —
the delay is just recalibrating for the clock moving too quickly during the
ten 10ths of a second before the delay — this ensures that the actual
playing time during a period is exactly 20 minutes.
“That is not an opinion — that is science — amazing device quite
frankly.”
Coulombs for Columbus!

On Sunday, the Blue Jackets may have lost a point — maybe two — in a
6-5 loss to the Carolina Hurricanes in Nationwide Arena. In this one-goal
game, the visitors were awarded an extra goal that should have been
waved off due to an offside. To summarize: The on-ice zebras, the off-ice
officials and the league’s Toronto reviewers all screwed up. Thank
goodness they're not air traffic controllers.

On Dec. 29, 2019, Werenski beat Chicago goaltender Robin Lehner and
the buzzer with an overtime game-winner at Nationwide. But wait. The
replay showed the puck crossed the goal line after time expired. But wait.
Moments earlier, a penalty was called — and the clock ran for more than
a second after the whistle blew. So, Werenski really did have time to
score. Didn't he?

‘A bad look for the NHL’: Blue Jackets on the wrong end of incorrect call
in loss to Carolina

The Jackets lost in a shootout — during which their goaltender, Joonas
Korpisalo, injured his knee.

Blue Jackets fans of long duration have seen this sort of thing before:
Wes Walz’s metaphysical goal that gave the Wild an overtime victory
against the Jackets in December 2006; Drew Doughty’s game-winning
goal that seemed to beat the final buzzer, but only because of a clock
malfunction at the Staples Center, in February 2012; Zach Werenski’s
OT winner against Chicago in Nationwide that was waved off, but should
have counted, in December 2019.

Tortorella was in peak form at the podium. This was before they glued
down the Tim Horton’s cup, which jumped every time Torts slapped his
hand on said podium:

The latest was the most ridiculous of all.

“So, the whistle blows with 19.2 seconds left on the clock. For some
reason, the clock is run down a second and a tenth, to 18.1. For
whatever reason, I have no idea. So, instead of resetting the clock, we
have them tell our captain, ‘No, we’re not going to do it.’ Toronto doesn’t
step in. Refs don’t do their freaking job.

With 1:15 remaining in the second period Sunday, Jackets coach John
Tortorella challenged a Carolina goal when a replay showed that the play
was offside, meaning the goal should have been disallowed. An on-ice
official put on the headphones, an off-ice official got Toronto on the line
and the three stooges poked each others’ eyes out.

“The chain of events, if it was done right, we don’t lose our goalie (and)
we win the hockey game. So, all this (expletive deleted) technology and
getting things right ... the stubbornness tonight by the officials and by the
league and Toronto, however it’s supposed to work, screws up. It’s
ridiculous. I’m not taking any (expletive deleted) questions.”

The goal stood. The Jackets were assessed a two-minute penalty for a
failed challenge. But instead of the final 45 seconds of the penalty
carrying over to the third period, it was wiped off. How? Why?
Apparently, everyone involved realized they’d blundered — and they halfrectified their error. They killed the penalty ...

Tortorella was fined $20,000 for stating the obvious (expletive deleted).

But they allowed the goal to stand?

On Sunday, after the latest screwup, Tortorella declined to take
questions. He said he didn’t want another fine.
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The league admitted to the mistake but did not apologize. In a statement,
it said there was a “miscommunication” and that “the challenge by
Columbus should have resulted in the Carolina goal being disallowed.”

“We’ve got a number of new guys in key situations and key positions,”
Tortorella said Saturday. “They’re still trying to learn me. I’m trying to
learn them. Hopefully, we’ll get this ironed out here.”

Whoopsie.

Tortorella’s sentiments were offered two days after watching the Blue
Jackets steal two points from the Dallas Stars, riding goalie Joonas
Korpisalo’s 24 saves plus 18 blocked shots in a 4-3 victory that was a
nail-biter to the end. The Blue Jackets capitalized on a greater
percentage of scoring chances than the Stars, which was reflected in the
statistical breakdown.

Had the system worked, what might’ve happened? Would the Jackets
have gotten a point, or two? It’s hard to say. We know this: The NHL can
change a rule in real time and tilt a Stanley Cup final (see: Dallas-Buffalo,
Brett Hull, 1999). And we know in Columbus about clock malfunctions,
clock-operator malfunctions and metaphysical goals. Among other things.
There are times when it looks like Don Garber is running the NHL. It's not
a good look.
Jackets fans are left now to wonder about a point or two until the end of
the season. In recent years, a single point could have vaulted the Jackets
out of a wild-card spot and into third place in their division (2018 and ’19,
and maybe 2014). In 2013, one more point would have put the Jackets in
the playoffs. Think about that.
This year, each point carries even more weight. With the compressed
schedule, the season is nearly 25% over. With COVID-19 and its
mutations still out there, we don’t even know how many games the
Jackets will play — or how one or two points will tip the playoff race.
On behalf of Jackets fans, thank you, Toronto. Move along and mess
with the Maple Leafs now. Or Pittsburgh.
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Identity crisis: The Blue Jackets must teach their collection of new guys
some old tricks

Brian Hedger

Few players in the NHL are harder to play against than the Blue Jackets'
Boone Jenner, but roster turnover has left the team seeking the gritty
identity that has been a badge of honor in recent years.
John Tortorella’s “go to” forward line the past couple of years was as
gritty as it was dependable.
The Blue Jackets’ coach knew what he’d get from captain Nick Foligno,
Boone Jenner and Josh Anderson — a physical, old-school trio of
forecheckers — and the results from putting them together were often a
beacon that guided his team through murky stretches.
They were Tortorella’s “identity” line, veterans who knew that playing
“Blue Jackets hockey” meant frustrating the opponent by being hard to
play against.
They smashed people. Broke up plays with their sticks. Used brute
strength to overpower teams. They also scored “greasy” goals around
the net and made life miserable for opposing defensemen. In particular,
Anderson’s combination of size, speed, strength and physicality was
breathtaking at times.
Anderson, of course, is no longer around. He was traded to Montreal in
October for his friend, Max Domi, and the former right wing of Columbus’
“identity line” had eight goals in the first 12 games with his new team.
Meanwhile, the Blue Jackets went 5-4-3 in their first 12 games and didn't
play with their familiar identity nearly enough. Foligno and Jenner are still
around, but playing them with veteran center Mikko Koivu recently didn’t
yield the same effect for Tortorella — who, with his staff, is now feverishly
trying to help the Blue Jackets overcome their identity crisis.

According to the stat-tracking site NaturalStattrick.com, the Stars had a
35-14 edge in total scoring chances, a 29-14 margin during even strength
and a 10-5 advantage in high-danger chances taken from areas where
most goals are scored.
The Blue Jackets' staff does their own assessment of scoring chances;
theirs weren’t any better.
“I would like to feel comfortable with our lines, but we win a hockey game
the other night ... but we’re out-chanced 22-8,” Tortorella said. “We’ve got
some things to straighten out. We just lack cohesiveness. It’s 12 games
into it. We’ve got to start climbing that ladder and try to find ourselves
and stabilize ourselves.”
The climb continued Sunday with the opener of a back-to-back against
the Carolina Hurricanes, one of the Central Division’s top contenders. It
may prove a steep trek for the rudderless Blue Jackets to traverse,
because they're not just missing Anderson from their previous identity.
Former No. 1 center Pierre-Luc Dubois is now in Winnipeg. Ryan Murray
is in New Jersey. Alexander Wennberg, Markus Nutivaara and Sergei
Bobrovsky are all Florida Panthers, as is Anthony Duclair, who was
traded to Ottawa at the 2019 deadline for Ryan Dzingel, who is now with
the Hurricanes.
Artemi Panarin signed with the New York Rangers in July 2019 and Matt
Duchene — whose stay in Columbus was much briefer — signed with
Nashville on the same day.
That’s a lot of departures in the past couple of years. This season alone,
the Jackets have six players who weren’t with the team last year at all,
including Patrick Laine, Jack Roslovic and Koivu. They also have two
rookies, Liam Foudy and Matiss Kivlenieks, who made their NHL debuts
last season and played just a handful of regular-season games.
Almost a third of the current roster probably wouldn’t know the Blue
Jackets’ “identity” if it slashed them across the wrists, which is making
this season a challenge for the staff as well as veterans including
Foligno, Jenner, Cam Atkinson and others in the team's "core group."
The clock is also ticking in a season that already has been altered by
COVID-19 and may resort to points percentage for determining playoff
qualifiers.
“All teams go through it at the beginning of the year,” Tortorella said.
“You get new players in, you give them a chance to get going. You have
to. ... But enough’s enough. We’re (13) games in, so I’m going to watch it
very closely now. I really need to put the people in that really deserve to
be in that lineup.”
Kivlenieks out
A difficult goaltending situation got trickier for the Blue Jackets on
Sunday, when rookie goalie Matiss Kivlenieks was unable to handle the
backup role against the Hurricanes.
Kivlenieks suffered a lower-body injury in practice Saturday and is dayto-day, which prompted the emergency recall of Cam Johnson of the
Cleveland Monsters to back up Korpisalo. It’s unknown how long the
Jackets will be without Kivlenieks or co-No. 1 goalie Elvis Merzlikins, who
went on injured reserve Thursday with an upper-body injury.
Korpisalo might have a large workload ahead of him.
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‘A bad look’: Blue Jackets on the wrong end of incorrect call

Jacob Myers

Tortorella, who has a history of being fined for postgame comments,
chose not to comment on the situation, but Patrik Laine did not mince
words.
"That's the biggest joke that I've ever seen, especially this kind of game,
two good teams playing good hockey, a tight game, what should have
been 3-3 not 4-3,” Laine said. “It's a tough one, but we all make
mistakes."
Laine also cracked about the decision to forgo the rest of the penalty in
the third period.

Blue Jackets players, including Jack Roslovic left, and Oliver Bjorkstrand,
watch replays of a Carolina goal that was allowed to stand despite video
evidence showing the Hurricanes were offside at the start of the play.

"So generous to take the 40 seconds off the clock,” he said. “I've never
seen that one before, but I guess there's always a first time.”

The Blue Jackets had forgotten about it.

Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno didn’t shy away from critiquing the
league.

They still believed referees Chris Rooney and Ghislain Hebert and
linesmen Tyson Baker and Jonny Murray missed an offside call that led
to a goal that gave Carolina a 4-3 lead with 1:15 left in the second period
Sunday. But the Jackets were focused on the 45 seconds remaining on
the penalty kill to start the third period when two officials came to the
Jackets’ locker room to tell the team the call had been overturned.
From there, confusion continued as to why Vincent Trocheck’s goal didn’t
come off the board along with the penalty. If the goal had been
disallowed, as the NHL said it should have been, a 6-5 loss to the
Carolina Hurricanes might have been tied at regulation and the Jackets
would have gotten at least one point.
Jackets coach John Tortorella said he still hadn’t made sense of what
happened, but elected not to publicly express his righteous frustration.
“I'm going to let the league explain it,” he said. "I'm out."
Here are takeaways from an entertaining but ultimately controversial
game between the Jackets and Hurricanes:
The challenge debacle
With the scored tied 3-3 in the final minutes of in the second period,
Carolina's Nino Niederreiter carried the puck into the Blue Jackets zone.
A shot from Brett Pesce was saved by Joonas Korpisalo, but the rebound
went through the legs of Jackets defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov and
directly to Trocheck, who shot into the open net.
The goal itself was unfortunate. David Savard was without his stick and
had to defend Pesce’s shot with just his body. But the entire sequence
should not have happened.
Replays showed Trocheck crossing the blue line into the Jackets zone
before the puck entered the zone.
After a quick review, however, Tortorella’s challenge was unsuccessful
and the period ended with Max Domi in the penalty box serving a delayof-game penalty. But at intermission, two officials went to the locker
rooms and informed the teams that the penalty was being overturned.
“We were just getting ready to finish the kill there when they came in,”
Savard said. “It is what it is. We just got to figure out a way to get two
points, and that's just a weird situation.”
In a statement, the NHL admitted a mistake, but didn’t say why the goal
didn’t come off the board.
“During the review, a miscommunication occurred between the Video
Replay Booth in Columbus, the Linesmen and the Situation Room and
play resumed before all replays could be reviewed to confirm the offside,” the statement read. “The challenge by Columbus should have
resulted in the Carolina goal being disallowed. Subsequently, Columbus
was assessed a delay of game penalty. After confirmation in the
intermission that the play was off-side, the remaining 0:45 of the delay of
game penalty issued was rescinded to begin the third period.”
The Jackets' reaction

"It's a bad look for the NHL not to get it right,” he said. “I think it just
confuses everybody. (It) makes the linesmen look bad, it makes the refs
look bad. It's just a bad look. Accidents happen, but that's why we have
that replay there, so they don't."
Laine scores first power-play goal
Jackets fans were treated to a Laine special at 10:07 in the first period
with the winger’s first power-play goal with his new team.
On a feed from Seth Jones, Laine uncorked his signature slapshot from
the top of the left faceoff circle and perfectly placed it over the glove of
James Reimer, off the post and in for the lead.
Laine wasn’t done, though. In the final minute trailing 6-4, Laine gave the
Jackets a chance for a dramatic comeback with his second goal of the
game on a similar shot from a similar spot.
"What a threat he is on that side,” Foligno said. “He's a guy you're
standing in front, you almost don't need to screen his shot, that's how
hard and how accurate it is. That's what he brings. To see that and third
game with us, it's as advertised.”
Loss of momentum
Despite an explosive power-play goal from Laine and Foligno's 200th
career NHL goal, the Blue Jackets could not sustain their momentum and
build a two-goal lead.
Just 25 seconds after Laine's goal, Carolina sucked all the energy out of
the Jackets with a goal by Brock McGinn. The Jackets later captured a 32 lead on Foligno’s goal with 5:36 left in the second period, but still found
themselves trailing 4-3 — albeit from one botched call — by the second
intermission.
"It seemed like every time we scored they'd have a push and we just
didn't have an answer for it," Foligno said. "Then they took over after that
offside goal. We find a way to climb back in but, boom, they score
another one. Those are the momentum swings that we have to shore up
in our game."
Stuck in second
Korpisalo didn’t have his best game, but he made several saves
throughout to keep the Jackets within reach. That was especially true in a
second period dominated by Carolina; Foligno’s goal was the first shot on
goal that period for the Jackets.
“First period was OK, I thought we played a good first period. Second
one, we just couldn't generate much,” Tortorella said. “We had a tougher
time getting out of our end zone. It's really important to get out clean the
first time. Hard to do against that team, it's a really good hockey club."
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John Tortorella cranks up the Blue Jackets’ drama again, benching Patrik
Laine

But the Laine benching has the potential to resonate beyond the bench.
The Blue Jackets own his rights for two more seasons after this one as a
restricted free agent, but the two sides will try to sign a long-term
extension this summer … once they get to know each other a little better.

By Aaron Portzline Feb 8, 2021

Tortorella, of course, factors in none of this when he decides how to
divvy up minutes and who gets to play.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — No matter what the Blue Jackets do these days —
win, lose or take the day off — they’re a team that’s drowning in their own
drama.

“I know you think (the benching) is a big thing,” Tortorella said. “I think it’s
part of a process of understanding our team concept, how we do things
here, the discipline of being a pro, all that stuff comes into play.

Monday should have been a celebratory night in Nationwide Arena, not
just because the Blue Jackets beat Carolina 3-2, but because the
Columbus Kid, Jack Roslovic, scored a breathtaking, game-winning goal
with 4:36 remaining.

“We have 6-7 new players here who we’re trying to filter into a standard
of playing, a culture that I’m damn proud of, how we’ve gone about it the
last three or four years. I’m proud of how we present ourselves.

All of it was overshadowed, though, by coach John Tortorella’s latest
attempt at “team-building” by benching a prominent player.
Tortorella benched Patrik Laine with a little more than six minutes
remaining in the second period and kept him stapled there for the rest of
the game, including the entire third period.
From the time he ended a shift at 13:41 of the second, Laine never
touched the ice again until he came off the bench with teammates to
congratulate goaltender Joonas Korpisalo after the final buzzer sounded.
Tortorella wouldn’t say precisely why he stopped playing Laine, but his
last shift occurred soon after he lost his check on Carolina’s Brock
McGinn at 12:46 of the second, allowing the Hurricanes to the tie score
at 2.
“Nah, that’s gonna stay in-house,” Tortorella said. “I know you guys (the
media) are going to try to work me on that. No, it wasn’t because of the
missed assignment. There’s a number of things that come into play with
that. That’ll stay in the locker room.”

“It’s been a little bit of a struggle to get to that standard this year. Things
happen in trying to get everybody there. Through hell or high water, I’m
going to find a way to us to that tightness with a lot of new bodies coming
in here and understanding the standard and the culture that we want
here.”
Blue Jackets forward Cam Atkinson, who scored on a short-handed
penalty shot at 10:38 of the second, toed the company line. The longesttenured Blue Jacket, he’s been here for the duration of Tortorella’s time
in Columbus.
“Torts expects us to play as hard as we can, so it doesn’t matter who you
are,” Atkinson said. “I think everyone knows that. If you’re not giving 100
percent and looking like you’re trying, he’s going to sit you. It’s not a
secret.
“That goes for everybody, myself included. I’ve been that guy plenty of
times. He just wants guys who are going to work.”
Atkinson said his locker is right beside Laine’s in the Blue Jackets
dressing room. He seemed to think Laine would accept this OK.

At least one reporter requested to speak with Laine postgame, but he
wasn’t one of the three Blue Jackets players made available for
interviews via Zoom.

“We’ve chatted,” Atkinson said. “We’re a pretty open group. He knows.
He’ll be the first to admit it. He just has to be better, plain and simple. He
knows it. I expect him to have a good game next game.

Laine was playing his fourth game with the Blue Jackets. He had scored
three goals in the previous three games, including two goals in Sunday’s
6-5 loss. And here he was, benched in a 2-2 game by a club that has
been challenged to score goals.

“That’s what we all have to do, whether you’re a new guy or an old guy,
we have to hold each other accountable. Doesn’t matter who you are or
where you play, we all have to buy in.”

Put another way: Laine was benched in Columbus before Pierre-Luc
Dubois even made his debut in Winnipeg. (He’s set to play his first game
for the Jets on Tuesday.)
“It’s what I feel I need to do,” Tortorella said. “The last thing I want to do
is bench a player, but … we’re just disjointed in all areas, quite honestly,
both on and off the ice.
“Patty and I will discuss it. It’s important that the coaches and players
discuss situations. We have a good group in there. They’ll help. But I’m
sure Patty and I will talk about certain things we’re looking for here, try to
make him understand.
“I gotta listen to him also. This is all a process of … I have to get this
team to play as a team and care as a team or we’ll continue to play the
hockey that we’re playing right now. That’s my job.”
Tortorella and the Blue Jackets have had quite the season already.

Roslovic spent three-plus seasons in Winnipeg with Laine, so he
probably knows him better than anybody else in the organization.
“He’s probably going to be one of the best players in our next game, if
not the best player,” Roslovic said. “He’s a tough kid. He’s going to
bounce back hard. They’ll squash whatever they have and it’ll be behind
us.”
Defenseman Dean Kukan won’t generate headlines quite like Laine, but
he was scratched for the final 33:41 of the game.
What a move! What a goal!
Roslovic picked up a head of steam as he came through the neutral
zone, taking a pass from Jackets defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov before
he hit the red line.
“I just saw open ice,” Roslovic said. “We’re trying to move the puck north
and I’m trying to make a play at the net.”

Max Domi, the big offseason acquisition in trade with Montreal for Josh
Anderson, was benched in the first game of the season, Jan. 14 in
Nashville.

Roslovic split two Carolina defenders — forward Ryan Dzingel and
defenseman Brett Pesce — as he crossed the blue line, dragging the
puck between his legs to avoid Pesce and kicking it back on his blade
with his left skate.

Then came a dust-up with Dubois, starting with a benching Jan. 21
versus Tampa Bay and the blockbuster trade with Winnipeg.

Then, off his backhand, Roslovic beat Carolina goaltender Alex
Nedeljkovic between his pads to give the Jackets the lead for good.

The top defensive pair of Seth Jones and Zach Werenski was busted up,
leading scorer Oliver Bjorkstrand started one game on the fourth line,
third-line center Mikko Koivu was a healthy scratch Monday …

“Once it was back on my stick, I knew where I needed to go,” Roslovic
said.
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Roslovic has 2-5-7 in seven games with the Blue Jackets. The gamewinning goal was the second of his career, and his first in Columbus.
A rare short-handed penalty shot
Atkinson read the play perfectly midway through the second period,
lunging forward with his stick just after a faceoff as Carolina’s Sebastian
Aho tried to flip the puck back to Teuvo Teravainen above the right circle.
With Atkinson off to the races, Teravainen had little choice but to dive in
desperation at Atkinson to slow him. Instead of getting the puck, he
tripped Atkinson, resulting in a penalty shot.
“They had a one-timer up top, and I knew that’s what they wanted,”
Atkinson said. “I just kind of anticipated it. I had a step.
“They changed the rule where now if it’s the far blue line and it looks like
you’ve got a clean breakaway, it’s a penalty shot. I did not know that, but
I’ll take it. I just went to my go-to standout move.”
Atkinson scored off his forehand behind Nedeljkovic, who bit hard on
Atkinson’s backhand.
Snacks
Atkinson now has 14 short-handed goals in his career, tied with Rick
Nash for the franchise record.
With his successful penalty shot, Atkinson is 2-for-4 on PK in his career.
Defenseman Scott Harrington scored the Blue Jackets first goal.
Harrington, playing for the second straight game following an injury to
Werenski, fired a shot from the left circle that appeared to be sailing way
wide of the net. But it struck Carolina’s Andrei Svechnikov in the back —
right between the 3 and the 7 of his sweater — and caromed into the net.
“Obviously not exactly where I intended to put the puck,” Harrington
smiled. “But I’m not complaining, either.”
One day after letting in six goals, Korpisalo stopped 22 of 24 shots for the
win. He survived a dangerous situation late in the second when Carolina
dumped the puck along the right-side boards. Korpisalo was looking over
his right shoulder to follow the path of the puck, but it never made it that
far. The puck inexplicably took a bizarre bounce in the corner, and
ricocheted into the slot just as Carolina’s Nino Niederreiter approached.
Korpisalo seemed to notice just in time to make the save.
Carolina played with just 11 forwards, too, but not because they benched
a player. Vincent Trocheck was out with a lower-body injury, and the
Hurricanes were too close to the salary cap, so they couldn’t recall a
player from their taxi squad or minor-league affiliate.
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A botched call, NHL war room panic, a bizarre explanation: Inside Blue
Jackets’ fiasco

By Aaron Portzline Feb 8, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The NHL said human error — specifically the
actions of an over-exuberant off-ice official-in-training within Nationwide
Arena — led to a controversial goal and the bizarre chain of events that
followed in the Blue Jackets’ 6-5 loss to Carolina on Sunday.
Late in the second period, the Blue Jackets challenged a goal by
Hurricanes forward Vincent Trocheck, believing the play to be offside.
After a quick review, the goal was allowed to stand, and the Jackets went
on the penalty kill because the challenge was unsuccessful.

If you thought the call was bizarre — replays showed Trocheck clearly in
the zone ahead of the puck seconds before the goal was scored — brace
yourself for the explanation of how it all unfolded.
The league, it turns out, never actually upheld the “good goal” ruling.
They were still in the process of reviewing the play when the wrong
information was passed along to NHL referee Ghislain Hebert, who then
announced that the goal would stand, according to executive vice
president and director of hockey operations, Colin Campbell.
How did the wrong information get passed along?
Nationwide Arena’s off-ice officials are in the process of training a video
coordinator, a person charged with making sure NHL hockey-operations
executives in Toronto can connect with NHL officials at ice level for just
this kind of review, using both audio (headsets) and video (Apple iPads).
“The video technician is just supposed to coordinate this upstairs (at
press level),” Campbell told The Athletic in a late-night interview. “They’re
not supposed to get involved. They’re just supposed to set up things. We
do the communicating with the (officials).
“We sent the first video (clip) for the linesmen to review — we’re looking
at them, too, in Toronto — and we hear a voice on the line say, ‘He’s
onside. That’s a good goal.’ He said it twice! The linesmen (Jonny Murray
and Tyson Baker) heard that, took off the headsets and stepped away so
they could make the call.”
Hebert made the announcement.
At this point, panic ensued in three different places: the NHL war room,
which frantically tried to get the on-ice officials back on the headsets; the
video-review booth in Nationwide Arena, where the trainee made a
crucial mistake; and in Campbell’s home, where he sat in his office and
watched this play out in horror.
Senior vice president of hockey operations Kris King was working in
Toronto. He’s the one who should have been communicating a ruling to
Murray and Baker.
“I heard Kris King say, ‘This is not your call!'” Campbell said. “I thought he
was having an argument with a linesman. He was saying, ‘This is our
call, not your call! What are you doing?’
“We hadn’t shown the linesmen the other view, the one that clearly
showed the offside. So in all fairness to the linesmen, they could only
deal with what he saw, and he skated away because he heard somebody
say ‘good goal.’ Twice.”
At this point, the COVID-19 pandemic played a role in the mayhem …
because of course it did.
“We were trying to get the guys’ attention downstairs, to stop the
linesmen before they could resume play,” Campbell said. “We were
screaming into the headsets, ‘Get ’em back on there, get ’em back on!’
because (the off-ice official in the penalty box) usually just puts the
headphones right back on his own head (after a linesman uses them).”
But under the NHL’s COVID protocols, the penalty-box official is charged
with sterilizing the headsets before they can be worn by somebody else,
and he began doing this immediately as the officials skated away to
announce their ruling.
For a minute or more as he cleaned, Campbell said, the official was
oblivious to NHL executives bellowing into the headset, nor did he notice
the strobe light that had been turned on to get the attention of somebody
at ice level.
“So he’s down there cleaning the (headset), not putting them back on, as
they drop the puck. Meanwhile, we’re looking at two other reviews.”
Those two other reviews, of course, showed that Carolina’s Trocheck
was offside, meaning the score still should have been tied 3-3 and the
Blue Jackets should not have been on the penalty kill.
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But by the time the NHL finished watching all of the clips, the second
period had ended and the Blue Jackets had already killed off one minute,
15 seconds of a penalty that never should have been called.

said, because if a video connection to Toronto is lost, the video
coordinator upstairs becomes the sole provider of video clips to officials
for the purposes of replay.

“We get to the end of the (second) period and I’m saying, ‘This is just
freakin’ wrong,'” Campbell said. “I talked to (Blue Jackets GM) Jarmo
Kekäläinen a few times, and I told him, ‘Jarmo, we screwed up here. This
is wrong. This was the wrong call.’

It was a long night for the league on Sunday, Campbell said.

“We were talking in the referees’ room (during the second intermission)
with (NHL official Chris) Rooney. I told him I’d like to take the goal back,
but we’ve never had a situation where we’ve taken a goal back after play
had resumed like that.”
The NHL debated how to proceed as the intermission time ticked away,
Campbell said.
“There’s never been a goal reversed after play has resumed,” Campbell
said. “I can’t recall when a penalty has been wiped out in the middle of it,
either, but at this point … even though it’s the wrong procedure, I’d rather
go with what’s right.

“We’re pretty easy to beat up,” he said. “We have to be perfect. We were
wrong here, and we should be perfect. We’ve been pretty good, but shit
happens and it happened (Sunday), unfortunately.”
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His first goal still eludes him, but Panthers’ Duclair knows ‘it’s got to
come soon’

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON

“If we took the penalty away, Carolina could say, ‘You can’t reverse a
power play in the middle of the power play. That’s not the procedure.
How can you do that?’ I get that, too.

FEBRUARY 08, 2021 01:39 PM

“But I will take my chance with that and just do the right thing, because it
certainly wasn’t right that (Columbus) should be killing a penalty. I mean,
if Carolina scores on that power play, it’s a two-goal mistake. That can’t
happen.”

Anthony Duclair knows it’s only a matter of time.

Kekäläinen asked the NHL to strike the goal. In that scenario, the score
would revert to 3-3, the time would reset to when the “good goal” ruling
occurred — 18:45 of the second — and the two teams would finish the
1:15 after the second intermission. Then, they’d switch sides of the ice
and play the final 20, similar to what is done when there’s broken glass or
a clock malfunction late in a period.
“I told Jarmo I wished we could strike the goal, but there’s no precedent
for that,” Campbell said.
The decision was made to cancel the remaining 45 seconds of penaltykill time the Blue Jackets would have faced to start the third period, which
is why NHL officials could be seen skating to the Columbus and Carolina
dressing rooms during the second intermission.
They wanted to inform both coaching staffs of the bizarre and
unprecedented decision before the teams returned to the ice. Fox Sports
Ohio had footage of NHL referee Chris Rooney and Murray explaining
the call to players outside the dressing room before the third period
started.
As fate would have it, the Blue Jackets lost 6-5. They lost by one goal on
a night when one of Carolina’s goals shouldn’t have counted.
“The (video coordinator) was eager, he was trying to get involved, but
that’s not his place to get involved,” said Campbell, who declined to
share the off-ice official’s name.
“He just didn’t understand that this isn’t his role to be involved in this.
He’s the caretaker of what goes on there, making sure all the
communication is taking place. But once the connection is made, it’s us
talking to the officials.
“It’s an unfortunate situation. He jumped the gun. He feels awful. We all
feel awful.”
The NHL will consider two responses in the wake of this, Campbell said.

Somehow, someway, he’s going to put the puck in the back of the net.
The speedy Florida Panthers winger, skating on the top forward line with
Aleksander Barkov and Carter Verhaeghe, has had his chances. He’s
fourth on the team in shots on goal (26) and scoring chances generated
(22).
But nine games into his Panthers tenure and one season removed from
an All-Star nomination, Duclair still sits with a zero in the goals scored
column.
“Our whole line is generating a lot of offense,” said Duclair, who had 79
career goals in his first six NHL seasons before signing a one-year deal
with Florida this offseason. “We try to generate a couple of chances
every time we get out there. Obviously, there’s a lot of speed, a lot of
skill, so we just try to use that to our advantage. I’m just going to keep
working, staying positive. It’s got to come soon.”
Now, to be fair, it’s not like Duclair hasn’t been a contributor to the
Panthers’ success. Heading into Tuesday’s game against the Detroit Red
Wings, Duclair is third on the team with six assists — five of which have
been in 5-on-5 situations (no other Panthers player has more than two at
full strength).
“I think I have to shoot more, especially at this point in the season,”
Duclair said. “Sometimes, I’m looking too much to pass and have given
up some Grade A chances. I’m definitely going to start shooting more.”
Coach Joel Quenneville added: “He’s dangerous off the rush. If you keep
cutting in like that, they’ll go in a variety of ways, so keep doing that and
he’ll eventually find one. He has been a little bit snake-bit, but he can
score and once he gets one, I’m sure he’ll be a lot more comfortable.”
CONNOLLY’S PLAYING TIME
Veteran forward Brett Connolly, in the second year of a four-year
contract, has been a healthy scratch in four of the Panthers’ past five
games. In the five games he did play this year, he has generated two
shots on goal and is averaging just under 12 minutes of ice time.

• The league has wanted, for some time now, he said, to be able to “stop
play” directly from the control room in Toronto. In other words, they’ve
considered ways to stop the game without needing to gain the attention
of the off-ice officials in the penalty box.

Connolly scored 19 goals and tallied 33 points in 69 games with the
Panthers last season, but most of that production came early in the
season. He had just eight points (four goals and four assists) during the
final 31 games of the season when the Panthers were making a playoff
push.

• The league will consider again the role of the video coordinator as part
of the off-ice officials in each of the rinks. This is tricky, though, Campbell

Now, Quenneville is rotating several young players into spots on the
bottom two forward lines. Rookies Eetu Luostarinen and Owen Tippett
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have been regulars on the third line. Juho Lammikko has become the
fourth-line center, which moved Noel Acciari to the right wing spot where
Connolly was playing. Ryan Lomberg, Vinnie Hinostroza, Aleksi
Heponiemi and Mason Marchment have all gotten time as the left wing
on the fourth line.
“We were looking for more with him,” Quenneville said of Connolly. “...
The chance is always there for everyone, and all of a sudden we’re
putting different guys in to have a look at them as well, so part of that
game has been evaluation. We’ll see how it sorts itself out.”
Miami Herald LOADED: 02.09.2021
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The Athletic / Inside 3-on-3 OT: Strategies and stats for the NHL’s most
chaotic game state

By Dom Luszczyszyn Feb 8, 2021

It was frantic back-and-forth hockey like no one had ever seen — a
breath of fresh air that lasted just a little over two and half minutes at the
end of an even game. On Oct. 8, 2015, the first 3-on-3 overtime was
played between Tampa Bay and Philadelphia and hockey fans have
been hooked ever since.
Victor Hedman, who played about a minute of that first overtime,
remembers it pretty clearly.
“The game was over after a minute and a half, there was probably four or
five breakaways, and (Jason Garrison) finished it off with a breakaway
from his own blue line,” Hedman said. “Guys didn’t really know what to
do, but now we’re obviously more used to it and you don’t get those looks
as much as you did in the beginning.”
Hedman was slightly off on the length of time, but he can be forgiven.
There were indeed four breakaways (one was a penalty shot) and
Garrison did have free rein from his own blue line.
Just watch.
The 3-on-3 OT is still exciting, but it doesn’t compare to the initial
mayhem. Along with the four breakaways, there was also a 2-on-1,
meaning there were five dangerous rushes in just two minutes of
possession time. That’s one rush every 24 seconds, five times faster
than the 2019-20 season average of one rush every 125 seconds.
During the 2019-20 season, there were only two games with a faster
pace than that first game and it was only because they ended within 23
seconds. Only two games featured one dangerous rush every 30
seconds: Pittsburgh vs. Edmonton on Nov. 2, 2019, and Washington vs.
San Jose on Jan. 5, 2020. Only five games featured five dangerous
rushes in overtime, three of which were due to the length of the overtime.
The way teams approach 3-on-3 in recent seasons has been very
different. There’s a lot more strategy now as teams try to establish order.
Barry Trotz, whose Islanders teams have thrived in the format, put it
succinctly: “In 3-on-3 it’s about possession and decisions and if you don’t
have it it’s position and patience.”
That’s a sentiment echoed across several players and coaches The
Athletic spoke to for this story — chosen because of their success with
the format — and it bears out in the data.
Over the course of the 2019-20 season, I watched every minute of 3-on-3
hockey, tracking every team possession and counterattack, categorizing
how it started, how it ended and what happened in between. That means
tracking when the puck entered the offensive zone, how many passes
were completed (and failed), how many shots (and what kind) were
attempted and then whether the puck changed hands because of a

missed shot, turnover, failed pass or others reasons (for example, if the
team decided to reset outside the zone).
It’s been five seasons since the NHL introduced 3-on-3 overtime, a
segment of the game that couldn’t be more different than 5-on-5 play. It’s
often a magnificent spectacle, one worth dissecting in greater detail to
figure out patterns in why teams win or lose. After watching, tracking and
studying 243 overtime periods, here are the keys to 3-on-3 success.
Possess the puck
“I think possession of the puck is the most important thing, you don’t want
to give it up.” – Jakub Voracek
Ask any player or coach about the keys to 3-on-3 and one of the first
aspects they mention is puck possession. Teams that win 3-on-3 games
generally have more individual possessions (53 percent), more time with
the puck in those possessions (54 percent) and more time spent in the
attacking third (57 percent) compared to teams that lost.
That last one is vital as the team that had more offensive zone time won
60 percent of games. Meanwhile, winning teams spend 45 percent of
their time in the offensive zone while losing teams are slightly lower at 41
percent.
One of the fundamental differences between overtimes now and that first
game between Tampa Bay and Philadelphia is that players aren’t shy
about holding on to the puck. Rather than dart up and down the ice,
players are weaving through with patience, looking for breakdowns while
attempting to wear down the opposition.
One of the best at doing that is Mathew Barzal, who you’ll often see
dominating shifts in 3-on-3. His 67.7 percent expected goals rate leads
the league among players who’ve played over 50 minutes of 3-on-3 since
its inception.
“I just think that’s kind of the logical hockey sense play, why would you
give it up, right?” Barzal says. “It’s really nothing that we’ve implemented,
it’s more we have smart players on this team and we just know that you
don’t want to be chasing in overtime, you’d rather have the puck.”
In the clip below, Barzal gets a bit carried away by holding on to the puck
for his entire shift without passing it or threatening the net much himself,
but it was worth it as the Islanders immediately get two chances after he
changes against a tired Vegas defence. Barzal has the puck on a string
but doesn’t force anything.
Extreme patience is the Islanders’ overtime philosophy. As Barzal’s
teammate Brock Nelson puts it, the team doesn’t want to force something
because they might go another two and a half minutes without getting it
back. Nelson’s thought process is common, even if the number is
exaggerated. An average possession only lasts 19 seconds and only 2.6
percent last longer than one minute. The longest last season was 2:17 (if
regroups are not treated as a new possession), one of two that went over
two minutes.
“It’s hard to get the puck,” Toronto’s T.J. Brodie says. “There’s so much
ice out there for guys to use that when you do have it, you have to take
advantage of it and try to keep it.”
Columbus coach John Tortorella says one of the biggest things is
“always moving your legs and crisscrossing, just trying to get movement
within the offense so you can try to confuse that defensive coverage.”
While there are a handful of players that can shake-and-bake their way
around players with ease, it’s very rare for a player on offense to dance
around someone in a 1-on-1 matchup within the offensive zone. It takes
speed that’s difficult to manufacture in that space and that’s where the
best offense becomes a team effort, especially since some of the most
dangerous chances are because of the pass preceding it.
“Whoever I’m out there with I know that they’re a skilled player where I
kind of give them the puck and get lost in the offensive zone and
hopefully they find me or draw guys to me,” Cam Atkinson says.
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On average, winning teams make 1.03 passes per possession in the
offensive zone compared to 0.82 for losing teams. On plays that finish
with a goal, the average is 1.09 (and jumps to two when factoring for
regroups). Meanwhile, winning teams connect on 88 percent of passes in
the offensive zone compared to 79 percent for losing teams.
You can see that on this goal scored by San Jose against New Jersey on
Feb. 27, which starts from San Jose winning the opening faceoff. (I
should note that goals aren’t scored any more frequently on first
possessions compared to any other).
The Sharks enter the offensive zone quickly working it around with
extreme player and puck movement, circling the zone like … well, sharks
in the water. They switch often, confusing the Devils’ defensive coverage
frequently before finishing it with a royal road pass to Logan Couture who
was able to get lost behind two Devils defenders and score a wide-open
chance. In all, seven passes were made in the offensive zone in 26
seconds of offensive zone possession time, leading to two dangerous
chances and a goal.
More passes usually mean a longer possession, which in turn leads to a
higher likelihood of creating a dangerous chance. The more passes a
team makes in an offensive zone possession, the more dangerous shots
(shots from the inside and/or with movement) they create in that
possession.
“You have more time with the puck, and you can actually communicate
with your teammates what you want to run or what you want to do. It’s
like basketball in my opinion,” Voracek said. “It’s about finding chemistry
with your forward and the D, and what’s he going to do because, when
I’m thinking something, and I know the other guy is thinking something,
it’s a good time to kind of make something happen.”
In overtime, players generally have a lot more time to read and react to
figure out their options. So what happens when a team runs out of
options in the offensive zone?
Regroup and reset
“When it first started you felt that you had to keep the puck in the
offensive zone all the time where now I think players are more and more
comfortable of taking the puck back out of the zone and starting again.
You have so much ice to play on.” – John Tortorella
The regroup, which is rarely seen at 5-on-5, has become a fundamental
part of every team’s overtime toolbox. On average, teams regroup on 22
percent of their possessions (where the act of regrouping counts as a
new possession for the purposes of this exercise unless otherwise
stated) and every team does it with at least 9 percent of their
possessions. Teams that win do it a little more (24 percent) than teams
that lose (21 percent). For the casual observer, it may not make sense to
see a team willingly take the puck away from the net to start over, but
overtime is different and many advantages come from resetting the
possession.
The first is one that was alluded to above: Speed. With this much space
available, it’s a player’s best weapon on offense and eventually, they run
out of real estate to create some for themselves or find a passing outlet.
That’s why they go into the neutral zone, wind up in space and attack
again with speed to get defenders back on their heels while they try to
sort out their man-on-man situation again. It can create a lot of confusion.
“You’re trying to create some speed to come back on those (defending)
guys,” Calgary’s Sean Monahan says. “When you’re stuck in their zone
3-on-3, it’s obviously a lot of cycling around on the outside. You want to
try to get to the middle to open things up and create some momentum
coming in the zone with the puck.”
Hedman and the Lightning do just that off a regroup after a counterattack
here, backing up Pittsburgh’s defense enough to give Brayden Point a lot
of space and options up top.
Speed plays an important role, but what sticks out more is how
absolutely gassed everyone is at the start of the possession, so much so

that Mikhail Sergachev had to change on the 2-on-1 for a fresh Hedman.
This was after the Penguins themselves had their own long possession
lasting 1:34 with two regroups and 1:16 coming in the offensive zone —
the longest offensive possession of the year. It made Tampa Bay’s
counterattack less threatening, but also made it difficult to defend once
the Lightning did get the puck back. At that point, Evgeni Malkin and
Bryan Rust had already been on the ice for over a minute, and Rust goes
for the change leading to the 3-on-2.
Many players and coaches expressed the importance of being able to get
fresh legs while maintaining possession (something Pittsburgh failed to
do) and keeping the other team trapped in the defensive zone, unable to
get a line change themselves.
“If you can cycle in their zone and keep the guys out there, get them
tired, get a line change and then get some fresh guys out there — I think
that goes a long way,” Tyler Toffoli says.
It helped Pittsburgh earn its own chances, and it mitigated the danger of
a potential 2-on-1, but it can also be a double-edged sword depending on
how long the attacking team’s own shifts are.
“You just don’t want to lose the possession and when you’re in the zone
30-45 seconds, a few guys can change, and if their guys can’t change
then they’re locked in the zone for about two minutes, it’s really hard
because you get really tired,” Voracek says.
While it’s a strategy that a large majority agreed with, it may be a bit
overstated given how rare it is for a team to hold possession of the puck
for longer than an average shift. Still, when it does happen it can lead to
excellent opportunities. Of the 81 goals scored at 3-on-3 that were
tracked and scored off a possession, 26 started with a regroup. That’s
nearly one-third, more than any other possession start category (faceoffs
were next at 18).
While it didn’t work as expected for the Penguins due to their own shift
length, this goal scored by the Kings against the Devils on Feb. 29 is a
great example of a goal being scored on a tired team. The Kings had
control of the puck for 1:23, hemming in three Devils — who did not
change after their own possession — in their own zone for 84 percent of
the possession. They were on the ice for nearly two minutes by the time
the goal was scored.
There’s also the double whammy of getting the team so tired that the
regroup forces one player to change, allowing the Kings to come in with
speed with a man advantage.
It’s about prolonging the play and possession. The average length of
possession without a regroup is just 12 seconds, with five of those
seconds coming in the offensive zone. That jumps to about 38 seconds
of possession time with 19 of those seconds coming in the offensive
zone with a regroup. That’s huge, but more importantly, those
possessions are also more likely to end in a goal thanks to the added
patience. Though the goals per 60 rate drops substantially from 10.99
without a regroup to 5.24 with at least one regroup, the per possession
number (for these calculations, the entire possession is considered and
doesn’t reset with each regroup) jumps from 3.8 percent to 5.5 percent,
increasing further depending on how many regroups the possession had.
In terms of dangerous chances, multiple regroups feature more
dangerous chances than possessions with one or none.
But when is the right time to reset and start over? There were a few
schools of thought, most of which boiled down to reading the situation
and reacting accordingly. “You kind of have a feel for it,” Hedman says.
Voracek’s strategy is a bit more methodical. “You try to get a couple of
cracks, two or three cracks on a shift. And obviously defending is a lot
more tiring than being on offense. So when you get two or three cracks,
and you end up with the puck, that’s usually when you want to regroup.
Not that far into the neutral zone because that allows that first guy to
change, you kind of want to drag it to the red line mainly, and if he
decides to change, you got to find the energy to get back 3-on-2.”
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It’s generally much more difficult to create an odd-man rush off a
possession as opposed to a counterattack given the team on offense is
usually already in a better defensive structure (otherwise the next
possession would’ve been a quick counter to begin with), but it does
happen slightly more frequently off regroups. On regroups, it happens 5.6
percent of the time compared to 4.6 percent on non-regroup
possessions. We saw that in action with the two clips above featuring 3on-2 rushes.
The regroup has its advantages when executed well. Teams should try to
control play in the offensive zone as much as they can with the goal
being to create chances and get to the net, but as a last resort, it’s
generally wiser to leave the zone and start over than to throw the puck
away with a misguided shot or pass. Still, there are those frustrating
occasions where a team’s possession amounts to nothing but wasted
time — regroups for the sake of keeping it away from the other team
more so than doing anything productive with it yourself.
Like a lot of facets of overtime, it’s about finding the right balance.
Choose your shots carefully
“When you have the puck, you don’t want to shoot it just to shoot it. You
want it to be a really good chance when you’re shooting the puck
because you want to keep that possession.” – Patrick Kane
Shoot to score. Get pucks on net. You miss 100 percent of the shots you
don’t take. They’re all common hockey idioms that apply to a majority of
situations where simply attempting a shot is usually the best course of
action. In 3-on-3 there is significantly more nuance to the decision,
though.
The odds of scoring are critical to the decision-making process and it’s
why attacking teams circle the zone looking for the perfect time to strike.
It’s not just getting the puck into key scoring positions, but also changing
the angle of the shot with passes that get the goalie moving.
“You’re just waiting patiently to try to create a high-percentage scoring
chance,” Jonathan Toews says.
In the clip below, the Avalanche exhibit great patience while working it
through the offensive zone. Even the initial counterattack has Gabriel
Landeskog letting up for what could be a better opportunity with a drop
pass to the trailer.
Including the Landeskog rush, the Avalanche have two chances where a
shot would be expected in other situations — mostly Samuel Girard
skating through the slot twice — but they opt to hold on to the puck
instead until Andre Burakovsky drags it toward the net from the circle.
While tracking games, I separated shot attempts into three categories:
inside, outside, and movement (behind-the-net passes, royal road
passes, cycle passes etc.).
Shots from the outside don’t have a great chance of going in on
possessions. On counterattacks, it’s a slightly different story as outside
shots are more threatening due to the nature of the fast break, but it
remains beneficial to shoot from the slot or to get the goalie moving in
some way.
“Sometimes, some guys are just ripping it from outside for no reason, it
doesn’t make me very happy,” Voracek says. With a 3 percent
conversion rate, it’s easy to see why. On possessions, shots from the slot
go in three times more often while shots with movement go in five times
more often.
Group inside shots and movement shots together as dangerous shots
and one of the biggest differences between overtime winners and losers
becomes apparent. On possessions, 58 percent of shot attempts taken
are dangerous shots while that number drops to 48 percent for losers
and 45 percent for teams that went to a shootout. On counterattacks, it’s
70 percent to 64 percent to 66 percent, respectively. Turning a majority of
shot attempts into scoring chances is a major key to victory and that
takes patience.

The other reason shot selection is so vital? About one-fifth of goals
happen after a rebound, missed shot or blocked shot the other way and
it’s how 30 percent of counterattacks begin.
After seeing how much more dangerous shots off the counterattack are,
it makes a lot of sense that teams don’t want to give up those shots —
it’s part of the reason why they’re so picky about their own shots.
Otherwise, you get situations like this one: an obviously bad shot taken
with tired players (the shot was taken at the end of a shift) on the ice
providing little defensive support if things go awry that predictably goes
the other way for a goal.
When it comes to shot selection in overtime, though, patience can be a
double-edged sword. Again, it’s about balance because being too timid
can also be a problem. “I mean, you gotta shoot to score, so I’m not
going to shoot from the blue line, but if I have a Grade A opportunity
whether it’s top of the circle or a little bit more inside, then I’m going to
take that every time,” Atkinson says. It’s a simple thought that flies a bit
against the patient mentality, but it’s a necessary one because there are
times where players will give up on a seemingly good opportunity for fear
of the worst possible outcome. Sometimes they don’t attack defenders at
all, patiently waiting on the outside and circling for an opportunity that
never comes.
“I think teams are better defensively,” Toews says. “They’re really boxing
it in and trying to give you an outside shot and make you take something
that’s not a really good scoring chance.”
That’s where players start running out of options, where they start
regrouping, but it turns into a less effective regroup when a team makes
perfection the enemy of good. Sometimes, the perfect shot isn’t going to
present itself.
The difference between teams that win and teams that lose is not only
that they take better shots, but that they also take more shots — even the
bad ones. On a per-possession basis, the difference is striking, with
winning teams nearly doubling up on dangerous shots.
Teams that win in overtime are better at creating more shots and more
chances as a result. They’re better at retrieving rebounds (something I
really wish I tracked) and they’re in a better position to maintain
possession after a shot is taken so that they can take more shots. The
difference is understanding that getting pucks on net is still the goal in
order to score and worrying too much about defense while you’re on
offense is the easiest way to get stuck in limbo on your way to a
shootout.
Manage risk and reward
“You have to be patient and be pretty well certain that you have a play
that’s going to be executed. At the same time though you don’t want to
just rag the puck for a couple of minutes and hopefully take it to the
shootout too. It’s just so relative to the situation that you have to be able
to adapt.” – Brock Nelson
When a single mistake can be the difference between one or two points,
every decision carries a lot of leverage from deciding whether to take a
shot, make a pass, circle back, everything affects the endgame and the
likelihood of winning or losing.
“There’s times where you can take chances and times where you can’t
and that’s all situational awareness and kind of what’s going on at that
time,” Atkinson says.
That was noted with shot selection given the dangers of a counterattack
the other way.
“You go from having the puck to game over,” Nelson says.
It’s why puck possession has become so important. Teams can’t lose if
they have control of it.
Not every counter attack or rush leads to one the other way, though. In
fact, it only happens 20 percent of the time, meaning that after 80 percent
of counterattacks, the following attack is a possession, which is far less
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threatening. Trading chances is a bit of a myth. There are certain
situations where it may be more likely to go the other way and that
number is higher than after possessions (16.5 percent), but based on
those figures, it seems as if teams might benefit from living a bit more on
the wild side. The dreaded counterattack against doesn’t happen all that
often, even after a team’s own counterattack.
Players know their opponents well and are cognizant of being out against
players that can burn them with speed going the other way. When
Connor McDavid or Barzal are on the ice, teams obviously don’t want to
be taking as many chances. According to Voracek, it’s all about the read.
“You gotta know who is out there. If there’s a guy with a good shot, he
don’t move really fast, kind of try to play him closer. If there’s a guy that
you know is fast, you want to give him more space and kind of take care
of the inside,” he says. “Usually when there’s a battle created, you have
to read it pretty well too if you want to jump on it because if the puck gets
loose and he (chips) it by you, it’s 2-on-1 or there’s a guy by himself in
front of the net.”
Possession has become such a point of emphasis, but it’s mostly as a
defensive measure more than offense. The goal is to limit fast breaks the
other way and that means managing the puck well. While passing the
puck is crucial to a strong offensive possession, a failed pass is also the
most likely starting point for a counterattack, followed by offensive zone
turnovers and rebounds. This one below by Nashville led to a 2-on-0 for
Vegas.
Just over one-third of counterattacks begin with an errant pass — further
cementing the importance of moving the puck efficiently.
Group failed passes with the individual turnovers (something losing
teams do 60 percent more than winning teams) and the simple act of
poor puck management makes up for 62 percent of counterattacks
against.
Per possession, winning teams have 0.38 errors (0.27 failed passes,
0.11 turnovers) while losing teams are up to 0.54 errors (0.37 failed
passes, 0.17 turnover).
With that in mind — and with the knowledge that winning teams shoot
more — what becomes apparent is that shooting the puck might not be
such a harbinger of dangerous chances against; not when the majority of
counterattacks against are from possession turnovers. That might be
because systems have already efficiently adapted to limit counterattacks
from shots, but as long as puck possession remains king, the current
risk/reward balance might have become a bit too conservative.
“You can still be aggressive and conservative at the same time, you just
have to be in the right spots on the ice,” Tampa Bay head coach Jon
Cooper says.

At the NHL level, most players are more than capable of staying with
their man.
“Stay with your guy. Unless a switch is called, someone gets beat and it’s
an odd-man rush and obviously you’re just playing hockey from there,”
says Seth Jones. “But for the most part you take a lot of confusion out
when you’re communicating, you stick to your guy and you don’t let him
beat you back to the net.”
On this nearly minute-long possession, Columbus keeps Nashville to the
outside and gives the Predators absolutely nothing after the first shot
(which wasn’t that threatening), forcing three regroups and just 18
seconds of offensive zone time.
Looking at the difference between winning and losing teams, it’s easy to
see what the offense is doing: they’re getting more shots and creating
more passes. But the inverse is likely true for the defense. They’re
boxing up well, picking off passes and defending shooting lanes — they
force the opposing team to play a possession game on the outside.
That’s the goal and generally, man-on-man coverage gets the job done.
But like any coverage, it can be exposed and that’s partly why there’s an
emphasis on player and puck movement. What attacking teams are
trying to do is get the coverage confused by switching matchups because
it’s in those moments where breakdowns happen and great scoring
chances can be generated. It’s sort of like basketball, except without the
picks, which are illegal in hockey. (Just kidding, they do it anyway).
“Guys are trying to get movement, we’re trying to do the same thing, get
movement, switches, picks, subtle picks, all sorts of different things to try
and get that 2-on-1 with that much space out there,” Nelson says. Don’t
blame Nelson for speaking the truth, every team does it.
Defending against that means making quick decisions and having
support when things go wrong, maybe even switching defensive
matchups if a player feels like they have a better shot at making a stop.
Playing without the puck in overtime requires defensive commitment from
all three players because good coverage leads to mistakes and mistakes
lead to opportunities. While the players on the ice are primarily offensive
drivers, feasting on a mistake can’t be the focus because that’s when
they might get caught themselves.
“When they’ve got the puck you got to play D, obviously you can’t be
cheating,” Brayden Point says.
Once a player cheats, they risk the opposing team having a man
advantage for a split second and that one decision and moment can be
enough to cost them the game.
Then again, the sneaky Atkinson sees it a bit differently.

Being in the right spots is of extreme importance in overtime. That’s
obvious on defense, but even in the offensive zone players have to be
mindful of where they are and what the threat level is if they were to lose
possession.

“If it’s most likely a 3-on-2 and I’m backchecking I kind of hit the brakes a
little bit, just because I know that the guys are going to do their job and
hopefully they mess up and they send me on a breakaway. So there’s
little things like that that I like that doesn’t always work out and then you
might get yelled at for.”

Be vigilant without the puck

Counterattack with speed

“You’ve got to be patient. You don’t want to be strictly man to man,
because if a guy beats (a teammate), you might not even be looking if
you’re stuck right on your guy. You’ve got to be patient, you’ve got to stay
on the inside.” – Sean Monahan

“You just got to wait, you got to be patient with your game when you don’t
have the puck, hope they kind of mess up or someone falls down or
someone makes a great play and you’re off to the races.” – Victor
Hedman

One of the biggest differences between 5-on-5 and 3-on-3 is each team’s
defensive zone coverage. Typically, most teams (but not all) will play
some sort of a zone defense at 5-on-5, but during 3-on-3, most teams
(but not all) will switch to man-on-man. Generally, it’s an effective tactic
and it’s why almost 97 percent of possessions don’t end with a goal.

In tracking, I categorized each possession start as a possession (a play
that starts slowly and builds in the hope of sustained offensive zone
pressure) or a counterattack (a quick burst in transition off the rush with
speed). There was no strict definition, it was sort of a “you know it when
you see it” intuition as outlined in the clips below (though that did create
plenty of grey area where a possession didn’t fit neatly into either box).

“When it gets tightened up in the O-zone it can be kind of easy just
because you kind of play man-on-man and follow your guy around, as
long as you stay in front of the puck nothing can really come out of it,”
Barzal says.

This first clip was defined as a possession, where the goal is to have
puck support all the way up the ice and patience entering the offensive
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zone. After a Calgary turnover, Nashville assesses its options and goes
up the ice together against a Flames team that’s ready for the attack.

decision is how much defensive leeway can be sacrificed for an
increased probability of ending the game the other way.

This second clip was defined as a counterattack, where the first instinct is
going north-south with speed and getting a shot off the rush quickly.
That’s exactly what Mark Scheifele does here after a Dallas turnover.

That’s where the risk/reward factor comes in, leading to what I think is
the fundamental quandary of 3-on-3 hockey: would you rather be the
team with possession of the puck in the offensive zone or the team
defending it?

The goal of 3-on-3 overtime is puck possession as a defensive tactic to
limit the likelihood of these kinds of chances where a team quickly rushes
up the ice in transition.
Every decision based on risk and reward carries the risk of this specific
type of possession happening, one that has a much higher chance to end
games than an average possession.
That was clear from the shot selection chart, where each grouping was
significantly more dangerous if it came via a counterattack than via a
possession. On the whole, more goals are scored on possessions (82)
compared to counterattacks (50), but that’s due to the volume of the
former compared to the latter. Only 14 percent of offensive possessions
in overtime are counterattacks. So on a per-possession basis,
counterattacks are over three times more dangerous than possessions,
finding the net 10.9 percent of the time compared to 3.3 percent for
possessions.
“You don’t get those open chances as much, you hope for a turnover or
bad shot pretty much and go the other way,” Hedman says. “I think
teams have adapted pretty quickly and had a good adjustment.”
Winning teams are more likely to create those chances. While the
possession share is just 53 percent for winning teams, that jumps to 65
percent of counterattacks and 70 percent of odd-man rushes. Just over
20 percent of their possessions are counterattacks compared to just
under 15 percent for losing teams. It’s a big difference when those are
the most dangerous chances and it’s something that seems to be driven
by the winning team considering the rate for teams that go to a shootout
is 14 percent.
The reason those chances are more dangerous is because of the types
of shots and that they come in with speed. About 67 percent of shots are
on the inside or have pre-shot movement compared to 49 percent for
possessions, and a majority of counterattacks are odd-man rush
chances, too. Only 4.8 percent of possessions turn to odd-man rushes
compared to 60.4 percent of counterattacks — and there’s a big divide
between winning and losing teams there. Winners earn an odd-man rush
on 68 percent of counters, losers do so on 49 percent. That may be
because of riskier positioning by the losing team leading to those
breakdowns or their own hesitancy to attack with pace leading to fewer of
their own odd-man rushes.
The types of odd-man rushes matter too as there are more breakaways
and two-man advantages (2-on-0, 3-on-0, 3-on-1) on counterattacks than
possessions that feature a bit more 3-on-2s. Not every odd-man rush is
created equally. (Keep in mind the sample size is very small for rushes
with a two-man advantage).
The chart above is the rush success rate, not the shot success rate on
those rushes. That distinction matters as good defense can mean the
attacking team doesn’t get a shot off or pass through. Given the success
rate of shots with movement, not allowing the pass is huge as odd-man
rushes with a successful pass become a goal 22 percent of the time
compared to 6 percent on odd-man rushes without a successful pass.
Winning teams generally pass more in the offensive zone off
counterattacks than losing teams too, doing so 66 percent more often.
3-on-2s aren’t as dangerous as the others (especially considering what
was tracked were clear 3-on-2s — there were plenty with backside
pressure or where the third man back got back in time that it wasn’t
categorized as such), which goes to Atkinson’s point about cheating the
play — if it’s a 9.5 percent chance at best one way, and a breakaway is
23.4 percent the other way, maybe it is sometimes worth it to cheat on
certain 3-on-2s that maybe don’t look as threatening (speed is a big
factor here). As many players have said, it’s a read, one where the

On the surface it seems like a silly question; obviously, you want to have
control of the puck, right? That’s the name of the game and it’s what
every player and coach said too. Well, except one.
“Sometimes, to be honest with you, it’s almost better to be playing
defense because you want that team to make a mistake with the puck
and then you can get a quick transition chance,” Kane says.
That’s coming from not only one of the game’s best 3-on-3 players, but
also one of the most gifted players with the puck. And in 3-on-3 he’s
thinking maybe it’s better to be defending. It sort of defies the ethos of
hockey, but when there’s much more space to play with, where speed
matters above all else, and there’s a large divide between the most
dangerous types of chances, it starts to make a lot more sense. The best
offense in 3-on-3 really might be a good defense.
If the other team has possession in the offensive zone, the chances of
that possession turning into a goal — strictly speaking with all things
being equal — is 3.3 percent. For the team on defense, the end of that
possession leads to three outcomes: a goal against (3.3 percent), an
offensive possession (80.8 percent), and a counterattack (15.9 percent).
It’s by virtue of the next possession having a chance of being a
counterattack where the odds of scoring are nearly four times higher that
make the next possession carry a 4.5 percent chance of scoring.
Essentially, if it’s not a counterattack against, the team on defense is
generally in a better position.
That’s basically what happens here for Chicago in a game against
Boston in December 2019. The Bruins have control of it for almost half a
minute, but the Blackhawks boast some strong man-on-man coverage.
They track their matchups closely, don’t get caught up too much by
switches, contain the possession without allowing any offensive threats
and it leads to a turnover — and a 2-on-0 goal.
Similar examples are not difficult to find.
Of course, that changes the longer the possession is, as evidenced by
teams scoring more on possessions with regroups. Keeping the defense
tired would also limit the speed they can attain on a potential
counterattack.
It’s not necessarily the team with the most possession that wins the
game, it’s the team that does the most with their possessions and
creates the most chances. The teams that earn more counterattacks will
be winning that battle more often than not, and that’s why possession is
so vital — it stops opposing teams from getting those chances.
Fundamentally, 3-on-3 overtime is about gaining control of the puck and
determining the pace and flow of play. Once a team loses control is when
trouble starts to arise and when games start looking like that first game
between Tampa Bay and Philadelphia.
The dichotomy between risk and reward is at the center of that as teams
try to balance when to play it safe and when to strike. Along with the
leverage that comes with sudden death, it’s that balance that creates the
tension that makes 3-on-3 so enjoyable; where every decision on
whether to be aggressive or conservative might just decide the game.
A lot has changed since the NHL introduced 3-on-3 hockey five seasons
ago. There’s a lot more structure to it now. Almost all of it is an attempt to
contain the mayhem that so desperately wants to escape, the
counterattacks and back-and-forth drives that make it one of the best
parts of hockey.
Data
Team summary data can be found here.
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Individual possession data can be found here.
Quality adjustments here are based on shot and rush type and do not
factor in location.
Murat Ates, Scott Cruickshank, Harman Dayal, Shayna Goldman, Mark
Lazerus, Alison Lukan, Charlie O’Connor, Joe Smith and Arthur Staple
contributed to this story
The Athletic LOADED: 02.09.2021
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The Athletic / LeBrun: Could all-Canadian division excitement lead to
NHL schedule changes?

By Pierre LeBrun Feb 8, 2021

There is a feeling that envelops Canada for two weeks a year that is
unmistakable.
It is when almost everyone you know is watching the World Junior
Hockey Championship.
It is anecdotal to be sure but it always fascinates me that some people in
my life who don’t necessarily get that dialled in for NHL hockey yearround get so caught up in the world juniors on TSN.
I’m sensing that again but for the all-Canadian division in this unique NHL
season.
The North Division has awakened something in hockey’s birth country.
It’s like we’re getting Hockey Day in Canada but every single night.
It is intense. It is intoxicating.
“I can’t say I’m at all surprised,” Winnipeg Jets executive chairman Mark
Chipman said Sunday. “Part of the reason I’m not surprised is that our
teams have fans not just in our own markets. Like there’s a lot of
Winnipeg Jets fans in Toronto, there’s a lot of Jets fans in Alberta and in
British Columbia. And the Leafs and Habs have fans all across the
country, right? I’m not overly surprised that the interest is very high.”
Habs owner Geoff Molson is also feeling it. He credits the NHL for
making the best of a brutal situation this year with the pandemic, finding
a solution that works with the four new divisions.
“And in particular I’m thoroughly enjoying the building of rivalries across
Canada, not just with between the Canadiens and who we play, but the
other ones as well,” Molson said Sunday. “Rivalries don’t just appear in a
year. These teams are going to play each other nine or 10 times, and the
rivalries will be strong for years to come. To me that’s exciting. And then,
I was talking to my son the other day, if the Canadiens continue along
this path and make the playoffs, we’re going to play against a team in the
first round that we’ve already played nine or 10 times. That just makes
the rivalries even more intense … That’s pretty cool.”
It is likely just for this season, the NHL making up these temporary
divisions because of the border issue through the pandemic.
Or … is it?
“We recognize that, under the circumstances, this season’s divisional
alignment has generated a great deal of interest and excitement,” NHL
commissioner Gary Bettman said via email over the weekend. “We will
evaluate the experience and try to determine what we might apply going
forward.”
In the immortal words of Lloyd Christmas, so you’re telling me there’s a
chance?

I still think it’s not likely the all-Canadian division sees past this season.
Travel reasons alone would probably sink that idea.
However, what I do think might happen is that the NHL looks to provide
more all-Canadian matchups within the matrix of a more unbalanced
schedule. That much seems like a decent bet given the immense
reaction to the all-Canadian division so far this season.
“I grew up watching the Jets in the old Smythe Division playing the
Flames, Oilers and Canucks,” said Chipman, a member of the Board of
Governors’ Executive Committee. “And Leafs games and Montreal
games were always huge. There’s something about it. I’m not sure if I
can find the right words for it but it’s just very compelling. I don’t think we
play Toronto or Montreal enough; twice a year isn’t enough.
“So I’m hopeful that it will be very carefully evaluated and I’m sure it will
be.”
Saturday night’s first instalment of the Battle of Alberta was total fun. The
Oilers and Flames play nine more times.
And I guess that’s where we need a word of caution here. So far so
good, but let’s see how it still feels after 9-10 games played between
these Canadian teams. Does it get old in any way?
“I think we have all really enjoyed the Canadian division and it should
only get better as the season progresses,” Toronto Maple Leafs
president Brendan Shanahan said over the weekend. “Still, it probably
makes sense to wait until the season is over and weigh the pros with the
cons before making a final judgement.”
And I mean, Canadian teams have rivals in the U.S. they will want to reengage with. Habs-Bruins anyone? Seattle is coming into the league next
season, obviously the Kraken and Canucks are going to be fun for a long
time.
“The league has demonstrated it can be creative and flexible and adjust,”
said Molson, also a member of the Board of Governors’ Executive
Committee. “One of the things we’re learning is the idea of going to a city
and playing multiple games seems to be pretty well received by the
players. And that’s something that I think is important to take into
consideration. Because it’s a long season, it’s gruelling, to be able to be
in one place for more than one game, that’s pretty interesting.
“But the reality is that at some point, there’s some other great rivalries as
well for us between Montreal and Boston, and Montreal and the Rangers,
and Montreal and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, I can’t wait to play those
teams again, too,” added Molson. “The fans are loving this, this year,
because we’re in a pandemic and the games are exciting and the
rivalries are going to be strong. But I think our fans like to see the other
items as well.”
But right now, if you’re living in Canada, it’s as if you are enjoying your
own little NHL with seven teams in it. Given the passion of the fan bases
and the larger media cores covering it in Canada, you get the sense the
all-Canadian division is casting a shadow over the rest of the NHL.
I spoke with a U.S. team executive recently who said he was rushing
home after his team’s game to watch the all-Canadian matchup that was
still going that night.
Of course, every U.S. division no doubt feels that way to a certain
degree, that their teams are playing each other in their own little bubbles.
It’s just at a whole other level up here, where the sport is a religion.
Now, what I’m not saying is that the all-Canadian division is best. Don’t
confuse the larger footprint the North Division is casting with it actually
being the best quality of hockey. The East Division rules in that
department. The quality of teams in the East up and down is unmatched
this year in the league’s temporary alignment.
And as for Cup contenders, I think Vegas, Colorado and Tampa Bay are
the top three choices.
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In fact, you could argue on some nights we’re seeing some of the worst
defensive hockey in the league in the all-Canadian division. Hands up all
my friends in Vancouver and Ottawa.
But you know what? So what if the hockey isn’t perfect. The games are
fun. It’s like the 1980s are back. It is must-watch TV every single night in
the North.
I guarantee you the ratings on “Hockey Night in Canada” will reflect as
much at the end of the year.
From a personal standpoint, I’m part of the studio panel for 34 Habs
games on our TSN regional package this season. There’s an excitement
and engagement level so far in those broadcasts that is palpable.
And I would venture to guess the NHL commissioner will be hearing from
Sportsnet and TSN at the end of the season about the success that it
was.
There’s an opportunity here for Bettman to satisfy a few people. If he
green lights more all-Canadian matchups, the unbalanced schedule
would provide him the chance to also placate some U.S. Eastern team
owners who want more regional games, too. More games involving the
Rangers and Islanders and Bruins and Penguins and Flyers and
Capitals; those owners would be all over that.
“Whether it’s a home and away with every team in the NHL at minimum,
like it was a year ago, or every second year like it was years ago, where
we didn’t get to see the Western teams every year, we’ll see, the league
will guide us on that,” said Molson.
“But I think there’s some great rivalries across the border as well and we
have to maintain those as well for the health of the game.”
The downside in going back to a more unbalanced schedule, which the
NHL has had before, is some markets not seeing certain teams or
players in a season. I remember the fuss when some Western teams
didn’t get to see Sidney Crosby and Alex Ovechkin in their rookie
seasons. I strongly believe that led the NHL to a more balanced schedule
we have had since 2008-09.
It can’t be a good thing when not a single U.S. TV market gets Connor
McDavid or Auston Matthews locally this year. I know there are no fans in
the stands for the most part, but I mean on their local TV broadcast even.
So there’s that to chew on.
But I will also say this: In all my years covering the NHL and interviewing
the commissioner, I’ve come to learn that he says things for a reason. If
he wanted to totally shut down the all-Canadian angle, he would have
found a way to hint at that in his quote to me this weekend.
By him leaving the door open, it means he’s noticing what’s happening
so far this season and at the very least taking stock.
The Athletic LOADED: 02.09.2021
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The Athletic / DGB weekend rankings: Canada finally cracks the top 5 …
but is it Leafs or Habs?

By Sean McIndoe Feb 8, 2021

We’re four weeks into the season, and each of the last three versions of
this column have included some variation of the same disclaimer: It’s too
early to really know much.
So let’s start this week with a clarification: It’s not too early any more,
especially if your favorite team is doing worse than expected.

Oh, it’s still early. It’s just not too early. One team has already passed the
14-game milestone and several more will join them this week, which in a
56-game season means two things: It’s time to start trolling pedants by
slipping in references to the quarter pole wherever we can, and the clock
is ticking loudly on teams that are falling behind.
Yes, there’s still time, especially for the teams that have had chunks of
their schedule pushed back. But we’re no longer at the point where we
can hand-wave away a bad start as being just a few games.
Underachieving teams like the Predators, Oilers, Islanders, Penguins and
(especially) Canucks may be in real trouble. And surprises like the Jets,
Panthers and Devils might just be for real.
Words like “may” and “might” are doing some work in that last paragraph,
leaving me with a nice escape hatch for when everything falls back into
place. And spoiler alert, none of those surprising teams we just
mentioned are in this week’s top or bottom five, so I’m not going
overboard here. Like I said, it’s still early. Just not too early.
Think of it this way. Remember two years ago, when the Blues were in
dead last in January before flipping the switch, clawing their way back
into the race, and ultimately winning the Cup? That was a once-in-alifetime comeback story, but if you root for a bad team then it’s the sort of
hope you have to cling to. But when that Blues turnaround started on
Jan. 3, there were 45 games left in the regular season. Most teams are
right around that mark today, and some are already past it. Even a Bluesstyle miracle will be out of runway soon.
Now that I’ve bummed out the fans of all the struggling teams, let’s get to
this week’s rankings …
Road to the Cup
The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first team in
history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
I’ve staked out a claim as the rulebook nerd around here, and I’m your
go-to guy if you need a confusing situation explained. So before you ask,
no, I have no idea what the deal was with the intermission penalty
reversal in the Blue Jackets/Hurricanes game. Never seen that, never
knew it could happen, still not completely sure there’s anything in the
book that allows it.
I’ve seen them get reviews wrong. I’ve never seen them acknowledge
that mid-game and take a penalty off the board. I’ve read the official
explanation, but this is still just complete confusion from me. Is this how
you all feel after literally every goaltender interference review?
5. Montreal Canadiens (8-2-2, +18 true goals differential*) – With the
Caps dropping a few in regulation and the Blues wobbling against the
Coyotes, it seems like it’s finally time to add a North Division team into
the top five for the first time this year. But who gets the spot, Montreal or
Toronto?
Wait, I guess I can’t really do the suspense thing when I already told you
answer.
Yeah, I went with the Habs, although it was a close call. The Leafs have
an extra win, took the only head-to-head matchup, and were considered
the better team on paper heading into the season. If you wanted to go
with them, I wouldn’t say you were wrong. They might be sixth on my list,
and if they roll the Canucks again tonight then maybe you nudge them up
a spot.
But I’m giving the spot to Montreal, mainly because this is a transparent
reverse-jinx their underlying numbers are better. Mirtle did a good job of
laying out the case that this Leafs start, impressive as it is, may not be
built on as solid a foundation as you’d like. They’re a good team and
they’re playing well, but they’re not dominating at 5-on-5 and the power
play won’t be hitting north of 40 percent all season. Montreal’s
fundamentals are a little stronger, so they get the top-five honors for now.
But more importantly, both teams are locking down their playoff spots
early. They’re not there yet, and maybe Jets fans would even want to
have a word about whether this is a two-team race for top spot in the
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division. But you can’t win anything until you make the playoffs, and this
year’s format means some good teams are going to miss out. With half
the division struggling, the Leafs and Habs just keep on banking points,
and we’re not all that far from the point where they won’t even have to be
all that good the rest of the way to know they’ve got their postseason
invitation secure.
If so, the question becomes whether we’ll see the first Leafs/Habs playoff
series in four decades. For now, we get what will hopefully be a preview
with a pair of games this week that could tell us whether I made the right
call.
4. Colorado Avalanche (7-3-1, +14) – Both of their games this weekend
were postponed, and we’re not scheduled to see them again until
Sunday. That would be the start of four straight against the Golden
Knights, a series that would go a long way toward sorting out West
Division supremacy. For now, I’m dropping the Avs down a spot not
because of what they’re doing or not doing, but because another team
has to move up.
3. Boston Bruins (8-1-2, +10) – This is going to be yet another season
where the top spot turns into a season-long battle between the Bruins
and Lightning, isn’t it?
We’re not there yet, but we’re headed that way, because Boston just
keeps looking better. They’re not blowing teams away on the scoreboard,
with most of their games being close. Instead, they look like they’re bored
for the first three-quarters of a game, like a cat batting around a mouse,
before levelling up in the third period to grab another win.
Also, I would like a refund on my “David Pastrnak can’t win the Rocket
Richard because he’s hurt to start the season” take.
2. Vegas Golden Knights (7-1-1, +11) – I’ll be honest, I was kind of
dreading Friday night’s return to action against the Kings, figuring that the
Knights inevitably would come out rusty and lose to an inferior team,
leading to all sorts of “How can they be top five if they just lost to the
lowly Kings?”
Nope. Instead of looking rusty, the Knights looked hungry to get back out
there, jumping out to an early 3-0 lead and then cruising to an easy win.
Sunday’s rematch brought a closer game, but the same result. Sorry to
have ever doubted you, boys.
1. Tampa Bay Lightning (7-1-1, +14) – The best team in the league
continues to roll along, with four straight wins. Granted, those wins all
came against the Predators and Red Wings, so I’m not sure they told us
much. This week brings two more against Nashville, and then things
have the potential to get interesting with three straight against the team
we’re about to talk about …
*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does
for some reason.
Not ranked: Florida Panthers – I’m honestly not sure what to do with the
Panthers.
I don’t feel any especially strong temptation to put them in the top five
right now. After all, we’re four weeks into the season, so we’re still
factoring in preseason expectations, of which the Panthers had next to
none. And thanks to schedule disruptions, they haven’t even cracked 10
games yet. We’re not going to start calling a middling team a Cup favorite
based on nine games.
Except, what if those nine games are really good? The Panthers hadn’t
lost in regulation until yesterday, so they’re banking points at an
impressive rate. The underlying numbers aren’t off the charts, but they’re
good, with nothing to indicate this is all some sort of flukey mirage. The
stars are playing like stars, they’ve got a feel-good story to rally around,
and the goaltending has been strong. Maybe Joel Quenneville really is as
smart as we all thought he was two years ago.
It’s not all good news, and if you’ve followed the Panthers then you
probably caught the little sleight-of-hand I tried to sneak into the last
paragraph. Yes, the goaltending has been good, but that’s because Chris

Driedger has started hot, and that’s unlikely to continue. Meanwhile,
Sergei Bobrovsky is struggling again. It’s awfully hard to win in a hard
cap world when your $10 million goalie can’t beat out a journeyman
backup for full-time starting duty.
That’s the cloud over what’s been a pretty solid start. Well, that and
blowing a two-goal lead with three minutes left in a loss against the
Predators and then losing to the Red Wings. Still, it’s enough to give me
cover to keep the Panthers out of any really serious top five
consideration. But with those three games against the Lightning coming
up, my job will get interesting if Florida can hold their own. If they run the
table? I might not have a choice.
The bottom five
The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds and trying to
figure out if we should call this an Owen Power Ranking.
This preamble section is where I’d normally highlight some quirky thing
going on with a bad team, and I really don’t want to turn it into the weekly
“bad news about COVID” section. But for the second week in a row, we
can’t really summarize the weekend without acknowledging that this
hasn’t been a great stretch for the league.
We saw the Avs become the fifth team in a week to be shut down, joining
the Knights, Wild, Devils and Sabres. The Knights are back, and on
Saturday the league reworked the schedule to get back on track. But the
protocol list continues to add new names almost every day, and the
questions about what exactly happened with last weekend’s
Devils/Sabres game are getting louder. A few updated measures might
help, but they’re mostly designed for scenarios where an infected player
or coach makes it into a game, and by that point we’re already in a very
bad spot. Mix in last week’s news from the NWHL, and it’s hard not to
feel pessimistic about where this all might be heading.
That’s not a fun sentence to write, and I wish I had a punchline to end
with, but I don’t. For now, all we can do is enjoy the action we do get, and
hope the league and everyone else can continue to adjust as we go and
get us to some sort of finish line.
5. Chicago Blackhawks (5-4-4, -1) – Is it possible that the Hawks do have
a goaltender after all? Their strategy of going into the season with a
rotation of three guys who’d never been in your kitchen had everyone
expecting the worse, and two of those guys have indeed looked shaky in
very limited action. But the guy who won the starting job, a rookie whose
name I definitely know because it’s (frantically checks notes) Kevin
Lankinen, is playing great through nine starts.
Those are the only nine starts of his career, so we’ll pump the brakes just
a bit on stamping “problem solved” on the Chicago crease. Still, there’s a
nice emerging story, and it’s one that’s helped the Blackhawks get over
.500 despite losing three more than they’ve won. That might not be
sustainable, but it’s not the disaster we were all waiting for.
4. San Jose Sharks (4-5-1, -11) – Congratulations to the Sharks and
Ducks on playing a two-game series that both teams “won” by taking
three of four points. This is a good system and the standings make
sense.
3. Los Angeles Kings (3-6-2, -7) – After I dropped them from last week’s
list, they repaid me with four straight regulation losses while dropping to
the bottom of the league in expected goals percentage. Message
received, guys, you’re back where you belong.
2. Detroit Red Wings (3-8-2, -18) – They went into yesterday having lost
eight straight. During that streak, they’ve had one game where they’d
scored more than two and one game where they’d allowed less than
three. I had the analytics guys run the numbers, and they said that’s bad,
but I’m waiting to hear whether Paul Maurice agrees with them. Either
way, they snapped the streak with yesterday’s upset over Florida.
1. Ottawa Senators (2-9-1, -24) – They got an impressive win over the
Habs on Thursday to double their season total, and avoid the “1-9-1 is a
joke” headlines. It was back to losing on Saturday, although they made
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Montreal work for it, so that’s progress. In other news, Elliotte Friedman
reports that Derek Stepan might prefer a move and the team may
accommodate him, so it will be interesting to see if they could recoup
anything close to the second-rounder they gave up for him.
Not ranked: Vancouver Canucks – This is the Canucks’ second
appearance in this section in the first month, and in case you’re
wondering, that’s not a great sign for how the season’s going.
Two weeks ago, they were 2-5-0 but I wrote that I wasn’t panicking. They
had three straight coming up against the Senators, which I figured would
be a classic “get right” stretch. And it was, as the Canucks won all three
by a laughable 16-3 total score. Crisis averted. But as it turns out, only
temporarily.
The last week brought a tough four-game stretch against the Habs and
Leafs, and “get right” turned into “get wrong again” and then some. Four
straight losses, all in regulation, and 23 goals against, a few of which
weren’t even scored by Tyler Toffoli.
FOR THE FIRST TIME AGAINST THE TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS THIS
SEASON, THE #CANUCKS HAVE HELD THE LEAFS TO FEWER
THAN TWO GOALS IN A PERIOD.

I feel like a teacher grading each submission (everyone who has Drew
Doughty on their Team Canada roster gets an automatic F), doing so
with my model as usual. I plug each projected depth chart in, adjust the
ice-time accordingly, and voila, it spits out how strong it believes each
country’s team to be.
Believe is the key word there. My model is not infallible, just like our
trusty staff isn’t and it’s always interesting to see where there are
disconnects. With rosters at a best-on-best tournament, there usually
aren’t many disagreements and it’s difficult to stray too far away from an
optimal lineup. Even a lot of strange choices for a country as deep as
Canada will still make for a very strong team.
But this is all supposed to be fun, right? So I’m going to take this time to
audit each team and roast at least one selection per roster because
everyone (including me) loves to galaxy brain at least one roster spot and
deserves to be called out for it. I’d want only the same treatment from my
colleagues and will put up my own roster for each country — an invitation
to scrutiny. In fact, I will gladly roast myself too. Hopefully, Pierre LeBrun
doesn’t give me a swirly at the next company picnic.
Okay fine, Pierre, I’ll make one nice comment too.

IT'S THE THIRD TIME THAT VANCOUVER HAS HELD AN OPPONENT
TO FEWER THAN 2 GOALS IN A PERIOD IN THEIR LAST FOUR
GAMES.

Below you’ll find a depth chart graphic for each projected team roster,
some poetic prose comparing them to the field and below all of that, win
probabilities pitting each roster against each other. The expected win
percentage on each team’s graphic is relative to an average NHL team.

— THOMAS DRANCE (@THOMASDRANCE) FEBRUARY 7, 2021

Canada

So, two weeks after calling for calm, am I granting permission to panic in
Vancouver? I sure am, although it’s not like it’s needed, because the fan
base and media are already there. At this point, Canucks world wants to
fire Jim Benning, watch him clean out his desk, march him out the
building, and then immediately rehire him just so they can fire him again.

Canada is deep no matter what. They can afford to make mistakes
because the top-end talent is phenomenal. When you start with a
nucleus of Connor McDavid, Nathan MacKinnon, Sidney Crosby, Brad
Marchand, Brayden Point, and Mitch Marner up front, you’re basically
already well ahead of the competition. Canada’s best strength is its
forward group, which at its best is projected to be around 10 wins better
than the next strongest team. There are tougher choices on the back
end, but there’s still a unanimous top four of Cale Makar, Shea
Theodore, Alex Pietrangelo and Morgan Rielly that’s extremely tough to
beat. The defence corps is much closer to the field, but still grades out as
the best in the world though it’s close with the U.S.

Beyond that, what do you even do? Fire Travis Green? I guess you
could, even if nobody seems to think this is his fault. Make a trade? OK,
but with who? Nobody in Canada is bailing you out, and anything with an
American team probably means 14 days of quarantine before the
reinforcements can help. Yell at J.T. Miller through the TV screen?
Canucks fans are trying that now, but it doesn’t seem to be helping. Play
the Senators again? That’s probably the best option, but the current
schedule doesn’t give you that until mid-March. By then, it’s going to be
too late. Maybe it already is.
I thought the Canucks would be good this year, unlike some of my wiser
colleagues, so maybe I’m hesitant to own up and take the L on this one.
But I felt the same way about last year’s Sharks, and at some point you
have to accept reality. The Canucks get the Leafs one more time tonight
and then have their next four against a Flames team that’s been just OK,
so maybe it’s another opportunity to get right. If not, my guess is the next
time we see Vancouver in the bottom five section, it won’t be as an
honorable mention.
The Athletic LOADED: 02.09.2021
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The Athletic / Projecting the projections: How our 2022 men’s Olympic
hockey rosters stack up

By Dom Luszczyszyn Feb 7, 2021

Canada’s biggest weakness is probably in net. All three rosters went with
a combination of Carey Price, Carter Hart and Jordan Binnington, but
none currently inspire the same amount of confidence as other countries.
Price has the pedigree and can be one of the best goalies in the world,
but his numbers haven’t been at that level for a while now. Hart is the
heir apparent but has had a rough start to the season while Binnington
has been on-and-off since his rookie season. Last year’s stretch run and
playoffs weren’t encouraging.
The talent in front should be more than enough to make up for that, and
playing behind that group should mean the goaltending is strong
regardless. But it still is Canada’s Achilles’ heel. Their goaltending
projects to be the worst at the tournament at this current juncture.
Best Picks
LeBrun: The only person to have Dougie Hamilton on his team. Kudos to
you, Pierre!
Drance: I would pay so much money to see that top line. How does
anyone stop the three fastest players alive all playing on the same line?
Duhatschek: Jonathan Huberdeau is so often forgotten in these
conversations. He put up five points on Thursday just to spite Drance and
LeBrun.
Galaxy Brain Picks

Over the last week, our staff has been hard at work crafting their visions
for a perfect Olympic roster — nearly every hockey writer’s favourite
activity. They projected rosters for the 2022 Olympics for each of the Big
Five: Canada, Finland, Russia, Sweden and USA. Now it’s time for my
favourite activity: Projecting the projected rosters.

LeBrun: I had to google if Mark Scheifele was from Hearst, Ont., to
understand why Pierre had him fourth on his list of selections.
Drance: All three put Doughty on their roster, that’s the free square. But
only Drance put him in his starting six.
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Duhatschek: I understand why someone might take Ryan NugentHopkins. I’m less understanding of why you take him and don’t play him
with McDavid, the guy he plays with every night.
Here’s what I would do.
No Scheifele. No Doughty. No Price. I’m not going to pretend it’s still
2016. I’m surprised there wasn’t more love for Thomas Chabot, who only
made Duhatschek’s team on the fourth pair. He’s been strong despite his
circumstances on a terrible team. Same with Sean Couturier who won
the Selke Trophy last year.
And yes, of course, Hamilton is on my team in the top four. Are you even
surprised?
Galaxy Brain Pick

I want at least one Tkachuk on each of the top two lines, is that so much
to ask? They’re two of the most annoying players in hockey and have the
skill to belong in that role. They’ll be a key asset for Team USA and I like
the makeup of each unit in the top six with a sniper, playmaker and
power forward. Gaudreau on the third line is a luxury and I think J.T.
Miller is versatile enough to play the right side. Blake Wheeler is still
here, but the two Jets forwards on every roster are on thin ice. Kyle
Connor’s defence is too suspect for the starting lineup so he’s on the taxi
squad. On defence, it’s the same basic top four as everyone else and an
incredibly analytics-friendly bottom pair. I think Adam Fox will play his
way into the conversation to at least be considered, but I doubt he’ll play
over Jones — that’s just wishful thinking.
Galaxy Brain Pick

Luszczyszyn: MacKenzie Blackwood? Putting a bit too much stock in his
massive three-game sample size from 2020-21. Some analytics guy you
are.

Luszczyszyn: Fox over Jones probably sounds insane to the average
hockey fan, but so too does the exclusion of Connor. In the words of
ESPN’s Emily Kaplan seeing this: “what, we don’t like goals now?”
Analytics has officially ruined goal scoring.

United States

Sweden

America’s best path to gold is in net. Connor Hellebuyck is the highest
rated goalie per the model and John Gibson is right there too. The USA
is set there and will have plenty of help in front of them with the secondstrongest defence group at the tournament. There are a lot of great
players to choose from with a unanimous top four of Jaccob Slavin, John
Carlson, Quinn Hughes and Charlie McAvoy. That’s an elite group,
especially those last two who have potential to be an excellent top pair.
They’re two of the best young defencemen in the world.

Sweden used to have the most feared defence at these tournaments, but
the group isn’t what it used to be. Victor Hedman is obviously still elite
and John Klingberg is back to his peak powers, but the rest have fallen
off. Erik Karlsson isn’t nearly the player he once was, while Oliver
Ekman-Larsson and Hampus Lindholm don’t drive play nearly as well as
they used to. Jonas Brodin and Mattias Ekholm are solid defensive
stalwarts, but they aren’t true top-pairing guys. And then there’s Rasmus
Dahlin, the future of Sweden’s defence, who hasn’t truly blossomed yet.
The group is still terrific overall, but it used to compete for the very best
and now it’s third. Sweden is still closer to Canada and the U.S.
compared to the other two, but their biggest edge is gone.

Seth Jones would’ve been a slam dunk to join that group to start the
season, but has had a tremendously rough start to 2020-21 that has
seriously downgraded his projected value. The talent is there and I have
no doubt his value can bounce back to number one defencemen levels,
but it’s just not there right now. Scott Burnside had him on his fourth pair,
so he’s on every team, but not every starting six.
Up front, this is the strongest Team USA has ever looked and they’re the
clear-cut No. 2 forward group behind Canada. That was a spot normally
reserved for the Russians, but the tides are changing. That means a lot
of tough choices had to be made with one of the biggest issues being the
team’s left wing depth far surpassing its right wing depth. It meant every
team left off a really good player or switched him to his off side. With the
age of some of the talent, there’s plenty of room for improvement, but for
now it is a hole relative to the top-to-bottom depth on Canada. As good
as Auston Matthews and Jack Eichel are, the total high-end talent isn’t
quite there yet either. That’s the main thing separating the two countries.
Best Picks
LeBrun: The only roster with Max Pacioretty. Pierre has secretly been
studying analytics during the offseason, I know it. He’s got both the top
rosters for Canada and the U.S. (and Sweden). Never doubt the king.
Burnside: It’s crazy that Jake Guentzel only made one starting roster
given his production over the last few years. I’m a big fan of this choice.
Custance: This is a projection for 2022 and it seems Craig is the only one
who understood that. Is Jack Hughes better than Joe Pavelski right now?
Probably not. Will he be by this time next season? Probably yes.
Galaxy Brain Picks
LeBrun: I know for a fact Pierre has been studying analytics because he
has Torey Krug in his top four with Quinn Hughes on his bottom pair.
There’s more to hockey than expected goals, Pierre.
Burnside: Hey Scott, have you heard of this guy named Johnny
Gaudreau?
Custance: The year is 2038. Craig still has Ryan Suter on his Olympic
team.
Here’s what I would do.

The emergence of Jacob Markstrom and Robin Lehner makes
goaltending a real strong suit for the team though and by GSVA the duo
ranks second to Team USA (though I’d personally prefer Russia’s Andrei
Vasilevskiy). The Swedes will be very hard to score on.
Getting goals might be a little challenging though as the country is ahead
of only Finland in forward depth. What they really lack is elite offensive
talent and that’s especially true with the disappointing starts for the
team’s top two centres, Elias Pettersson and Mika Zibanejad. The issue
in Sweden is that those two might be the only two to make either of Team
Canada or Team USA up front (maybe William Nylander and Elias
Lindholm considering Team USA’s right wing problem). That poses a
major disadvantage for the team and it’s why they’re several wins behind
the two teams from North America. Sweden used to be at least close to
that tier, but now they’re much closer to Russia and Finland than they are
to the top two.
Best Picks
LeBrun: William Karlsson is a stud and is very deserving to be in the
starting lineup for Sweden. He’s a great play-driver.
Duhatschek: I’m a big Brodin fan, so it’s nice to see him on the top pair.
His defensive presence can let Hedman run wild and free like never
before.
Galaxy Brain Picks
LeBrun: I fully expect Ekman-Larsson to make Team Sweden, but I’m
disappointed Pierre picked him for his top four after all the analytics
studying. We were making so much progress!
Duhatschek: Gabriel Landeskog might be Sweden’s best left winger — I
don’t think I’d want him on my third line.
Here’s what I would do.
With the European countries, there’s a smaller pool to choose from so
there aren’t many big changes. The top six is pretty much identical to the
two rosters above as is the top four on defence. The only major change
is the fourth line where all three players weren’t in either team’s starting
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group. Andre Burakovsky was lights out in Colorado last year and
deserves a starting job, as does Jesper Bratt who’s turning into an
efficient scorer for the Devils. The prized jewel though is Joel Eriksson
Ek, who is turning into one of the best defensive centres in hockey. For a
team that’s built on defensive identity, he’s a must.
Galaxy Brain Pick
Luszczyszyn: Eriksson Ek isn’t actually good at defence, Dom, he just
plays for the Minnesota Wild.
Russia
The lack of Evgeny Kuznetsov is extremely worrying for Russia. His
absence leaves Evgeni Malkin as the team’s only Olympic-calibre centre
and that just may be Team Russia’s downfall. Russia’s best asset is its
winger depth and that’s plain to see above, but it’ll be hard to get the best
of that when they’re playing with Artem Anisimov, Mikhail Grigorenko,
Ivan Barbashev, Vadim Shipachyov, and Sergei Andronov. Centre is the
team’s weakest spot.
That used to be the defence corps, but Russia is making serious strides
there. Ivan Provorov and Mikhail Sergachev are the real deal, true toppairing defenders. Dmitry Orlov can be that on a good day and Vladislav
Gavrikov has developed into a strong defensive presence. That’s been
sorely lacking on Russia’s blueline. Alex Romanov’s emergence also
adds some more flair to the back end and even Nikita Zaitsev has been
playing better this season. It’s the best this group has looked in a long
time and they get added help from having Vasilevskiy between the pipes.
The model is slowly growing on him with his strong start this season, but
still likely underrates his ability.
If not for the complete trainwreck at centre, Russia would have a really
strong team that could compete with Sweden for third behind Canada
and the USA.
Best Picks
Pronman: Yes, he hasn’t played in a while, but Vladimir Tarasenko still
exists and is still very good. Props to Corey for remembering he exists
because Max didn’t.
Bultman: I’m extremely here for the Shipachyov selection. I’m still of the
mind that he could’ve been something decent if Vegas actually gave him
a chance.
Galaxy Brain Picks
Pronman/Bultman: This applies to both as they made the same mistake:
Caring about faceoffs. Russia doesn’t have a centre problem if they
simply pretend that positions are merely an archaic construct that segues
perfectly to my galaxy brain lineup.

Team Finland is the runt of the litter here in the Big Five. They have the
worst forward group, the worst defensive group and the goaltending is
debatable because goaltending is always debatable.
There is a lot to like here and the young talent is having a real moment.
Between Aleksander Barkov, Mikko Rantanen, Sebastian Aho, Teuvo
Teravainen, Patrik Laine and Miro Heiskanen on the backend, the Finns
have an excellent nucleus of talent. The problem is that so does every
other country, and those countries also have the depth to match. Finland
doesn’t. Their bottom six has actual third-line players and the defence is
even worse where Heiskanen is the only actual top-pairing calibre player
(though, for what it’s worth, Rasmus Ristolainen has looked extremely
good so far this year).
There’s just not enough to compete with the top four and while they can
be pesky enough to medal or keep games close, it shouldn’t be the
expectation. Barring some major jumps from players, it would be
surprising to see Finland medal.
Best Picks
Drance: Juuso Valimaki has a lot of potential and I like seeing him in the
top four here.
Burnside: That all Canadiens fourth line is a sight to behold.
Galaxy Brain Picks
Drance: Drance should’ve consulted Auston Matthews first before placing
Kasperi Kapanen on the top line.
Burnside: Mikael Granlund is on a Finnish stamp because he’s a national
hero and Burnside somehow couldn’t find space for him.
Here’s what I would do.
The big change for me is loading up that top six. Depth is a problem here
so why not just slide Roope Hintz up, and really lean on the only two
lines that stack up favourably to the rest of the world? Granlund has
experience playing centre and can fill in on the third line. I also really like
the way Jesse Puljujarvi has started this season so he earns a spot for
me.
Galaxy Brain Pick
Luszczyszyn: Imagine showing Past You a roster where you willingly had
Ristolainen on the top pair. Die and be an analyst or live long enough to
see yourself become a hockey man. Also, good job taking the guy with
an .893 save percentage as your backup.
Finally, here’s how each projected roster grades out by positional
strength as well as a win probability matrix with every team facing off
against the other.

Here’s what I would do.
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No centres? No problem. Faceoffs don’t matter that much and this is my
magnum opus to that theory: A Russian team with only one real centre.
I’m bringing along Barbashev and Anismov in the taxi squad in case my
plan fails spectacularly, but modern problems require modern solutions.
Max had Tarasenko off his starting lineup entirely when he could just
have a second line of Alex Ovechkin, Andrei Svechnikov and Tarasenko.
Sure they’ll lose most of their faceoffs, but that’s just one puck battle in a
game of many. They’ll get it back, and they’ll be a treat to watch
afterward. There might be some defensive zone issues too, but it’ll be
worth it for the dynamic offensive play. You’re Russia. Be Russia. Win 75. That’s the goal here. Who would you rather have? Alex Radulov and
Evgeny Dadonov, or Anisimov and Barbashev? It’s an easy call. Faceoffs
are dumb.
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Galaxy Brain Pick

TORONTO -- They are becoming a team that haunts their opponents.

Luszczyszyn: Literally everything you said about faceoffs is the most
galaxy brain take in this entire article.

On their best nights, the Toronto Maple Leafs will embarrass you. And on
their worst they still might beat you.

Finland

With Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner both settled into their primes,
the Leafs have become a different beast than in years gone by. They are
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Sportsnet.ca / Matthews, Marner carrying Maple Leafs to new heights
with stellar play

Chris Johnston
February 9, 2021, 12:48 AM
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now a league-best 10-2-1 and seven of their game-winning goals have
come off the sticks of those two players.

thought they played with a lot of urgency, it felt like a desperate team
over there. They played hard, they deserved more than they got.

The Vancouver Canucks surely deserved better here on Monday night -Matthews said so himself. But he also wasn’t apologizing for delivering
the dagger, winning an offensive zone faceoff and executing a set piece
designed by Marner before one-timing a shot through Braden Holtby’s
legs to completely wipe away the 49 forgettable minutes that came
before it for his team.

“I challenged our guys to find a way to be good in this environment.”

“I think it just speaks to the confidence our team has,” Leafs coach
Sheldon Keefe said after the 3-1 victory. “We’ve been finding ways to win
these types of games all season. … These are the kind of games that our
team, if we want to be a good team that wants to accomplish great
things, you need to find a way to be good when things are uncomfortable.
“I really liked our response in the third period.”
They were responding to a meek seven-shot output through 40 minutes
that was the result of a desperate Canucks attack. After dropping two
games here, Vancouver brought urgency and a fierce forecheck that
completely smothered the Leafs' attempts to execute clean breakouts.
But the game was still there for the taking at 1-1, and of course Marner
and Matthews seized the game ball.
They had already connected on a third-period power play goal from
Matthews in a 3-2 victory at Ottawa on Jan. 16 and produced Marner’s
one-time winner with less than eight minutes to play in Calgary on Jan.
26. Two nights after that, Matthews had the 4-3 winner in Edmonton with
under seven minutes to play.
In other words, this was no fluke.
Keefe seemed content to live or die with his top players on a decaf night
against Vancouver, playing them 25 minutes apiece. Their line with Zach
Hyman was the only one making any real inroads at 5-on-5 -- with
expected goals (65 per cent) and scoring chances (57 per cent) in the
black -- and they broke through on an offensive zone shift that featured
Rasmus Sandin on the left point.
In a flash, Matthews won the faceoff clean to Sandin, who fed Marner on
the wall. He put the puck right in Matthews’s wheelhouse while Zach
Hyman provided a screen in front of Holtby.
“Well Mitch just came up to me and just said, ‘Look for me.’ So that’s
what I did,” Sandin said. “Then he did the rest together with Auston so it
wasn’t too hard. It was great that it worked.”
“It takes some initiative to create a faceoff play there for us and execute
and find Auston to help us win the game, so that’s really good and
positive,” Keefe added.
That and the strong play of Frederik Andersen were the only reasons
Toronto walked away with two points and a three-game sweep of this set
against the reeling Canucks.
It’s easy to get lost in the numbers, with Matthews riding an eight-game
goal streak and Marner producing 15 points during his eight-game
scoring streak. Zoom out and you now see Matthews with an incredible
58 goals across his last 82 games and Marner with 88 points in his last
72 dating back to the start of last season.
More important than the race for individual awards or entries in the
record book, however, is the way the franchise cornerstones have started
bending results to their liking. They have proven too much to handle
through this initial tour of the North Division, stashing important points in
the standings for Toronto in the process.
“Going 1-1 into the third after generating like seven shots, I mean we
really didn’t have any business being in that game,” Matthews said after
the third straight win over the Canucks.
“I thought Vancouver played an outstanding game here today,” Keefe
said. “They certainly came with a renewed focus and energy level. I

His brightest stars answered the challenge.
It shouldn’t be lost on anyone how complete of an effort the Leafs are
getting from Marner and Matthews. They more than handle their own on
the defensive side of the puck and have taken their special offensive gifts
to an even higher level.
They seem to find at least one big goal a night. Heck, Matthews has 11 in
12 games on his own -- seven of which have been assisted on by
Marner.
“Like it’s hard to even call them hot streaks anymore because it just
seems like he’s hot all the time,” teammate Alex Kerfoot said.
Toronto wouldn’t be on top of the NHL standings without them.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.09.2021
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BROSSARD, Que. — April 30, 1986. Edmonton. Second round of the
playoffs, with the Oilers in pursuit of their third consecutive Stanley Cup.
The score is 2-2 in the third period of Game 7 versus the Calgary Flames
when Steve Smith makes a mistake that will haunt him forever.
“If you mention my name, that goal is certainly going to come up,” Smith
said when I spoke with him Monday. He has accepted that it will follow
him to his grave and beyond. Fair or not, it’s a blight on his otherwise
untarnished legacy—an eye-capturing mole on an otherwise
unblemished face.
Smith made the faux pas on his 23rd birthday, in the 63rd game of his
rookie season, and it literally leveled him. Watch the video, see him
collapse to the ice after the puck slips behind a helpless Grant Fuhr, and
it’s as if he instantly realizes he will forever take the blame for interrupting
one of the greatest dynasties in NHL history, like nothing can change
this—not even an offence driven by Hockey Gods Wayne Gretzky, Mark
Messier, Jari Kurri, Glenn Anderson and Paul Coffey having a little more
than 14 minutes to tie the game and perhaps even win it in regulation.
It was enough to destroy a promising career, but it didn’t. Smith played
875 games after the one featuring his most-remembered moment. He
scored 79 more goals, added 323 more assists, and saw his name
etched onto the Stanley Cup three times.
“What’s amazing about it was it was a great learning experience for me
as a player,” Smith told me. “It taught me humility, it taught me about
commitment, and it taught me about failure and dealing with it.”
If Smith never learns that lesson, he can’t pass it on to a young,
struggling Jeff Petry, and the space-time continuum is perhaps
irreversibly altered.
It was Smith, in his role as defence coach with the Oilers from 2010-14,
that helped Petry start to realize he needed to process his mistakes
differently. He was the right voice given his experience, and he was
speaking at the right time.
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“I think if you asked anybody close to me, or coaches that I’ve played for,
they would tell you that I was always the person that was the most hard
on myself and I was the guy that couldn’t let go of the mistake, and it
would translate into two or three more mistakes until I finally snapped out
of it,” Petry said on Monday.
“We’d Watch video after a game I thought I played horrible, and (Smith
would be) like, ‘You’re never as good as you thought you were, and
you’re never as bad as you thought you were,’” he added. “You go back
and re-watch a game that you thought you were terrible, and you find that
you did a lot of really good things, as well. So, just to have that mindset
of mistakes are going to happen, it’s a fast-paced game and, for me, I
think that’s something that I learned over the years is to try and park
things right away so they don’t snowball.”
Key words there: “Over the years.”
Wine doesn’t become fine over night. The road the 33-year-old has
traveled to become an anomaly—a pro hockey player who somehow
gets better in his 30s whereas most players peak in their 20s—has been
both lengthy and bumpy.
Petry makes slick pass to himself and scores on Koskinen
From his days as a young pup in an unforgiving Edmonton market, as
part of an atrocious Oilers team for which he had to be better than he
was capable of being at the time, to his most recent days as an older,
wiser dog leading a crew of young, talented NHL defenceman and
emerging as an early candidate for this year’s Norris Trophy, there have
been many ups and downs. Even in each of the past three seasons, over
which Petry scored at least 40 points.
But each valley for Petry has become shallower, and that’s the result of
many things, but particularly the work that started with Smith. The work
that’s continued with Petry’s wife and confidant, Julie—and a couple of
major-league pitchers.
Start with Roger Clemens, who learned some valuable lessons over an
MLB career that started when “Terms of Endearment” was released and
ended when “Pirates of the Caribbean” debuted as a box-office smash.
Clemens, who spent three of the last four of his 24 professional seasons
pitching in Houston, became close family friends with Julie Petry’s
parents because Julie’s father was coaching both Clemens’s son and his
own in little league football. And Julie Petry later leaned on Clemens’s
experience to help her husband expand on the work that began with
Smith.
“My wife is good friends with a major league baseball player that gave
her advice to pass along to me,” Petry said. “I started to do it a few years
ago: If you have one of those tough games, write (your mistakes) down if
you have a notebook or in your phone... you kind of replay it in your head
and you write down what actually happened, and you rewrite it down a
couple of times after of how you would’ve done it different so if that
situation comes up again it’s in your mind... That was something I had
heard before, but something I put into place (over the past few seasons).”
Petry had heard it before from Clemens’s former teammate with the
Boston Red Sox, his father, Dan Petry.
“You throw and you know you missed your pitch, (and) a guy hits a home
run off you, and you’re going to learn from that and know you can’t make
that mistake again against that player,” Petry said, sharing his father’s
advice. “It’s kind of that same mindset, I guess.”
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
Smith wanted to shape it in Petry. He leaned on his own experience and
shared it with a player he knew had great promise.
“He was too hard on himself, which made it harder to learn from the
mistakes,” said Smith, the 57-year-old who’s now an assistant coach with

the Buffalo Sabres. “He had a little bit of a confidence issue, and it grew
with time. He clearly had world-class skills; he was a great puck-handler,
he had an incredible shot, he could be physical when he wanted, he
could make great outlet passes, and he had a good IQ for the game. You
could see it back then, it was always just a matter of when the full
package would come together.”
It took a trade from Edmonton to Montreal in 2015, an exceptionally
positive experience in the playoffs with the Canadiens that spring, a
confidence-inspiring six-year, $33-million reward for his play, and the
opportunity to play a much bigger role for it to start happening for Petry.
“I think if you look at his career, he had a tough go in Edmonton and they
didn’t really quite realize what they had,” said Brendan Gallagher, who’s
been the six-foot-three defenceman’s teammate since he landed in
Montreal. “Then he comes here and it’s just a fresh start for him. His
confidence has always been a big thing about his game; when he’s
feeling good about himself, he’s really an elite defenceman in the NHL.
There’s not a lot of defencemen that can do what he does, and he’s
getting those opportunities to learn from those experiences and to grow
as a player.”
The biggest growth opportunity for the Michigan native came in 2017 and
carried through 2020—a period of time that saw him replace oft-injured
Shea Weber on Montreal’s top defence pairing.
Julie Petry told me in the fall of 2019, during a visit with her and Jeff, that
this was a crystalizing experience for her husband.
“Every elite athlete is what they think they are,” said Julie, a former
standout on Michigan State’s NCAA Division-I field hockey team. “The
thoughts you put in your head is what you put out there on the field or the
ice.
“Jeff would overthink things and beat himself up, but the reason he
played so well when Shea was out was he didn’t have time to think. I
think he plays better hockey when more is asked of him. I think when
he’s playing the most minutes, it’s all he thinks about, so he doesn’t have
time to sit there and dissect something he did badly.
“And this also goes into my theory of now having three boys (the couple
has three sons: Boyd, Barrett and Bowen). In Edmonton, we only had a
dog, and he would come home and just list off everything he did wrong
and there was nothing positive. But here, knowing how busy we are, he
doesn’t really have a minute to think about one bad play. Even after a
game, he might have a second to spit something out to me, but two
seconds later we have three little boys arguing over what movie they
want to watch on the way home. I think that has been the biggest
blessing. He doesn’t have time to replay the negative thoughts in his
mind; he just has to go out and do what he knows how to do, what he
does well.”
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
It’s an unburdened, clear-minded Petry who’s playing the best hockey of
his career in his 34th year and 12th NHL season. He may be behind
Weber and Ben Chiarot in ice-time, but by so little that Canadiens coach
Claude Julien said Monday he couldn’t even state with certainty that the
Weber-Chiarot pairing is higher up in the pecking order than Petry’s with
Joel Edmundson. Petry leads NHL defencemen with six goals, ranks
second in points (14) and is tied with Edmundson for the league lead in
plus-minus (plus-14).
And it’s impossible to miss the connection between improving his mental
approach and finding an unprecedented consistency at a stage of his
career that should have him declining. Petry has collected a point in all
but three of his 12 games, and he’s been a plus in all but two of them. He
had an off-game in a loss to the Ottawa Senators last Thursday, but he
rebounded quickly in a win over them Saturday. That’s not a matter of
coincidence; it’s a function of years of training.
Smith has watched the improvement from afar, and closely: Cheering
Petry the player, and Petry the person, whom he refers to as “world
class.”
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“We’re all going to go through ups and downs over a game, or a week, or
a month or a career, but the importance is sticking to the basic principles
of what you’re trying to accomplish every day,” Smith said. “That was
something I learned as a player, and as a coach I try to instill that in guys
on a daily basis.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks must prove effort, intensity displayed vs. Maple
Leafs is sustainable

Iain MacIntyre
February 8, 2021, 11:56 PM

The Vancouver Canucks showed Monday they have a pulse. Now, they
have to prove their team is actually alive.
With a 6-10-0 record and the fourth-worst winning percentage in the
National Hockey League, the Canucks have already turned the Stanley
Cup Playoffs into a long shot even with 40 games remaining.
But they had no chance the way they were playing before Monday, when
Vancouver dominated the best team in the NHL for two periods before
the Toronto Maple Leafs, held to just seven shots through 40 minutes,
scored twice in 11 seconds to win 3-1.
It was the Canucks’ fifth straight loss, but really their first when they
looked like the urgent, direct, motivated team that manufactured a
breakthrough during the playoff tournament last summer.
After a listless 5-1 loss Saturday in Toronto followed Thursday’s 7-3
embarrassment to the Leafs, Canucks goalie Braden Holtby essentially
demanded a roll-call of team character. Everyone showed up on Monday.
“I don't know if we could have played any better in the first two periods,”
Canucks coach Travis Green said. “Probably deserved to be up. I was
happy with our team's game tonight. I wasn't happy that we lost, but it
resembled a lot more the team we want to be.”
Canucks forward Elias Pettersson said: “I think we still have a lot to work
on, but it’s definitely a step in the right direction. I know we have a lot
more in us. It’s a good game, but still not good enough.”
Pettersson’s power-play wrister in the second period was the only shot
out of 32 that Toronto goalie Frederik Andersen failed to save. There was
no “probably” about the Canucks deserving to be up heading into the
third.
But with a win still available to them, the Maple Leafs surged like an elite
team and scored more goals in 11 seconds than the Canucks did in 60
minutes. Auston Matthews was left free by Canucks centre Jay Beagle in
the high slot and one-timed a shot under Holtby to break a 1-1 tie at 9:22.

And I think that we're going to get there. Tonight, we were pretty close to
that. We're right there. I'm worried we lost five in a row but I'm not worried
because I'm confident in the group we have. In the long run, we're going
to be alright.”
The 56-game run, however, is unlikely to be long enough for slow
starters like the Canucks to catch up.
Seeing how physically engaged — and how connected to each other —
they were Monday naturally raised a question: Where the heck was that
effort and intensity in most of the Canucks’ first 15 games?
Did it really take Holtby, a newcomer who has done nothing but win
games with the Washington Capitals in his career, confronting teammate
J.T. Miller on the ice Saturday and calling afterward on teammates to
respond for the Canucks to find the level needed just to compete against
good teams?
“I was just thinking accountability as a team,” Holtby explained Monday
after allowing three goals on 19 Toronto shots – 12 of those in the third
period. “We had the right mindset going in. The season is strange. You
don't have a lot of time to fix things and it can kind of snowball out of your
hands pretty quick. We turn it around this game, especially mentally, for
preparation. We still didn't win, which is still the main goal, but I think
there's a lot of positives that can come out of this game for us.”
Now they need to prove it.
After playing poorly in far more games this season than they’ve played
well, the Canucks have to prove that Monday was a eureka moment and
they can sustain their rediscovered intensity and drive when they open a
three-game homestand against the Calgary Flames on Thursday.
Importantly, they’ll get both rest (Tuesday) and practice (Wednesday)
before then, after playing more games than anyone in the first four weeks
of the season.
“A lot of good teaching moments, not just in the game but over the last
few days with our group,” Green said. “You definitely don't ever feel good
about [losing]. But when you've been in a rut and played the way we
have, you've got to hang your hat on something. And we took a step
tonight in playing the way we want to, and we need to take another step
again.”
"I thought Vancouver played an outstanding game here today," Leafs
coach Sheldon Keefe said. "They certainly came with a renewed focus
and energy level. I thought they played with a lot of urgency. It felt like a
desperate team over there. They played hard, they deserved more than
they got today."
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers' Mike Smith provides 'boost' vs. Senators in season
debut

From the next faceoff at centre ice, Canucks defenceman Quinn Hughes
retreated with the puck in his own zone before losing it while trying to
spin away from Ilya Mikheyev, who quickly centred to Alex Kerfoot for a
point-blank goal at 9:33.

Mark Spector

“Right now, I think defensively, we're just not getting any bounces,”
Hughes said. “I make that play 100 times and it pretty much always
works for me. That's just the luck of the draw right now, how it's going
right now. But for me, my confidence is really high. I think I had a really
good game. I know our team thinks we had a really good game.

EDMONTON — It’s amazing how different a team looks when it is
confident in its goaltending, a statement you could apply to either the
Ottawa Senators or the Edmonton Oilers on Monday.

“We have a competitive group. Guys want to win. No one likes losing,
including myself. It sucks. We have a lot of new pieces. We lost some
pretty good players last year, and we're just trying to figure it all together.

February 8, 2021, 11:50 PM

Matt Murray was outstanding in the Ottawa net, after being pulled seven
minutes into his start at Edmonton a week ago, while Mike Smith stepped
off the injured reserve list to stop every single Senators shot in a 3-1 win.
Wait a sec… So why didn’t he get a shutout?
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“The only one they got was one we shot in the net ourselves,” said Oilers
coach Dave Tippett, referencing an Adam Larson clearing attempt that
whistled top shelf behind Smith for the game’s first goal. After that Smith
was perfect, stopping 27 shots in his season debut after an injury that
struck prior to the season.
“He was real strong in the cage, and outside the net he moves the puck
as well as anyone,” Tippett said. “It was a solid first game for him.”
In the midst of a stretch that saw these teams play each other four times
inside two weeks, Ottawa was light years better at home than it looked
during 8-5 and 4-2 losses at Edmonton last week. The Senators were
competitive, got excellent goaltending from Murray (beaten just twice on
34 shots), and forced the Oilers to play well for 60 minutes.
The Oilers chipped away with a goal from Leon Draisaitl, and two from
fourth-liners Tyler Ennis and Josh Archibald (empty netter). Meanwhile,
McDavid extended his points streak to 10 games with an assist on
Archibald’s goal, while Draisaitl did likewise with a goal and an assist. He
has 20 points over that 10-game span.
It was the kind of team win that goes a long way in an NHL dressing
room. Wins like this one are healthy for both coach and player.
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
“Very. Very healthy,” Tippett said. “We played solid in front of our
goaltender. J.J.’s line (Jujhar Khaira’s fourth line) was real solid for us the
last 10 minutes of the game. (Kyle) Turris won some big faceoffs for us
on the right side. Everyone feels like you’re part of it. Rather than chasing
the game (and having to shorten the bench), you’re in the game. It turns
into a better team performance all the way through.”
“Guys are feeling better about their game,” Kailer Yamamoto said. “It was
huge getting Smitty back tonight.”
Pretty Smitty
As the game gets faster, and forwards blitz into the zone unimpeded on
the forecheck, a goalie who plays the puck like Mike Smith becomes
even more valuable.
Sure, if he’s not stopping enough pucks no one cares how good a passer
he is. We get it: He’s a goalie first, a puck-mover second.
But watching him for the first time this season, you forget how helpful he
is to an efficient breakout when he gets to the puck first, his head up
while the defencemen simply take up positions in the corners to accept a
pass. They’re not getting hit, the forecheckers are rendered nearly
useless, and before you know it the puck is heading north.
The Oilers were credited with 81 controlled zone exits, compared to 61
for Ottawa on Monday.
“He’s big in the locker room, he talks a lot. He’s a good boost for us. But
the biggest thing is how he plays the puck,” Ennis said. “He gives our ‘D’
some relief back there. He’s a motivator, a good leader and he stops the
puck. He gave us a boost tonight.”
As we’ve penned before, Smith and Mikko Koskinen couldn’t be more
dissimilar. The big Finn is quiet, and keeps to himself. Smith is an alpha
dog who drags the dressing room along with him. He injects confidence,
but again, only if he is stopping pucks.
“He’s a veteran guy, with a strong personality in the room,” Tippett said.
“He’s a leader in that room — he’s got a confidence about him that
shows when he goes in the net.”
Heard the News?
Did Zack Kassian hear about his coach’s quote from the morning skate,
when Tippett replied to a question about Kassian only having two minor
penalties all season with this nugget?
“We’d like to see him get more engaged in games. That's kind of an
understatement,” said Tippett, leaning in a bit on his docile heavyweight.

It was reporter Jim Matheson who had asked Tippett about Kassian’s
paltry two minor penalties thus far this season. Well, on Kassian’s first
shift he arranged a fight with the six-foot-five Erik Gudbranson — almost
as if he was aware that his coach was looking for a bit more from him. It
was helluva scrap, and we’ll give Kassian the decision, although he left
the game with an upper body injury after the fight and returned only for
one shift.
So Matheson asked Tippett about Kassian again after the game.
“You wanted him to get more penalty minutes,” said the coach. “That’s
where we are: He got more penalty minutes.”
But, Tippett admitted, at least we noticed Kassian.
“It’s unfortunate he gets hurt, but he was engaged in the game.”
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Weekend Takeaways: Bruins still dominant despite
off-season changes

Ryan Dixon
February 8, 2021, 11:16 AM

Though they do retain some of their prickly heritage, “Big Bad Bruins” is
likely an outdated term for Boston’s hockey club. If the B’s were all rough
and tumble in today’s game, they wouldn’t be the league power they are.
The franchise is so reliable at this point the most appropriate alliterative
nickname you could give them is probably the “Boring Bruins” -- and,
boy, do we mean that in the best possible way.
To be clear, Bruins games have been anything but snore fests. In fact,
Boston has done some of its best work erasing third-period deficits like
the one it overcame on Friday night to beat the Philadelphia Flyers 2-1.
The win marked the third time in this short season that the Bruins have
pulled two points from a game they trailed after 40 minutes.
In recent times, it’s been very easy to expect the Bruins to find their way
to wins. That said, this iteration of the team did court some doubts
following an off-season that saw defencemen Zdeno Chara and Torey
Krug depart as free agents, while David Pastrnak -- one-third of the
“Perfection Line” -- started the year on the shelf.
But here are the B’s with the best points percentage in the East Division
at .818 after 11 games. Yes, they only have four regulation-time wins, but
Boston’s plus-12 goal differential is solid and the club has strong
underlying numbers. Tuukka Rask hasn’t been at his best, but he was
good against Philly on Friday and Jaroslav Halak has been solid all year.
Pastrnak has eight points in the four games he’s played since returning
ahead of schedule from off-season hip surgery and that trio -- with new
captain Patrice Bergeron in the middle and Brad Marchand on left wing -looks as ludicrously good as ever. Newcomer Craig Smith is a nice fit in
Black and Gold, while Nick Ritchie -- acquired 12 months ago in the
second of two trade deadline deals with the Anaheim Ducks -- is playing
the most productive NHL hockey of his career after being a 10th overall
pick at the 2014 draft.
The big development, though, is on a blue line that is seeing several
players step into the breach created by the departures of Chara and
Krug. Jeremy Lauzon and Jakub Zboril -- two 2015 draft picks -- are both
skating significant minutes in what amounts to their first full season with
the club. Lauzon has been on the top pair with Charlie McAvoy, who is
thriving in his new role as the go-to guy on the defence.
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In his first season without “Big Z” beside him, the 23-year-old McAvoy
has pushed his offensive production to a whole other level. With his
helper on Friday versus the Flyers, McAvoy now has 10 points in his past
seven games after being held off the scoresheet for Boston’s first four
outings. That puts a guy who’s never previously topped 32 points on a
75-point pace in a full 82. McAvoy has taken Krug’s spot as the lone
defenceman on the first power-play unit and is averaging 24:24 of ice
time per game, almost five more minutes than any skater on the team.
Not bad. Not boring, either. Just good.
Other Takeaways
• It’s become the Nick Suzuki trade in Montreal, but it’s worth
remembering that what started as the Max Pacioretty deal in 2018 has
still gone just fine for Vegas. While Suzuki is emerging as a No. 1 centre
for the Habs, the win-now Knights are seeing Pacioretty produce some of
the best numbers of his accomplished career. Since the start of last
season, the big left winger has 77 points in 80 games. Pacioretty notched
three helpers during Friday’s 5-2 trouncing of the Los Angeles Kings and
added another in Sunday afternoon’s 4-3 victory over the same Kings
outfit. The four-point weekend gives him a tasty 6-5-11 line in nine
contests thus far.
• Speaking of monster deals involving Canadian teams, Patrik Laine
looks right at home in Columbus. Both the goals he bombed during
Sunday’s 6-5 loss to the Carolina Hurricanes were perfect illustrations of
why you’re thrilled to get this guy, but the first one had the added delight
of tinging off the post, so enjoy the full Laine experience here:
That’s three goals in three games for the Finnish destroyer with his new
team. Laine is even getting the local lingo down, sounding like coach
John Tortorella after the referees just butchered an off-side challenge
that should have taken a goal off the board for Carolina.
Jack Roslovic, by the way, had two points on Sunday and is also thriving
in his new home -- which is actually home for the Ohio kid -- notching six
points through six games with the Jackets.
• Let’s talk about the Canadian teams that have 12 points. Scratch the
three games they’ve played versus the lowly Ottawa Senators and the
Vancouver Canucks -- hammered 5-1 by the Toronto Maple Leafs on
Saturday -- have allowed an average of 4.75 goals-against per game.
Edmonton, meanwhile, has given up fewer than three goals just three
times in 13 games after its 6-4 defeat at the hands of the Calgary Flames
on Saturday. Both teams grant way too many prime chances. Neither
squad is getting any saves. That’s about the worst equation in hockey.
• When Flyers go off, they really go off. Scott Laughton was the latest
Philly player to net a hat trick as Philly outdueled the Capitals 7-4 on
Sunday despite 2-2-4 for Alex Ovechkin.
• Stick taps to both Patrick Marleau and Barry Trotz. The former tied
Jaromir Jagr for third place on the all-time games played list with his
1,733rd NHL contest on Saturday versus the Anaheim Ducks. Marleau
can catch second-place Mark Messier (1,756) and leader Gordie Howe
(1,767) this year. (By the way kids, “Mr. Hockey” was 51 in his final NHL
campaign and managed 15 goals).
Trotz, meanwhile, tied Ken Hitchcock for third all-time with his 849th
career win when the Islanders bested the Penguins 4-3 on the same day.
• As you probably know if you spend any time on Twitter, Steven
Stamkos is not only one of the city’s best athletes, he’s basically a
Tampa sports superfan. Tom Brady and the boys gave “Stammer” a 31st
birthday to remember on Sunday.
Weekend Warrior
Let’s make it warriors, as Vegas’s Zach Whitecloud, Anaheim’s Isac
Lundestrom and Pittsburgh’s Pierre-Olivier Joseph all scored their first
NHL goals this weekend. Nice that Joseph will no longer have to make
fun of himself at practice any more.
The Week Ahead

• Pierre-Luc Dubois can help Jets fans forget about the hot starts in
Columbus for Laine and Roslovic when he makes his Jets debut on
Tuesday night in Calgary.
• Saturday is Hockey Day in Canada on Sportsnet, so get ready to feel all
the hockey feels -- on Valentine’s Day weekend nonetheless. We should
have a better handle on the top of the Canadian Division by the end of
the day because the pace-setting Leafs and Habs will be meeting for the
second time in four nights.
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Sportsnet.ca / Hayley Moore hopes to be role model for women in new
executive job with AHL

Mike Shulman February 8, 2021, 12:43 PM

Hayley Moore has been a champion of the women’s game for three
decades — as a player, coach and executive — her love for the sport,
which she took up at four as the only girl in Wakefield, Mass., youth
hockey — never fading.
That’s why it wasn’t an easy decision to even apply, let alone accept, the
role of vice-president of hockey operations with the AHL, a position she
begins Monday and makes her one of the highest-ranking female hockey
executives in North America.
“I definitely needed to do a little bit of soul searching, honestly, through
the process,” said the 34-year-old Moore late last month.
“In looking at the job description and talking to some colleagues in the
industry, I just learned that the position was really a great fit for me,
personally, and my interests, but also understanding that I am continuing
to work on behalf of the women’s game by being a woman in this role,
and I think it just validates the tremendous amount of work that everyone
has put into the women’s game to know the experience that I’ve received
— that it does translate to the men’s side of the game, because it’s still
the same game.”
It’s validation that Moore shouldn’t need, but still carries significant weight
as the sport continues to grapple with its hegemonic masculinity.
Because Moore’s resume includes: guiding the NWHL’s Boston Pride to
victory in the first-ever Isobel Cup as the team’s general manager in
2016, serving as the league’s deputy commissioner and director of player
development from 2017-2019 and, after returning to Boston as the
team’s president, leading the franchise to within a win of another title last
year before the final was postponed.
Hayley-Moore
Now, with the AHL, she’s in a unique position of power within what
remains a male-dominated sport. But she has hope for the future,
especially since she’s not alone in the league’s front office.
“My whole life I’ve been a woman in this sport, and we, as a whole, are
just people following our passion, and I didn’t necessarily stop to think
that I’m surrounded by men and in these roles for that long. Of course,
you get in a room sometimes for a meeting and you recognize that
maybe there are only one or two other women in there, or you’re the only
woman,” said Moore.
“But, for me, I think it says a lot about the AHL that I’m going to be joining
another woman in an executive role there, in Melissa Caruso (VP of
hockey operations/governance), and I’m excited to work with her and I’m
just looking forward to continuing to work in the capacity that I love, in the
sport that I love.”
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Still, Moore was stunned to learn she was the only woman to even apply
for the job, which became available in October when Mike Murray was
hired as assistant to Minnesota Wild GM Bill Guerin.

“The past six, seven years, I’ve been in my dream job, and I just continue
to be able to grow and develop, so I feel like I hit the jackpot where I’ve
been, and I feel like I’ve hit the jackpot where I’m going,” said Moore.

“That was an eye-opening moment for me — wow. Because I know that
there are other women out there who are qualified for these roles, so I
just hope that when people see me in this role, they recognize that they
should be going after them too because it’s there for the taking and
there’s plenty of women out there with the experience,” she said.

“I’m just not looking too far ahead of that right now — I’m excited to begin
in this new role and see what happens from there.”

AHL president and CEO Scott Howson, who sent out an email about the
position to all of its stakeholders and leagues and associations across
the hockey world asking for candidates, said the fact that Moore was the
lone female candidate is evidence of the progress that needs to be
made.
“I think we’re making great strides — all professional sports are making
great strides — and it’s really been recent, in the last six to 10 months,
we’ve had lots of people hired in hockey, whether it’s development
coaches, or video coaches, and we had a Major League Baseball team
hire a woman for a GM (Kim Ng with the Miami Marlins),” he said in late
January.
“But it just shows you how much farther you have to come when this is a
pretty attractive job — it gets you in front of a lot of NHL teams, a lot of
NHL management people — and there’s only one woman that applied.”
For Moore, that progress starts with greater representation and hiring of
women in management positions — role models for the next generation.
In her experience, she knew what she wanted to do in hockey, but not
how to get there or where “there” actually was.
It wasn’t until the emergence of the NWHL — after she spent time as an
assistant coach at Harvard University and as director of women’s hockey
at the East Coast Wizards, a junior team in Massachusetts — that she
could see her path forward.
“As a kid, I never even envisioned my career developing the way that it
has, because I just never saw it as a possibility. It wasn’t something that I
ever thought about until it was kind of happening. So I think in that sense,
we just really need to see it, to be it, to a certain extent,” said Moore.
Hayley-Moore
While her path may have not have been well-charted, it’s one that’s
helped her develop a unique perspective and skill set.
Moore has an enviable track record on both the team- and league-side,
capturing a Cup with the Pride and catapulting the NWHL to new heights.
“I mean, she juggled. She (had) multiple jobs and tasks over the last 10
or 12 years working,” said Howson.
“She didn’t give up her position with these East Coast Wizards for a long
time, so that took a lot of time commitment, and the people you talked to
about her just reinforced that fact. Tremendous work ethic. Tremendous
passion.”
It’s this passion that made it all the more “heartbreaking” for Moore when
the NWHL was forced to suspend its bubble tournament last week amid
a spate of COVID-19 tests on several teams, including six on the Pride.
And though it’s not the way she hoped to turn the page on this part of her
career, she knows she isn’t putting women’s hockey behind her — far
from it.
“I, personally, don’t even necessarily see it as the women’s game and the
men’s game, anyway — I’m taking on a new role in hockey … but just
like when I moved on from the East Coast Wizards to the Boston Pride,
or from Harvard to NWHL, whatever it may be, any step along the way in
my career, I never felt like I was closing the door on anything that I was
leaving, I was just looking to open a new door and carry the relationships
and the experiences that I felt before,” Moore said last Friday.
And could the next door after that lead to the NHL?
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Sportsnet.ca / Edmonton hoping Mike Smith brings stability, balance
back to Oilers net

Mark Spector
February 8, 2021, 3:07 PM

EDMONTON -- The saviour is almost 39 years old and hasn’t played a
game since March. But Mike Smith has finally arrived, felled by injury
prior to the start of the season, and the Edmonton Oilers are hoping he is
the answer to their clunky goaltending department.
“I feel great. I’m excited,” said Smith, who is believed to have suffered an
undisclosed injury while stretching prior to the season. “It was kind of a
freak thing, but it gave me a couple of extra weeks to get my feet under
me. Real excited to get back in the net tonight.”
Indeed, Smith starts in goal versus the Senators tonight in the first of
back-to-back games in Ottawa. If he can get back to the level he was
between Jan. 1 and the end of last season — when he was tied for third
in the league in wins (12) and had a .911 save percentage — he’ll surely
make Koskinen better, and stabilize a position that hasn’t been very good
for Edmonton.
Just giving Koskinen a break can’t hurt. He has played 708 minutes this
season, more than 100 more than the next NHL goalie (Anaheim’s John
Gibson).
“Both of our goaltenders played better last year when they were going
two-and-two (two starts each),” head coach Dave Tippett said. “I’d like to
get back to a little rhythm. We’d like to see our goals-against come down,
and that’s not all on the goaltending. There are times when our team
needs to play better in front of the goalies.”
We roasted Koskinen here after he let in six versus Calgary on Saturday
night. His numbers are awful -- an .889 save percentage and a 3.55
goals-against average -- but in fairness, he’s been overworked.
“We put a guy in a tough situation, playing that many minutes early in the
season without any training camp,” Tippett said.
“In a shortened camp, to have to come in and play that many games in a
row, it’s significant,” added Smith.
Tippett said they had some lineup decisions to make after the morning
skate.
Gaetan Haas did not skate and is injured, Ethan Bear is still injured, Tyler
Ennis has been activated and we know Smith is starting in goal. Here’s
our best guess on lines:
Nugent-Hopkins, McDavid, Puljujarvi
Kahun, Draisaitl, Yamamoto
Neal, Turris, Kassian
Ennis, Khaira, Archibald
Nurse, Barrie
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Lagesson, Larsson
K. Russell, Bouchard

By Jeff Paterson

Smith
Here are the expected lines for Ottawa:
Tkachuk, Norris, Dadonov
Stutzle, Tierney, C.Brown
Paul, White, Batherson
Galchenyuk, Stepan, Watson
Chabot, Zaitsev
Reilly, Zub
Brannstrom, Gudbranson
Murray
Zack Kassian has incurred only two minor penalties this season. Four
lousy minutes -- a pair of minors -- and he hasn’t drawn a penalty yet this
season according to NHL.com.
His last fight came in January of last season against Matthew Tkachuk,
while the Calgary winger has been quite active, dropping the mitts six
times since that bout with Kassian, according to HockeyFights.com.
The big Oilers winger has been largely ineffective through the Qualifying
Round last summer and into this season, and much of that is because
he’s not playing that physical game that brings fights, and some
penalties, his way. It might be nigh for impossible for Kassian to truly
earn his $3.2 million salary, a contract issued before the new NHL
economy, but if he isn’t getting under the other team’s skin, then it won’t
even be close.
“We’d like to see him get more engaged in games. That's kind of an
understatement,” allowed Tippett, in a telling quote issued Monday
morning.
Kassian began the year on Connor McDavid’s right wing, but has
descended to the third line. He has a goal and two assists in a dozen
games, and just 12 shots on net. He is credited with 10.8 hits per 60
minutes, but there is simply something missing in a player who is going
to be woefully overpaid if he does not find a way to become more of a
factor.
The Oilers want the old Zack Kassian back. Plain and simple.
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
A Full Net
What did Mike Smith see while watching his team play from the Injured
Reserve list?
“We can score, but we have a little difficulty keeping it out of our net,” the
returning netminder said. “It’s about consistency … and whatever team
I’ve been on consistency is the thing that separates you from being a
mediocre team to a being really good playoff team every season.
“We know we can score,” he continued, “it’s the balance of knowing
when to go, knowing what time it is in the game, what the score is, and
managing the clock a lot better than we have.
“All those things will transfer into more consistent play. Details matter.”
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TSN.CA / Five Takeaways: Canucks vs Toronto

Without question, the Vancouver Canucks did a lot of good things on
Monday night in Toronto. They owned the puck for the first two periods.
On those rare occasions they didn’t have it, they pushed to get it back.
They were invested. They looked hungry. And they looked like they were
having fun for the first time in ages. Of course, it would have been a
whole lot more fun had they found a way to put more than one puck in
the Leafs net. In the end, the outcome was the same as the previous two
games against Toronto and the two against Montreal that preceded
them. The path to defeat, however, was somewhat different. It’s hard to
call a 3-1 loss a step in the right direction. But it represented progress to
the degree that the Canucks found some structure to their game and did
many of things necessary to garner better results. In the end though a
couple of third period breakdowns cost the hockey club a fifth straight
setback. The Canucks will surely try to harness the positives out of the
hockey game, but they’re sinking in the standings and it just feels hollow
applauding them for moral victories. It’s a bottom line business and the
Canucks are now 6-10 on the season and in the throes of a five-game
losing skid in which they’ve been outscored 26-10. No matter how well
they played for two periods on Monday night, they need to find a way to
be even better.
While the Canucks power play has shown signs of life scoring in four
straight games, even-strength offense has all but evaporated. The
Canucks scored 14 goals on their 1-5 road trip with just eight of them
coming 5-on-5 – and none since the second period of Thursday’s 7-3
loss in Toronto. Bo Horvat scored at the 3:26 mark of the second to get
the Canucks within a goal at 3-2. That was the last time the team struck
at evens. Incredibly 156 minutes and 34 seconds of game action have
passed since the Canucks scored five on five. JT Miller scored a power
play goal in the third period on Thursday. Brock Boeser scored a late
power play goal on Saturday to snap Frederik Andersen’s shutout bid.
And on Monday, Elias Pettersson found the back of the net midway
through the second on a Canuck power play. In total on the road trip, the
Canucks scored eight times at even, four on the power play, once with
the goalie pulled for an extra attacker and once into an empty net. In
Toronto, all of the Canucks goal-scoring came from the top six forwards
(Pearson, Horvat, Miller, Boeser, Pettersson). The depth scoring and
defensive contributions that were a pleasant surprise early in the season
have dried up. Yes, the Canucks were better defensively on Monday
night, but now it’s fair to question where the offense has gone. One of
these nights it would be nice to see them put all aspects of their game
together.
The Leafs don’t need much of an opportunity to score. But with a faceoff to the left of Braden Holtby moments before the midway mark of the
third period and the game tied 1-1, Toronto got the mismatch it was
looking for. With Jay Beagle and his linemates Antoine Roussel and Jake
Virtanen out for a defensive zone draw, the Leafs countered with their top
guns. Auston Matthews beat Beagle cleanly on the draw and pulled the
puck back to Rasmus Sandin at the point. Mitch Marner headed from his
right wing position and set up on the left wing boards while Matthews
settled into the middle of the slot. Sandin slid the puck down to Marner
who quickly set-up Matthews for a one-timer that found the back of the
net while the Canucks struggled to find their defensive formation. It was
perfect execution of a set face-off play by the Leafs game-breakers.
There is no scorer hotter in hockey right now than Auston Matthews who
now leads the NHL with 11 goals on the season – five of them coming in
the past three games against the Canucks. Overall, Matthews had a
quiet night on Monday, but he made some noise when it mattered most.
With Tyler Motte placed on injured reserve prior to face-off and
expected to miss a significant amount of time, Travis Green needed to
rethink his line combinations for Monday’s game. He slapped together a
third line of Brandon Sutter between Justin Bailey and Adam Gaudette –
a trio that had never played together since Gaudette was a healthy
scratch on Saturday while Bailey made his season debut. In Sutter, the
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coach has a reliable veteran while Bailey is blessed with NHL speed but
hasn’t been able to stick despite looks in both Buffalo and Philadelphia.
And Gaudette has had a massively disappointing start to his season
finding himself scratched on four occasions and when he’s been in
uniform he hasn’t been able to leave any kind of mark. But on Monday,
that trio came together and found its groove early. Bailey had a terrific
scoring chance late in the first period while Sutter and Gaudette both
turned in determined efforts from start to finish. In 6:54 of ice at even
strength, that line controlled 80% of all shot attempts, held an 8-3 shot
advantage and a 7-1 edge in scoring chances. Gaudette, in particular,
needed a strong showing and registered a team-high five shots on eight
attempts to go along with a couple of hits. The line was unfortunate that
one of the few times it was in its own zone on the night, the Leafs
capitalized on a Quinn Hughes turnover to take a 3-1 lead. Sure, you’d
like to see the possession numbers translate into something more than a
silver lining. But with Motte out and the coach needing lines he can trust,
that can play with the puck and apply pressure on opponents, he may
just have stumbled onto something on Monday. It certainly seems like it’s
worth a look again on Thursday when the Canucks host the Calgary
Flames.
The Canucks won the special teams battle on Monday, but lost the
hockey game. And there were a couple of items worth noting on both
teams penalty kill. With Motte out, Travis Green turned to JT Miller to
partner with Jay Beagle. There has been plenty of heat on Miller for his
play both with and away from the puck already this season. But by
placing him on the penalty kill, Miller was forced to dig in. Killing penalties
is often about outworking the opponent’s power play and in his 2:31 of
PK time – second only to Beagle among Canuck forwards on Monday –
Miller more than held his own. The Leafs did not score and recorded only
a single shot on goal with the man-advantage on the night. Perhaps
getting Miller involved while short-handed can help him find that motor
that was always revving last season allowing him to regain the form that
led the team in scoring both during the regular-season and in the playoff
bubble. While Miller stepped into a penalty killing role for the Canucks,
it’s was impossible not to notice that Mitch Marner – the Leafs leading
scorer and the third highest scorer in the NHL – is one of the first
forwards over the boards when Toronto takes a penalty. Marner had 3:51
of penalty killing duty on Monday as part of his team-high 25:03 of ice
time. Marner actually spent more time on the PK than on the power play
in the game. Only Zach Hyman had more penalty killing time among Leaf
forwards. It’s proof that skilled players can be utilized in that situation.
Marner is a smart player with great instincts who reads plays in all areas
of the ice well. So the Leafs put him to work in a high-leverage situation.
It’s something the Canucks need to consider with some of their best,
young players. As they progress as a team, they can’t afford to have
players in the line-up simply because they kill penalties. It would be nice
to see the Canucks have some roster flexibility if fresh legs could step in
– and step up – to take on additional responsibilities.
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TSN.CA / Leafs see Matthews hot streak as the new normal

By Mark Masters

Auston Matthews has scored in seven straight games he's played in, but
there's some debate about whether this personal-best streak actually
constitutes a hot stretch for the superstar sharpshooter.
"We were just joking about it, like, it's hard to even call them 'hot streaks'
anymore, because it just seems like he's hot all the time," said centre
Alex Kerfoot with a smile.

"I just try to have the same mindset whether the puck's going in or not,"
Matthews said after Saturday’s game, "and every time you shoot it just
believing that the next one's going to go in, the next one's going to go in."
Matthews, who leads the league with 10 goals in 11 games, has been a
dominant force all over the ice. He's throwing more bodychecks than last
season and is often in perfect position in his own end.
"He's so smart defensively," gushed new teammate T.J. Brodie. "He's
always in a good spot especially with the D-man going back. He's always
right there and I know I can bump it or just take a hit and I know he'll be
right there to grab the loose puck."
The 23-year-old centre potted a pair of goals in both wins against the
Canucks last week. After Saturday's game, head coach Sheldon Keefe
said Matthews could've had even more goals, but they limited his
minutes and offensive-zone starts after jumping out to comfortable leads.
"He could have had four or five," Keefe noted. "He was really feeling it."
Matthews made a jaw-dropping move to score his first goal on Saturday
picking up a loose puck in the Canucks zone and easily moving around
Jalen Chatfield and going bar down on Braden Holtby.
"You think there's no room there and then he finds a way to get the puck
through," Brodie marvelled.
"Any kind of opening you give him he's going to take advantage of it,"
Kerfoot said. "He just creates so many opportunities. He's so dynamic
with the puck on his stick and the way he uses his body and stick position
to create space."
Leafs joking about Matthews' run: 'Hard to even call them hot streaks any
more'
Auston Matthews has found the back of the net in seven straight games
and has scored twice in back-to-back wins over the Canucks. With a third
straight game against Vancouver on deck tonight, Alex Kerfoot and T.J.
Brodie comment on Matthews' red-hot goal-scoring run and what makes
him such an elite player.
Matthews took advantage of a Holtby giveaway in the third period on
Saturday taking the puck off the glass and going five-goal on the veteran
keeper who glared at J.T. Miller afterwards.
"A lot of that goal happens because I'm not moving my feet and I don't
think there's anything wrong with holding your teammates accountable,"
Miller said. "I think that happens on a lot on good teams and just because
you guys caught it doesn't change anything. That happens all the time so
we're moving past it."
Chatfield finished Saturday's game minus-4 and will be a scratch tonight
as Olli Juolevi draws in. Holtby will start again making this the first time
he’s gotten the call in back-to-back games with the Canucks.
Miller addresses frustrations, Canucks' struggles: 'We're just not quite in
sync right now'
The Canucks sit at 6-9 through 15 games this season and are mired in a
four-game losing skid. J.T. Miller, who was beat by Auston Matthews on
the play that made it 4-0 in the latest loss, addressed the exchange
between himself and Braden Holtby that seemed to show the team's
frustrations and commented on Vancouver's struggles this season.
Matthews logged 17 minutes and 46 seconds on Thursday and then 20
minutes and 36 seconds on Saturday. His average this season is 21
minutes and 42 seconds. The Leafs will dress 11 forwards and seven
defencemen tonight, which means Matthews could be in line for more
minutes than usual.
Rasmus Sandin will make his season debut. The 20-year-old hasn't
played since March.
"I just want him to go out and have fun, enjoy each shift and each minute
that he gets," Keefe said. "It's not going to be a lot for him out there
today."
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Mikko Lehtonen, who posted two assists on Saturday, will continue to
slot in beside Zach Bogosian on the third pairing.
"Mikko's coming off his strongest game and Mikko will be part of the
regular six rotation and Ras will get shifts here and there and spot in as
[assistant coach] Dave Hakstol sees fit," Keefe said. "We've moved a lot
of forwards in and out, giving them opportunity, but he hasn't had that
quite yet. That's more what today is, to give him that chance and then, at
the same time, I think there are some benefits and things that I'm looking
forward to on the forward end of it."
Travis Dermott skated with the main group for the first time since
suffering a charley horse on Thursday. Keefe is hopeful the 24-year-old
defenceman can play Wednesday in Montreal.
Wayne Simmonds will miss six weeks after sustaining a broken wrist on
Saturday. He skated on a line with John Tavares and William Nylander in
the past two games. With Simmonds out, Keefe is planning to fill that topsix spot by committee tonight.
"It allows us to try different things with the lines and move people around
and get other people additional opportunities," Keefe explained. "I
suspect we'll have a rotation of people throughout the game filling in with
the Tavares and Nylander pairing."
Jimmy Vesey started the season on that line, but failed to gain traction.
He had a chat with Keefe at the end of this morning's skate.
"He expects more of himself and we think he's capable of more," Keefe
said. "But I also think he's found a way to contribute each game. There's
a lot of little things that he does in the game in terms of getting the puck
back, in terms of being in good spots defensively."

"Between Simmonds and Jumbo [Joe Thornton], that's two guys that
were playing down the middle there on the power play, net front and in
the middle, so it changes that unit, obviously, significantly," Keefe
admitted.
New assistant coach Manny Malhotra has opted for two balanced units
with an emphasis on the net-front role this season and Keefe doesn't
want to stay too far from that.
"We still like the idea of having two units and think that Spezza and
Nylander playing the flanks on the other group have brought a lot and still
expect it to roll that way," Keefe said. "You may see things move around
a little bit. Tavares and Hyman might bounce back and forth between the
two units depending on which one starts each power play, which is
usually determined based on energy levels."
"Nothing really changes for us," Kerfoot said. "Manny's made it clear to
us he has a plan, and he wants us to execute on it."
Wayne Simmonds, who has five goals already this season, will be out of
action for approximately six weeks with a broken wrist suffered against
the Canucks on Saturday. TSN's Mark Masters has more on how
Sheldon Keefe plans to adjust the Maple Leafs' lineup tonight, which
includes Rasmus Sandin drawing in for his season debut.
Thornton, who has been out since suffering a fractured rib on Jan. 20,
actually took reps with Tavares and Nylander at the morning skate. Nick
Robertson, who suffered a knee injury on Jan. 16, also stayed out with
the full team for the first time since getting hurt.

Vesey has two goals and one assist this season. On Saturday, his point
drought extended to four games.

"We do think there's progress here with both Thornton and Robertson,"
Keefe said. "In Jumbo's case, in particular, we know that he brings a lot
to us and he'll help insulate some of that loss with Simmer in terms of his
personality and voice and experience on our bench and in our dressing
room."

Ilya Mikheyev got a look with the Nylander-Tavares line during the final
three games of the Alberta road trip, but didn't make a huge impression
and is still looking for his first goal this season.

The timeline for both Thornton and Robertson was initially listed as four
weeks. The four-week mark for Thornton is Feb. 17 (a week Wednesday)
while Robertson hits four weeks on Saturday.

"We think there's some things he can do a little bit differently or a little bit
better to improve upon generating more high-danger shots and using his
speed and skill to get to the inside a lot more," Keefe said. "At the same
time, similar to Vesey, we think there's a lot of other things that he does
that don't involve producing offence that bring value to our team. That's
important."

"No firm timeline here yet," Keefe cautioned. "Obviously, the fact that
they're skating and doing so comfortably is a very positive thing ... it's
probably fair to say not this week."

'You can't fill his shoes': Leafs react to Simmonds' injury
Head coach Sheldon Keefe confirmed the news that Wayne Simmonds
will be out approximately six weeks with a broken wrist. On Monday, the
Maple Leafs spoke about Simmonds' impact on the team and what they'll
miss with him out of the lineup.

Though the Leafs received some bad news regarding Wayne Simmonds'
status on Monday, Sheldon Keefe also had some positive news on the
injury front. Joe Thornton and Nick Robertson are progressing towards a
return for next week, while Travis Dermott will possibly be back
Wednesday when Toronto takes on Montreal.
Leafs lines at Monday's morning skate:
Hyman - Matthews - Marner

The injury to Simmonds may hit Toronto hardest on the power play
where the Scarborough, Ont. native was a force in front of the net.
Simmonds scored his third man-advantage marker of the season on
Saturday night.

Thornton - Tavares - Nylander

Here's how the Leafs practised on the power play this morning:

Petan - Engvall - Robertson

Morgan Rielly

Rielly - Brodie

Matthews - Tavares - Mitch Marner

Muzzin - Holl

Zach Hyman

Lehtonen - Bogosian

Lehtonen

Sandin - Dermott

Nylander - Kerfoot - Jason Spezza

Andersen

Mikheyev

Hutchinson

So, Hyman and Tavares move to the Matthews-Marner unit while Kerfoot
shifts to the Nylander-Spezza unit and Mikheyev gets a look in front of
the net.

Woll

Vesey - Kerfoot - Mikheyev
Barabanov - Boyd - Spezza
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TSN.CA / Gameday Preview: Canucks @ Leafs

By Jeff Paterson

VANCOUVER – The Vancouver Canucks (6-9) aim to avoid a three
game sweep at the hands of the Toronto Maple Leafs (9-2-1) when the
teams meet tonight at Scotiabank Arena.
After a 7-3 loss Thursday, the Canucks dropped a 5-1 decision on
Saturday night. The team has now lost a season-high four straight games
and has been outscored 23-9 during that span. Brock Boeser was the
lone Canuck to beat Frederik Andersen on a late third period power play
on Saturday. That was Boeser’s team-leading ninth goal of the season. It
was the first time this season that when he scored he only scored once
after recording four two-goal games.
Elias Pettersson picked up an assist and now has 3+5=8 in his last seven
games. However, now 15 games into the season, Pettersson has yet to
have a multi-goal or multi-assist outing. His two multiple point games
both consisted of 1+1=2 and both came against Ottawa.
The Canucks top players continue to put up points. Quinn Hughes had
an assist on Saturday, has 0+5=5 on a three-game point streak and
leads the team with 1+15=16 on the season. With 16 points, Hughes
leads all NHL defensemen in scoring by two points over Montreal’s Jeff
Petry and four more than Cale Makar who sits third. His 15 assists are
four more than second-place Makar and six more than any other NHL
blueliner.
After allowing five goals on Saturday, Braden Holtby returns to the
Canucks net tonight and will make consecutive starts for the first time this
season. TV cameras caught Holtby glaring at JT Miller after the Leafs 4-0
goal. It seems Travis Green is hoping Holtby can channel his frustration
and respond with a better effort personally and backstop the team to a
better performance tonight. Olli Juolevi draws into the line-up and will
replace Jalen Chatfield on defense while Travis Green has decisions to
make up front. With Juolevi being activated from the taxi squad, either
Loui Eriksson or Justin Bailey will have to return to the practice group
meaning at least one of Jake Virtanen, Adam Gaudette or Zack
MacEwen will draw into the line-up tonight.
The Canucks have surrendered the game’s opening goal in each of the
four games on this current skid. In three of the games – including both
contests in Toronto – the opponent has opened the scoring in the first
five minutes of the game. On the season, the Canucks are now 0-8 when
surrendering the first goal of the game. The Canucks have not held a
lead at any point since their 4-1 win in Winnipeg on January 27th.
In 129 games since the start of the 2018-19 regular season, no
defenseman in the league has taken more minor penalties than Alex
Edler. Edler has been assessed 62 minors in that span -- four more than
any other defender. After taking a pair of early penalties on Saturday, the
veteran d-man is tied with Ottawa’s Thomas Chabot for the league lead
among defensemen this season with nine apiece. Tyler Myers sits solo
third with eight.
With Saturday’s victory, the Leafs have won two straight, recorded a
point in their last six (5-0-1) and are 8-1-1 in their last 10 games. Auston
Matthews has scored twice in each of the games against the Canucks
and now leads the NHL with 10 goals on the season. He has scored nine
times on a seven game goal-scoring streak. Matthews next point will be
the 300th of his NHL career. Now in his fifth season after being the first
overall pick in 2016, Matthews has 168+131=299 in 293 career games.
Mitch Marner had three assists on Saturday and has 1+5=6 in two games
against the Canucks. He has the team lead in scoring with 6+14=20, is

third in NHL scoring behind Connor McDavid (26) and Leon Draisaitl (23)
and has 3+11=14 on a seven-game point streak.
Wayne Simmonds scored a pair of goals on Saturday, but left the game
in the third period with a broken wrist suffered when he was struck by an
Alex Edler clearing attempt. The veteran forward is expected to miss up
to six weeks of action. With Simmonds out, the Leafs will dress 11
forwards and seven defensemen tonight. Rasmus Sandin makes his
season debut on the Toronto blueline.
The Leafs have scored once on the power play in each of the first two
games against the Canucks. Toronto leads the league with a power play
that is running at 15 for 39 (38.5%) on the season and seven for 18
(38.9%) on home ice. With Simmonds out, John Tavares is expected to
move from the second unit to the top group.
The Canucks have dropped their last nine games in Toronto which dates
back to a 5-3 victory on December 17, 2011. After tonight, these teams
will next see each other on March 4th and 6th in Vancouver.
POSSIBLE CANUCKS LINE-UP
Miller-Pettersson-Boeser
Pearson-Horvat-Hoglander
Bailey-Sutter-Gaudette
Motte-Beagle-Roussel
Hughes-Benn
Edler-Schmidt
Juolevi-Myers
Holtby
POSSIBLE LEAFS LINE-UP
Hyman-Matthews-Marner
Tavares-Nylander
Vesey-Kerfoot-Mikheyev
Barbanov-Boyd-Spezza
Rielly-Brodie
Muzzin-Holl
Lehtonen-Bogosian
Sandin
Andersen
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TSN.CA / Leafs shuffle lineup with Simmonds out six weeks

By Kristen Shilton

TORONTO — The Maple Leafs’ overflowing infirmary has gained
another member in forward Wayne Simmonds, who broke his wrist
blocking a shot in Saturday’s 5-1 win over Vancouver and will now be
sidelined for six weeks.
The winger joins Joe Thornton (leg), Nick Robertson (knee), Travis
Dermott (leg) and Jack Campbell (leg) on Toronto’s growing injured
reserve.
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"[Wayne]'s a big loss for us; he’s been playing well," said head coach
Sheldon Keefe on a Zoom call Monday. "And it’s not just his play; he
brings a lot to our room in a lot of other areas and that certainly will be
missed. But, like other injuries that we've had, it's opportunities for other
people to step up here and that process begins tonight."
Simmonds was hit by a puck shot from Alex Edler late in the third period
of Saturday’s game, exiting soon after trainer Paul Ayotte examined him
on the bench.
Keefe said further tests over the weekend confirmed what Toronto
feared, and now the Leafs will have to forge ahead without one of their
most productive forwards of late.
Playing in his first season with the Leafs after signing a one-year, $1.5
million free-agent contract in October, Simmonds had been relishing the
opportunity to not only play for his hometown team, but start having a
real impact on the ice.
Prior to being hurt, Simmonds had already scored twice against
Vancouver, bringing his season total to five goals in his last six games.
Keefe had even moved Simmonds up to play on the Leafs’ second line
with John Tavares and William Nylander before Toronto opened its threegame series against the Canucks last Thursday, which they will finish out
on Monday night without him.
To that end, Keefe will be returning to an 11-forward, seven-defencemen
lineup as the Leafs try for their third straight win over Vancouver.
"In [Simmonds’] absence, it allows us to try different things with the lines
and move people around and get other people opportunities," Keefe
explained.
"So I suspect we'll have a rotation of people throughout the game filling in
with Tavares and Nylander. But not just there obviously; we need all 11
people moving all throughout the lineup."
The shuffling will slide Alexander Barabanov back into the Leafs' bottomsix mix, and more notably opens the door for defenceman Rasmus
Sandin to make his season debut.
Sandin hasn’t played an NHL game since March 10, 2020, a span of over
330 days dating back to the final game Toronto played before COVID-19
shuttered the league’s 2019-20 regular season.
Toronto did include Sandin on its roster for last summer’s postseason
tournament, but he did not appear in the team’s qualifying-round series
loss to Columbus, and has been stuck behind Mikko Lehtonen on the
depth chart this season.
Sandin will still be behind Lehtonen in Monday’s game, but involved
nonetheless.
"There's not going to be a lot for him out there today," Keefe said. "Mikko
is coming off his strongest game [in a two-assist performance Saturday]
and he'll be part of the regular six-man rotation and Rasmus will get shifts
here and there. We definitely want to get him shifts and get him
going...and give him an opportunity that he hasn't had quite yet, so that's
more of what today is, giving him that chance."
The Simmonds injury also required changes to be made on special
teams, where he’d been a standout lately, scoring three power-play goals
in six games.
Zach Hyman joined the Leafs’ top unit with Auston Matthews, Mitch
Marner, John Tavares and Morgan Rielly at Monday’s morning skate,
while Alex Kerfoot and Ilya Mikheyev were situated on the second group
with William Nylander, Jason Spezza and Lehtonen.
"We're going to miss him up there; he’s obviously elite on the power
play," said Kerfoot. "Wayne has been awesome. He plays hard every
day, is consistent in the way that he works, and just the physicality and
that mentality that he brings every night. We're going to miss that. But
we've been able to rebound throughout this year really well. I think it
speaks to the way things are in our locker room right now."

If there’s a bright spot looming for the Leafs, it’s that a few of their
walking wounded may soon be ready to return. Keefe said Dermott is a
possibility for Wednesday’s game against Montreal, after he, along with
Robertson and Thornton, participated in Monday’s skate.
Keefe cautioned though that neither Thornton nor Robertson should be
expected back for at least another week or so, especially since both
players were placed on Long Term Injured Reserve and there are
protocols dictating when they can return. But when that does happen, it
will mean a great deal for the Leafs as they weather another stretch
without a major player.
"In Jumbo's case in particular, we know that he brings a lot to us and that
will help insulate some of that loss with Simmer," Keefe said. "In terms of
personality and voice and experience on our bench and in our dressing
room, [they’re similar]. We’re just expecting our team to adapt and those
that get the opportunity as people leave the lineup, we're expecting them
to take advantage of it and keep our team moving forward."
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TSN.CA / Maple Leafs punishing opponents on the power play

By Travis Yost

The Toronto Maple Leafs’ power play is otherworldly.
There is no other adjective to describe its performance over the first 12
games. Toronto has largely looked like the best team in the North
Division so far, and a lot of it ties back to the fact that teams continue to
struggle killing penalties against waves of Maple Leafs attackers.
We have seen many stretches over the years where teams have scored
power-play goals at a relentless pace, seemingly converting on every
other scoring opportunity. That’s an apt way to describe the Maple Leafs
out of the gate as well.
Sheldon Keefe’s team (with the power play overseen by assistant Manny
Malhotra) has scored 15 goals in those 12 games, and that number
would be higher if they were more adept at drawing penalties.
Said another way: A league average power-play unit converts on about
20 per cent of power play opportunities, scoring about 7.5 goals per 60
minutes of play. Toronto is converting on 39 per cent of their
opportunities, scoring 16 goals per 60 minutes of play. The daylight
between the two is extraordinary.
One of the most encouraging parts about Toronto’s power play – we will
get to the individual components of it in a moment – is the fact that it
doesn’t seem entirely based on puck luck and white-hot shooting rates
alone.
The Maple Leafs also lead the league in expected goals created per 60
minutes on the power play, a byproduct of their ability to generate heavy
shot volumes on both units, with many of those coming from dangerous
areas inside of the circles and the low slot.
Consider the shot profile of the Maple Leafs power play up a man this
season versus last year (23 per cent conversion rate; sixth in the NHL).
Data via HockeyViz:
That is a remarkable improvement in both volume and threat level on a
power play that was already quite good a season ago. Whenever you
see a sudden surge in performance like this, people tend to look at either
personnel or structural changes for an explanation. The Leafs still attack
the offensive zone with a similar style, but there have been personnel
changes. Wayne Simmonds, T.J. Brodie and Joe Thornton have all been
given opportunities to start the year.
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All three of those names – and Simmonds in particular as the net-front
presence on the first power-play unit – have added different wrinkles to
both groups, though Simmonds (hand) and Thornton (rib) will be
sidelined with injuries for the next few weeks. To the extent that the new
personnel are contributing to the increase in performance, one inference
is that the skill sets on both units are more complementary, raising the
performance bar.
The combinations are a fair bit different from last year’s, and yet it is the
productivity for returning skaters on the rise:

The Blue Jackets won 3-2 with the shortened bench, getting a winning
goal from Jack Roslovic, the Columbus-area native who also arrived in
the Dubois trade.
Tortorella, a two-time coach of the year, is trying to achieve consistency
for a 6-5-3 team.
"If you're not giving 100% and looking like you're trying, he's going to sit
you," said forward Cam Atkinson. "It's no secret. It goes for everybody,
myself included. I've been that guy."

The balance between the two units, at least so far, is extraordinary. And
that’s by design. Part of the strength of this Maple Leafs team is that they
carry a big number of high-impact forwards, and can balance them
across the two units.

Atkinson predicted that Laine would have a strong game next time.

The luxury of being able to let John Tavares (four goals, two assists on
the power play) anchor the team’s second unit – a natural centre option
behind Auston Matthews on the first power play – is a significant one,
and it makes it awfully difficult for opposing coaching staffs who rarely
can find answers on both of their penalty-kill teams.

"I've got to get this team to play as a team and care as a team or we'll
continue to play the hockey that we're playing right now. Yeah, that's my
job."

Even over a full 82-game season, a power play this hot can be enough to
take a team into the postseason. In a truncated season like this one, it
can make a massive difference in the standings. Look no further than the
2012-13 Pittsburgh Penguins, who scored 42 power-play goals in just 48
games.
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That Penguins team won the Atlantic Division by 16 points, and the
Eastern Conference by nine points.
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Said Tortorella: "I'm sure Patty and I will talk about certain things that
we're looking for here, and I'll try to make him understand and I've got to
listen to him also and get about it here.
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USA TODAY / Ralph Backstrom, who won six Stanley Cups with
Montreal Canadiens, dies at 83

Kevin Lytle

Websites
Six-time Stanley Cup winner Ralph Backstrom died on Sunday at age 83.

USA TODAY / Columbus Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella benches
star winger Patrik Laine

Mike Brehm

Columbus Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella benched star Pierre-Luc
Dubois for most of a game this season before the center was traded to
the Winnipeg Jets.

He was at his home in Windsor, Colorado, as he battled illness,
according to NHL.com.
Backstrom was the 1959 winner of the Calder Trophy as NHL rookie of
the year. He played 1,032 NHL games for the Montreal Canadiens, Los
Angeles Kings and Chicago Black Hawks between 1956-57 and 1972-73,
registering 639 points (278 goals, 361 assists). He played another 304
games for four teams in the World Hockey Association between 1973-77.
Only nine players in National Hockey League history have won more
than six Stanley Cups.

Monday, Tortorella benched another prominent player: Star winger Patrik
Laine, who came back to Columbus in the Dubois trade.

The Kirkland Lake, Ontario, native coached the University of Denver
Pioneers for nine seasons after retiring as a player, winning the Coach of
the Year award in 1986.

Laine, in his fourth game with the Blue Jackets, didn't play after the 13:41
mark of the second period after a poor defensive play on a tying goal by
the Carolina Hurricanes' Brock McGinn.

Backstrom was one of the main figures who championed a change of
plans for the Budweiser Events Center from mostly a rodeo venue to
instead become the home of the Colorado Eagles.

But Tortorella said that wasn't what led to the benching.

He founded the Eagles of the Central Hockey League in 2002. In 2003,
the team began to play at the brand new Budweiser Events Center in
Loveland.

"It wasn't because of the missed assignment," he told reporters. "There's
a number of things that come into play with that, and that will stay in the
locker room."
Defenseman Dean Kukan also didn't play after a mistake on the
Hurricanes' first goal.
"It's what I feel I need to do," Tortorella said. "The last thing I want to do
is bench a player. But ... we're just disjointed in all areas, both on and off
the ice.
"It's an easy thing to bench a player. That's the last thing I want to do, but
if I think I need to do it, then I need to do. I did with Patty and I felt I
needed to do it with Kuks in where he was struggling so bad. ... Kuks has
given us a lot of good hockey, but the last couple of games, it's been a
struggle."

Backstrom officially retired from an active role with the Eagles in 2007 but
was still a constant presence at practices and games. The franchise has
moved up the ladder of minor league hockey from the CHL to ECHL and
now to the AHL as the top minor league affiliate of the Colorado
Avalanche.
Many have championed Backstrom as a qualified candidate for the Hall
of Fame.
"If I had my druthers, I would have Ralph submitted as a builder of the
sport," recently retired Eagles president and coach Chris Stewart told the
Coloradoan in 2013. "From the standpoint of being a builder of the sport,
there is no argument. There is absolutely no wavering on that at all. He is
one of the best builders of this sport at all levels. He's just a great
ambassador of the game of hockey."
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Backstrom was elected to the Colorado Sports Hall of Fame in 2008 and
was awarded the ECHL’s Lifetime Achievement Award in 2013.
“Ralph Backstrom was the most honorable gentleman I’ve ever
encountered in my professional life and he was single-handedly
responsible for professional hockey in Northern Colorado,” Eagles owner
and CEO Martin Lind said in a news release. “We all are forever indebted
to this legacy of a gentleman and we pray his family has peace and
comfort in this difficult time.”
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